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THE BURDEN OF CONSCIENCE.

He was tall, muscular and ruggedly handsome. The parts of his body 
that shov/ed, face, neck, forearms, were well tanned by regular exposure 
to the sun. A healthy looking individual, striding along a dusty street.

"Well?' asked iiillington.

"Yes," murmoured Tiyra.

IIillinp,ton experienced a surge of relief. Fe had suspected that 
Kyra might never be satisfied. Time and time again she had vetoed his 
selections. But now, at last, agreementi

They stood side by side on the snowy white balcony and watched until 
the man turned a corner. T^illington turned away, but his companion still 
stared down at the now empty street.

Kyra gripped the balustrade and squezzed until her knuckles showed 
white. 'Having seen him once, and now, vjatching him stride out of sight,' 
she whispered sensually, "I feel a loss.''

T'illington said nothing, but smiled knowingly. The correct choice 
had, at last, been made.

In the underground classroom, the Proflessor lectured an empty row 
of desks. J^illington stood in the shadowed doorway and listened.

"The present world is based unon a series of tragedies. Each one 
has added to the burden of cQnscience. A'burden which is'shared, to 
varying degrees, by all humanity.'

The Professor paused, cleared his throat, then continued. ’ Kore 
tragedies must folloxj, and thus, the weight of conscience increase. A 
never ending cycle which will push mankind further and further into a 
pit of masochistic terror.

His voice rose. '’A reversal of this procedure, a righting of the 
tragedies, cannot occur while the corporate body shares the burden. It 
cannot be shaken off and Ignored. Yet it must be if the final great dif- 
aster is to be averted."

Killington VTalked into the classroom.
"Nhat is it this time?’’ grumbled the Professor.

Killington went to the blackboard, selected a stick, of white chalk,
and wrote in large capitals. TThen he'd finished he replaced the chalk 
and turned toTrards the older ran.

'Read it," he said.

Turning, he left the classroom..



"HE'S BEEN FOUND," read the Professor aloud.

"He’s been found," he repeated quietly. Then, sitting at the near
est desk, he wept.

The tall man caught a number twenty three bus that took him away 
from the dusty streets, out into the countryside. Circumstances direc
ted that he spend the bulk of his time shut within the confines of that 
large town. But it was here, strolling leafy lanes, TThere contentment 
could be found.

Concrete and metal, dust and dirt, crowds of people. These things 
gave him vague feelings of fear. He sought quiet whenever possible.

Not to think, or ponder inumerable problems, for he was an unima
ginative man. But to let the peace brought by solitude sweep through 
the well defined by-ways of his mind.

Three evenings a week at the gymnasium, as many country walks as 
he could manage. This was his life. Physical and mental well being 
merged into one.

Nothing like a good work-out for clearing away the cobwebs.
Can't heat a stroll across open fields to accomplish peace of mind.

"When?' asked T'^'yra.
"Soon," replied the Professor.

Millington laughed out loud. "Look at her," he exclaimed. "Like 
a bitch in heatI"

"Patience," intoned the Professor. "The time will be soon.'" He 
turned to Millington.

"Leave us," he instructed. 'Keep him under constant observation.
Spy on him. Take photographs. Record his voice. Map his bone struc
ture. Discover how many muscles he employs to smile. I must know everv— 
thing*"

Millington saluted lazily, ' Fe cuts his toenails twice a week. 
The rest I will find out by tomorrow.'- He left the room.

"What now? More lectures in the classroom?"
"No, I think not," replied the Professor. "We will go to the ^^e- 

dlcal Centre."
"Hypnotism?"
"Yes."



"Just make it really soon,” she said with feeling. "I don't 
think I can hold it all for much longer. I need release."

"You will hold it as long as you must," came the stem reprisal. 
"Failure will not be tolerated.'

Meekly, Myra followed him to the Medical Centre. 'He likes the 
open air," she said thoughtfully. "He VTon't like it here, underground.*'

"If you do your job properly," stated the Professor, 'he won't 
care vjhere he is."

Myra lay on the brown leather couch. "I'll do my job all right. 
Just you get on with yours.’’

I'm sure that Fellow's following me, he thought. Hmm, strange. 
Every;?here I've gone this evening, he's been there too. If I thought 
he really was, I'd.......

But no, gosh, there's no reason for it. Just my imagination. It 
must be.

It certainly took him a long time to notice me, thought Millington. 
And even novr he isn't sure.

He leant against the balustrade. FIs thin, wispy hair was as 
snox^y white as the balcony itself. Short-sightedly, the Proffessor 
studied the view.

Cross, bad tempered people hurried along the street. The street 
itself was dusty, oppressive, a desolate place.

"Guilt," murmoured the Proffessor, "is etched across the concrete 
landscape. The heavy burden of conscience shows plain on every worried 
face, on the bricks and tiles of buildings. Guilt is everyT?bere.

"Not for long though Professor," stated Millington loudly.

"This world has sinned, and basked in evil. Its very heart is 
sorely wounded. But, as you imply, a cure can be brought to bear.
All xre need to perform the miracle is a man as yet untainted by guilt. 
Preferably a young man, healthy, and with a broad pair of shoulders.’

"Yes indeed,"laughed the younger man. ’’Someone who lacks the ima
gination to see the evil all around. Young, healthy, and thick. And 
we've found him Professor. Me have him on ice.

They stood in silence, and looked down upon the dusty street,

"And may God help him," muttered the Professor.

'"No. TTay God help us," insisted Millington.



l^yra was being kept under sedation until the time arrived. During 
the searching, the false alarms, the almost-but-not-quite period, she 
had held herself in check. Patience xtcls hers.

But noX'?, V7ith the subject chosen and zero hour near, the virtue of 
patience was lost to her. The final fulfilment was all that mattered.
It filled her mind, driving her crazy with the waiting. TTothlng helped.

Not the scientific reasoning of the Professor.

Nor the sardonic bullying of I'illington.

So they kept her under sedation, while they all waited. Until the 
Professor gave the longed for word.

''I must be absoluely certain,' the Professor stated for the hun- 
dreth time.

Millington groaned theatrically. "He's everything we’ve been 
searching for I tell you. Strong, young, healthy, broad shouldered, 
innocent. He lacks imagination, so has not been previously beset by 
mankinds' problems."

"I know all this, but there must be no doubts at all."

"All right," Millington shrugged, "it must be your decision, but 
try to reach it soon. You were sure enough when you first found me, 
and then x-7hen we discovered Tlyra.

"We have done as you bid and discovered Calderwood. Me have de
clared him to be the one. Re is the one. A beautiful physical spe— 
ciman, but totally lacking in experience. You chose us, vie chose him, 
so trust us. Give the x-Tordl"

'He does seem flawless, yes," the old man took a deep breath.
"All eight, I give the word!/’

It was a Saturday afternoon, and another fine day. The fine spell 
certainly was lasting a long time, much to Calderrrood’s relief. He 
hated rainy weekends. Bad weather put a stop to his country walks, 
but today was fine. All was well.

The number txrenty three bus jogged along at a steady pace. The 
conductor knew Calden-jood by sight. "Here’s your stop sir," he called 
while ringing the bell.

Caldervjood moved to the platform.
"Good vjeather’s keeping up," observed the conductor.



"Certainly is. Hot that we don't deserve iti"

*'I should say!"
The bus pulled up at the stop, and Caldervjood stepped down onto 

the road.
"Cheerio," called the friendly conductor.

Calderwood waved as the bus restarted and drove away.
He was particularly glad to get out into the countryside today. 

The town had seemed even more opprcssibe then it usually did to him. 
The very thought of the busy streets and hurrying people V7as distaste
ful.

He looked around. Not a person in sight, he felt more relaxed 
already. Fields, hedges, winding roads and clean unblemished air to 
breath. It was much too nice to let memories of noisy traffic and 
people bother him. Nith a feeling of joy in his heart, he started to 
walk.

There \}as a little group of trees that stood upon the crest of 
a small hillock. It was his favourite spot. Calderwood made for it 
now.

He breathed good clean air into his lungs happily. This was what 
he waited for all week. Solitude. Free, if only for a short vrhile, 
from the dusty streets, from the bad tempered crox-zds.

Calderwood loped along at an easy going pace. This was what he 
enjoyed, bad thoughts were forgotten. He was contented.

He started up the small hillock. The trees stood at the top.
The sunshone brightly, and birds sang. This is the life, thought Cal
derwood.

As he got nearer he glimpsed a movement amongst the shadox^y trunks. 
A cloud crossed his mind. lie hated seeing other people here.

First he slowed to a dawdle, then stopped altogether. I^ybe it 
xjould be better to bypass the trees, give them a miss.

IJhlle he stood thinking about it a figure emerged from the trees 
and came slox<7ly towards him. Calderx^ood gasped x-7ith surprise. His 
mouth hung open vacantly, his mind in a spin.

Coming towards him xjas a x-7oman, as naked as the day she xxas born. 
The thought, x-xoodland nymph, flashed through his bex-rildered senses.

She came closer, slox-rly, her sylph-like body swaying, as. if in the 
breeze. Calder;-7ood, rooted to the spot, could only stare. A choking 
sensation lifted his hand to loosen his collar, but it X7as already 
undone. Ills hand dropped back to his side.



The nearere she came, the greater his discomfort. Surprise, 
desire, fear. All swirled round his mind, making rational thought 
more and more impossible.

When a mere txrienty five yards away, she stopped. Her lips parted 
in a wide, sensual smile. Then she turned, ran back tbe way she had 
come, only to stop again.

Calderwood was in a mental x^hirl. TTno uas she? What was going 
on? What should he do?

She glanced over her shoulder and laughed. Then, beckoning to 
him to follow, «he started to run again.

There was no reason to all this. It couldn't be happening, x^ell 
shouldn't be axiywayi Put is was, and that was all that seemed impor
tant nox^. It might be crazy, but it xras real.

One clear thought emerged from the utter confusion of his mind.
I must have her! I must! I must!

CalderxiTood started to run after her sxjiftly receding figure.

"Just look at her run!" exclaimed Millington. "I swear she's bro
ken about five xjorld records. Try as he might, the brax'jny fool simply 
cannot catch her."

"Nor will he, not till the proper time."
"I've got to give you your due Professor. This was the one phase 

I thought we might fall down on. I thought it quite likely he xrould 
catch her in the open. '

"All a question of conditioning, Millington. Myra does what she 
has to, because she no longer knoxis anything else."

Millington turned avjay from the scene. ' She really believes in 
x>7hat we're doing, to accept what she has," he said quietly.

CaldervTood frequently thought he was going to catch the r’.’nning 
nymph. But each time, xjith a laugh and a wave, she eluded him Dog
gedly he kept going.

Nothing else mattered. He had to have her.

How long the chase had lasted, or in xjhich direction he xjas being 
led, meant nothing. Neither did his aching legs or heanlng lungs. Nor 
did he xjonder xThat sort of xroman could keep up this fantastic pace.

None of this mattered. Only his eventual victory, v;hich he felt 
sure must come.



At last the cave was reached, and Tfyra plunped into Its entrance. 
Elation filled him. This had to be the end of the chase. The dark 
mouth loomed up before him. In he ran, into the gloom, leaving the 
sunlight behind.

Down went the trail. Into the bowels of the earth, it seemed. 
'Djisting, turning, bending, but alvjays pointing down.

He couldn't see her during this section of the chase. But as 
the cave consisted of only one passageway, with no sub-corridors 
leading off, he knew she had to be somewhere ahead of him. Sooner 

later the cave would end. Then she r/ould he riis.

As the cave sloped ever deeper so Calderwood ran even faster down
The floor was rough and strewn T/ith rocks. A. couole of times he 

stumbled, and once fell. His knees were scraped, his trousers ripped, 
but none of this mattered.

Then, he turned another corner, and pulled up when he found him
self in absolute pitch blackness. Even the gloom was lost. He could 
not see a thing. Slowly, carefully, with hands stretched out before 
him, he edged forward.

1^11 say one thing about our boy, he sure is single minded.
He hasn't stopped to question what is happening once. Just keeps 
going with a stubborn determination."

"Of course," agreed the Professor. '"It is all part of his lack 
of imagination. le has seen something he wants, so goes after it. 
Nothing cimbiguous is allowed to penetrate this want.

'Look at him now, slowly moving forr^rard into utter darkness. A 
more imaginative person would be worried about possible dangers. An 
ambush even. But not young CalderrTOod. All that concerns him is that 
Myra must have entered this black cavern before him, so fon-Tard he 
goes.

Oh he s perfect, he really is. Young, healthy, none too bright. 
Ills only pleasure has been physical fitness. Sexually backward, wo
men have always been objects of mystery beyond his understanding. So 
desire has, until today, been repressed. But now the dam has been 
breached. This naked woman, T'^ra, who I suspect he associates with 
somfe form of woodland sptite, has released this basic need from the 
bondage he unconsciously created."

Tillllngton laughed. 'In other v7ords, he's raving for it,' he
said.

' As a virgin he would normally have entered into iihe act with an 
innocent wholeheartedness tinged with a certain trepidation," continued 
the Professor, ignoring the other man's interuption. Hut now, fol
lowing the physical effort of the chase, coupled with the near'suc- 
cesses when he almost caught her and the final surprise we have in 
store, all nervousness will be gone. IJhen he takes her, it will be as



a conquerer.
‘As he takes, so he Trill give, receiving irhatscever she has to 

offer.”
"He has reached the centre. >Totj?”

"Yes, now."

Millington reached out and gently pressed the sx’itch.

Caldenrood xras momentarily blinded as lights flashed on, lllum.i- 
nating a fantastic scene before him. He stopped, shielding his eyes 
with his hands until they became accustomed to the sudden brightness.

T'lhen he could, see again Calderr-Tood gasped T-Tith surprise. Fe 
stood in the middle of T’hat appeared to be a vast temple. Fight in
front of him xras the alter, and towering above it xras a massive stone 
figure.

Mroever tras T-Torshiped here, it certainly xrasn't the Christian 
God. The figure tras half man, half bull. The carving was crude and 
illform.ed, except for the genitals. They were perfect in every detail.

I’urals depicting various aspects of love making covered the Trails. 
Large columns supported a high ceiling. But these things Xirere barely 
noticed.

BeloT’T the alter was a silk draped mound. Lying upon it, dressed 
in a flooring white garment, xTas the T-joraan T-rho had led him. to this 
place.

Calderwood advanced until he stood looking down at her. Her eyes 
met his. Her arms reached out. Invitingly.

CalderTTood glanced around the temple. The obscene murals screamed 
sxlent messages of lust at him. Fe looked up at the massive stone fi
gure. The SexGod incarnate, it shimmered xirlth a form of life that 
seeped through to him.

The groTTl started as a Iott purr in the back of his throat, and 
ended as a T.^ild animalistic hoTrl.

"NowJ” screamed T'yra, with the first vTord he had heard her speak.

"Hovr." echoed Calderwood, and threx^T himself upon her.

There, in a pagan temple, lying in the shadow of an obscene m.onu- 
ment, the man Calderx-xood encountered his first experience of the act 
of love. Completely uninhibited, the txTo participants locked as if 
in mortal combat. To the total exclusion of all else bar the moment.



Swaying gently to and fro on the balls of his feet, a trance like 
expression smoothed the ravaged featured of the Pofessor s face.

"Is it working?" demanded Millington urgently. "For God's sake 
tell me. Is it vrorking?"

"I see....’’ murmoured the old man. I see....

"Xlhat do you see? Tell ne,'
"I see rushing, busy crowds of bad tempered people scuttling along 

dusty streets. The burden of conscience is heavy unon each one. Man
kind's tragedies troubles every broxj. facial guilt hangs heavy in the 
turbulent air.”

Millington gestured impatiently. All this is as it ^ as, he snapped. 
"Is there no sign of change? '

"It xcrill come. The time is upon us. Can’t you hear it Millington? 
The wind is pregnant V7ith the stormy particles.'

And true enough. First a breeze. Then a wind. Stronger and strong
er, until finally a gale blew all around them.

From every corner of the world, the disturbed sheets of air gravi
tated to assemble at the entrance of their underground lair. Then, when 
all v7as ready and the climax approached, it swept along the cave and into 
the temple.

"Myra," rrhispered the Professor, "^^y poor T^ra."

With a suddeness that took Millington by surprise, the gale 
abated. ITis voice burst upon the ensuing silence. "^Tell?" he asked 
harshly.

"I see hurrying, active crowds of happily contented people moving 
along bright streets,” reported the Professor. "Their faces are smll-- 
ing, their brows unlined. Universal hope hovers gently over each un- 
troubled soul."

"Then it is doneI" TMllington roared triumphantly. "The final dis
aster averted. T^ankind can build anew, right the tragedies, set his 
house in order. The racial guilt has been accumulated into a single 
entity.”

The Professor said nothing, "'e was too busy weeping.

A young man, filled with a blazing desire, had earlier entered the 
cave. He .'.ad been chasing a beautiful naked nymnh. They had m.ade love, 
both for the first tim.e, with a singlemindedness that two people rarely 
achieve. Their union had been utterly complete.



Kyra, the nymph, and also the catalyst, now lay dead. The swir
ling force that had passed through her to envelop the chosen entity 
had, as was foreseen, left her an emnty shell.

An old man staggered tiredly out from the cave into the sunlight. 
A very old man indeed, ris back was bent, his face lined and haggard. 
Hunched for^mrd under the burden of mankind's total guilt, he tottered 
on the brink of a denied oblivion.

Doomed, damned, but T/ithout understanding xjhy. TTor ever likely 
to. An old, old man named Calden^ood followed a lonely path through 
the glorious sunny countryside.

Bryon Fortey 
90 Caeleon Road 
Newport, Mon. 
South Wales 
Breat Britain 
’'IPT 7BY



For floT/ers
Tired when I walk a street 

a desperate street 
blabber-tounped dirt road 
’peaking foot sounds 
echoed in hollow aluminum legs

dried machine paths touching
click the adjustments of words
tune a syllable to every point touched
back away again
uncounseled maneuvers scattered by tOT-ms 
built by trees and sky-sucked 
from earth

clouds metal dust hover
rubber smoke hammec inclined away spinning 
threw up the earth dust ascent blest sky 
mounted charging through trees 
washed by thin metal sounds

The voltage of the atmosphere is 
twenty thousand per foot
a haad outstretched requests disturbances 
the charging of faculties rustdd long silent 
arcJ.ng in coronal fire 
blue resemblance of tree 
thrust up the slcy
but no comet appears
in a sandwiched tree limbed
road hollow snace
dust man machine winded
dimly adjusts for flowers

-- barren Buckles



Just as
Seekinj» drled-out cracked ualls 

or maybe 
just as

times before seated here; 
gazing T7itb eyes,

TTindovjed;
staring out into pieces of branches

disjointed iL
in darkness \

hanging limb by limb |
protruded into the air's density, I

this nightine;
Yes, other moonlit eyes 
In strained silence 
shall seek this.
Just as
TTurmurless, noured-out phrases 
shoTT again,

ageless sorrows.
Or, is it just as
In passing the blurred, buried cracks 
that
This timers passage will pass,

across my eyes;
And, leave only
the half-tinted traces behind.
Long-abandoned images 
Lost longings,

misplaced;
For faded fantasies to 
show again,

ageless sorrows.
The more rrhished-for wind whispering breezes;
The new breath-filled yet motionless TTlnd,

ceaseless circles
barely meeting; 

or maybe 
just as

times before seated here; 
looking with eyes,

curtained;
And, for a moment 
Eyes reddened
the worn-through, tired, re-used tears
Now, faintly falling
somehow
reminiscent of the salt-stained stories 
repeated in rounds,

the strained silence.

-- Judith Sharlin



?1ETH0D; DliSCATlTES, NEUTON, AND ICANT
best essay by a member of the junior class, 1?72.*

Kant OTiteSjin the '’Introduction" to the Critique of Pure Reason,

Experience tells us. Indeed, vhat is, but not that it must 
necessarily be so and not otherxTise. It tiierefore gives 
us no true universality; and reason, TThich is so insistent 
upon this kind of knovrledge, is therefore more stimulated 
by it than satisfied. Such universal modes of knowledge 
x^rhich at the same time possess the character of inner ne
cessity, must in themselves, independently of experience, 
be clear and certain. (A 1; Kemp-Smith translation, p. 42).

Tills is clearly a fundamental assertion about the intersection of 
the mind and the xiorld (the 'not-mind'). As such, we would label it 
an epistemological statement. But I think it is often equally onto
logical. To ansT-'er the question, "Row does the m.ind know a thing?", 
an assumption must be made about what mind 1^, what thing In
one form of argument, the world’s structure is subtracted from the 
awareness of self to indicate what must be supplied by the m»ind.
But it is precisely the mode of one's approach to this external struc
ture that is now in question. To grasp being simply, assuming that 
knowledge is intimacy with things, would reduce the molding act of 
mind in slmnle cognition to nothing, thus seeming to ayoid the question. 
On the other hand, to assert that the study of mind, is prior to that 
of thing predetermines the things one xtiH find - creates a dismal 
ontology before one has even handled things. The alternate argumient 
relies on the p ro'le'^’atic 'R iiity of introsrectior to separate per
ception from perceptual organization. Perhaps, too, the argui'ient 
would lose its universality in a melange of personal testimonies.

It T7ill be the attempt of this essay to trace the spontaneous 
generation of an ontology in Descartes and sTiow that the abandonment 
of the ontology in the Critique leaves no foundation for the continued 
methodological argument. The principal texts to be used are Descartes' 
Regulae, sections of Newton's Principia, and the opening of the Cri- 
tique through the "Principles of Empirical Understanding."

I
The first movement of the '^egulae betrays a new understanding 

of the sense in td-iich the quest for understanding should be called 
universal. Aquinas could unite the magisterial study of theology 
under the form.ality of its object;■ ’Hence, because sacred doctrine 
considers some things as there are divinely revealed, all things which 
are divinely revealed commune in the one formality of the object of 
this science.' (ST la. I, 3 concl.) Descartes explains, on the other

*This and the other nrize pieces were selected in a college-Trlde 
competition by an official Faculty committee comprising T'r. Bell, T'fr. 
Flinn, Nr. Riggins, Nr. Ossorpin, and Nrs. Toxmsend, Categories not 
represented in this issue are those in xxhlch no prizes were awarded.



hand, "The end of study should he to direct the mind to offer true 
and firm judfmants on all things that come before it/’ (Pegulae, 1; 
Adam-Tannery 260, 1). It is the ner; definition of science which allows 
this argument to be changed in Descartes. The sum of all sciences 
is the same as human wisdom, "T'hich is always one and the same ' (AT 
360, 6). The universality of the inquiry is made internal, the oro- 
duct of the oneness of huirian understanding, "as the Sun shines on things" 
(360, 8). Things are mentioned generally •• tha.t is, just as undif
ferentiated rei. The unilrive agent lies on th.is side of things and 
renders then almost faceless. One has a new point from vjhich to order 
inquiries; the nature of human understanding itself. From it we 
seek universal TJisdom.

This is reflected again in the second rule, where the uniformity 
of certitude is added to this universal knowledge. Science is true 
and evident cognition which must convince everyone. Yet, the only 
examples ttb have of such persuasion lie in mathematics. But all sci
ences are one. Thus, we seek everyT^here certainty equal to that of 
arithmetic. That the modality of p nronosition becomes the universal 
criterion shoxTS clearly the retreat that has been made into the mind. 
Descartes approaches an error, hox^ever, xxhich he criticized at the begin
ning of the previous rule; instead of saying that the certitude must 
be like that of mathematics (as Plato x.rould say that geometry is a 
myth told about knoxmng) , Descartes says xie must seek nothing "of 
which XTe cannot have certainty equal to that of A.rithmetlc and Geo
metrical demonstrations" (Degulae, 2; AT 366, 7-D). The lack of ana
logy gives the clue for a first ansx^er; the idea of a uniform treat- 
m.ent based on point of vlev; essentially mathem.atical. Arguments 
X'Xhich seem epistemological in a XTide sense move over a hidden lake 
of geometrical principles. Tliat the generative relationship betX'/een 
method and m.athematics is - or xAaether some third set of suppositions 
underlies them both - xrill be touched on in more detail later.

The x-Tord methodus first occurs in the enunciation of rule 4, 
x-jhlch includes arguments for its necessity. Tere, the x-rord is taken 
in the sense of an investigative dexrice. ' By method I understand 
certain and easy rules, so that xrhoever serves them exactly, xxill never 
assume the false for true, nor ever consum.e his mental efforts use
lessly, but X'Till alxxays increase his scientia bv steps, coming to the 
true understanding of all that of x-rhich he is capable.' (A.T 371,
10-14).

- , But in a larger sense, as a set of axioms "hich define a horizon 
in xjhlKh the search xrill take place, this rule merely makes explicit 
the Copemican Devolution of the first. To add seriously the qualifi
cation ’as things appear to me" to a statemBmt of investigation is 
to have assumed that there are a set of propositions held in the mind 
T-rhich xtIII color the results, nthern'ise, the phrase becomes, as in 
Aristotle, an exhortation to caution. Conversely, to have a particular 
xray of ask.ing questions before one has objects is to reveal an in
trinsic coordinate system.

The argument relies finally on an appeal to experience; those 
x-rho lakh method become blinded and bear no fruit. There is a similar 
argument in La Geometrie. After solving root problems simply, Des
cartes xjrites, "x'hich I do not believe the ancients understood, for



boo
otherwise they would not have taken the trouble to write so many fat 
books where the very order of propsitions makes us know that they did 
have the true method for finding them all, but that they only assem
bled those which they ran across." (Dover edition, p. i6).*

The use of fertility as a criterion is reminiscent of Bacon.
The Novum Organum describes two tribes in philosophy, one seeking 
cultivation, the other invention—— "to conquer nature in action" 
(Pceface). In the growth of scientific method from experiments to 
axioms to new experiments, a harvest of inventions comes by the side 
(aphorisms 115—6; cf, 80—1; the object of science is to endow human 
life with power and discoveries"). But, Bacon argues, the mind is 
not equal to the tahk unaided: the secrets of nature reveal themselves 
more readily under the vexations of art than when they go their own 
way" (98). The naked intellect requires tools to correct and 
strengthen it (cf., e.g., Preface, 37, 67, l22), which tools are 
universally applicable (127). Finally, however, he admits that the 
human mind is more orderly(45) and less subtle (i3, 24) than nature, 
upon which it must impose. This distortional imposition is, again, 
justified by hhe fruits yielded — whether inventions or crystalline 
explanations (cf, the reductio in the Meteorology, Bobbs—Merrill 
ed., p, 275, where the assumptions are justified in the lucidity of 
speculation following them; the consideration of productivity in the 
Discourse I, and the distinction beft-Teen fruitful science and con
servative history, Regulae, 3, AT 366). The hope of fertile self
correction leads us on in the use of method (Aph. 92, 94).

This indicat6r works only poorly for theoretical inquiries, 
however. If the concern is with the invention, then meticulous 
observation is clearly helpful. But the Socratic witness warns that 
skill is usually inimical to speculation. Any movement behind 
observation cannot rely on a retrospective justification by mechanical 
success. The mathematical example is good. It is only by disregard
ing the Plathnlc transparency of the mathematical (as pointing upwards 
on the divided line) that Descartes is able to busy himself with the 
discovery of properties and propostlons. He is 'successful', of 
course. But the success is contingent upon the limitation, of the 
grounds of inquiry, the exclusion of troubling speculative questions 
(cf. the lack of an adequate definition of algebraic nianber until 
Dedekind). To be laureled for building sand castles is a sigh of 
limited questions, Waht does success say to princifiles if the prin
ciples created the gphere in which one was successful?

The "science of man" is the description of this use of principles 
to exclude and create, for it describes the activity of homo faber in 
seeking. This metaphysical study is alluded to by all the thinkers 
allied with Descartes, Bacon speaks of the acute need for historical 
knowledge (aph. 72) and an evolution of thought under the consciousness 
of the historical weight (84:"truth is. . .the daughter of time").
Hume marches to take the capital of human nature itself in his war to 
subdue all science (Treatise. Introduction; Selby-Bigge, p. xx). 
Descartes insists, along with Kant, that the critical self-study of

* Descartes changes this argument in the Regulae. attributing a method 
to Diophantus and Pappus because they discovered, and cursing them for 
having hidden it (Regulae, 4; AT 376, 22).



man must be the first to be mdertaken (RegulaeJS). If the vrhole land 
is under a spell, go after the magician.

The discussion of travel in the first part of the Disconrse (ATll~ 
3-3) throws an interesting sidelight on this science. The diversity of 
human mores is troubling because it casts so much into doubt; having 
seen the patchwork of poss7l.ble answers, one can no longer assum_e one's 
own system as God-given. But the fact that there can be such ®hriety 
within the human soul gives a hint of the escape. Human nature, and per 
perhaps nature as such, is plastic and order can be given it only inten
tionally, In science, this is done through itethod, in morality, 
through the assumption af a convenient moral code or the severing of 
intellect and will to allow for faith. (Discourse, III, AT 24-30; cf, 
Regulae. 3 AT 370 1610.

Descartes' m.ethpd is born into the hands of unity and reflection 
(Regulae, 5), It is explicitly self-conclous. The concern is with 
thoughts as thoughts and not as reflection of things, "Even though this 
propostion- does not seem to teach anything really new, it holds, 
nonetheless , the highest secret og the method, and there is nothing in 
this Treatise of more usefulftnass it says that all things can be ar
ranged in some series, not insofar as they refer to some other 
ontological genus, such as the Philosophers devise in their categories, 
but in so far as one can be knovm from fenother, . (Regulae 6, AT
381, 8ff), Tills intentionaliyy is clearly mathematical. The fasci
nation with a science of relationships shox^s this. As Aquinas must 
argue in the exposition of the Trinity, relation is the one non- 
material ground for distinction which is outwardly directed (ST*la, 40 
2). The Son shares the one divine essence with the Father, but is 
distinguished from Him only in having the relationship of Sonship, which 
is external to the essence. To approach any substance, then, from the 
point of view of relation is to come at it from the outside, from the 
relative.

1‘Jhen Descartes stresses the handling of objects only through a 
measuring of their "distances" from one another (Regulae, 6), he steps 
outside the place of Intimacy with things and looks at them as definite
ly other (Regulae. 8; AT 398, 13; ". . .which are outside of us and 
totally alien, . .") He writes along similar lines in the Discourse 
(AT 21, 16ff)! "...in considering only the diverse relations or 
proportions to be found as holding between them, I thought it best 
to treat only of these proportions, taking them in a quite general 
manner, and without ascribing to them any other objects than those 
x^hich might serve to facilitate the knowing of them..." Because the 
specific nature of the objects is a matter of indifference, one can 
pick those objects which afford the nicest exegesis, Method has risen 
above the variegated hylaic mud.

The next step is to move from uniform applicability to uniform 
explanation. The method of approach has become the mode of conquest.
The Cartesian rules prescribe the use of ratios and, thus, the cal
culation of solutions through fourth proportionals. This assures the 
homogeneity of the third and fourth terms (cf. Euclid, V, def, 3).
Tlie unknown is subordinate to the knovm; not only is it approached 
through the known (as Aristotle would have it), but it is determined 
by it. It is as Descartes X'jrites in the fourteenth rule, "we shall



believe ourselves to have reached whatever in this matter can be attained 
by human faculties if we discern with all possible distinctness the 
mixture of entities or natures already knox-m vrhich produces just those 
effects which we notice in the magnet." (AT 439, 6-10). Cassandra 
kills Agamemnon; the assumption of method forces uniformity, which 
in turn, causes us to pride ourselves in having discovered the one truth.

This resolution of speculative difficulties on methodological 
grounds is seen in the Tieteorology. One begins the inquiry by looking 
for a general explanation for both heavenly and earthly phenomena (Bobbs- 
Merrill, p. 263; cf. p. 292). Similarly, Kepler settles a crucial 
question concerning the sun’s force by an appeal to ajcioms; if two 
phenomena always coincide, one assxmies a causal relation determined by 
a single regulatory faculty (Astronomia Nova, 3a, 33; quoted in Jammer, 
Force, p. 88). The demand for unity appears regularly in Descartes 
(cf. Discourse, II; Haldane & Pnss, I, 87: the architectural example).
In the wider maturation of Renaissance art, such self-conscious purifi
cation lies behind the imitation of classical models. The return to 
previous works was an intentional taking up of the arts as arts - a 
swallowing of the already digested, with the flavor of caricature, 
(Descartes does the same in his recovery of awkwardly literal Latin 
etymologies,)

The ground vihich weds imity, generality, and reflexiveness is mathe
matical, §escartes sees mathematics as the science of general relation
ships. In order to have a clearer ’understanding of them, we supply 
some specific in the imagination with x^hich to X'jork (Regulae, 12) .
Tills specific is extension in general (Regulae, 14, 16), used only in 
one or two dimensions (16; AT 456, 28-30). The use of figures is un
differentiated specifically and, thus, opposed to Euclid’s, in which 
the given figures are myths illustrating the proofs and allox^xing of 
various incarnations. Now, number is the pure subject of the science 
of ratios. It is an abstraction from the definite nu merable, a turning 
of the mind on itself. This concept is number in general, removed from 
any specific number (Regulae. 14; AT 455, 24ff). Because this notion 
does not contain terms used equivocally (as does, e.g., "Extension 
is not body"; Reg., 14), it should take shape from the imagination.
It is to be united symbolically to extension (the general symbol).
As a result, number applies symbolically to objective extension because 
the imagination is directly connected x^ith the xrorld by a chain which 
Descartes describes with the famous seal analogy (which, he reminds us, 
is to be taken literally), Expandigg to its extreme, the argument 
would reduce all non-mental existence to the symbolic; things would 
become the ancillae of pure ideas. VJhat would happen to Bacon’s ex
perimental science?

The true source of unity, however, lies even behind the mathematical 
in the Cogito. This is not taken as a deduction (its form in the Dis
course) , but as a statement: "Je suis, j’existe" (Meditations, II^ 
Larousse, p.3(i-). From this Archimedean rock, Descartes will move the 
xjorld; it is the one point of certainty. Three streams spring from it 
to determine the nexj mathematical science. First, it is essentially 
an act of reflection. Descartes thinks that he is a thinking being.
"Mais qu’est-ce done q;ue je suis? un.chose qui penseV (Larousse, p. 36), 
The act of apprehension is identical xjith that x-ihich is apprehended, 
i.e., more generally, the mode of approach and that which is approached



are the same, Tliis seems to provide a curious history for the method, 
as it reveals a sameness betv/een road and goal in the determinative 
case. Second, the identity of the thinker and the thought provides the 
logical and psychological base for the knot-iledge of unity. All the 
various activities associated with thinking are unified in the act of 
thinking on oneself. l-Jhat thinks solely is one in the sinle act of think
ing; it unifies this object of thought in the unity of the original ac
tion. "Ys. there any one of these attributes vrhich can be distinguished 
from my thought, or which can be said to be separated from myself?
For it is in itself evident that it is I who doubts, who understands 
and who desires, so that there is nothing vrhich need be added in explana
tion here" (Larousse, p. 38). A similar argument is found in Kant;s 
treatment of the synthetic unity of apperception (para. 25, Second 
Deduction; B 157-79) and will be discussed later.

A third clue, the most important, offers a further insight into 
the origin of method itself: Descartes’ Cogito is essentially solitary. 
What he finds upon reflection is his ovm pure thinking and nothing else, 
TIte ’proof of God’s existence which folloxjs is logically troubled and 
must be seen as alien to the Cogito. In the latter, there is the direct 
thinking on unified, undifferentiated being, which being is characterized 
by just these properties of solf-reflection, overpowering oneness, and 
lack of specificity - properties which the method later finds in things. 
Compare this with the well-knovm correlative passage in Augustine’s 
City of God (Book XI, chap. 26). Here, the direct apperception of mind 
comprises a threefold reaction: "For we both are, and knov7 that vre are, 
and delight in our being and our knowledge of it" (Mod. Lib. ed., 370).
It seems similar. Yet, the whole discussion takes place in a chapter 
arguing for the human taste of the Blessed Trinity. The thought of 
self is a movement outward, a road sign, the capture of a reflection 
and the attempt to trace it back. For Descartes, on the one hand, 
s41f comes in an absolutely empty and black void as the only solidity; 
for Augustine, on the other, it is a sipping of the sweetest Reality, 
which lies outside.

A method is dictated by this reduction of all things to the Cogito, 
to the apprehension of ultimate isolation and solitary self-knowledge.
In this way, the method forces an atomism upon the external: dissects, 
orders, examines, catalogues. Throughout the early middle section of 
the Regulae, Descartes commands the reduction of all things to compo
sitions of simple substances, which are to be known first - clearly 
and distinctly. How does such atomism relate to the universal science 
of ratio:? Because the ratios are external, a thing can be determined 
by ratios only in its outer face (Socrates is shorter than Alcibiades 
and taller than Xanthippe). But the inner reservoir of the thing’s 
being is not touched. It is separated from all other essences by those 
"distances" which establish its relation with other things. Essence is 
an untouchable atom. Because the mind can toubh only itself directly, 
its knowledge is limited to inteiirtional objects. Everything else is 
symb ol.

Retrospectively, the Cartesian system leaves three questions with 
weak answers. First, how can the imagination mediate mind and extended 
substance? Second, what possible grounds does one have for asserting 
the duplicative passivity of the imagination with regard to receiving



sense impressions? Third, what grounds are there for asserting the 
quality of one's own introspection? Might not self-perception be as 
tainted as that of the external?

To anticipate, Kant resolves these three difficulties in a manner 
alien to Descartes’ results, if not his systematization. First, the 
schematism of understanding provides the m.ediation in the dual nature 
of formal time (p, 21). Second, the passivity is dissolved in aban
doning a direct representation of nature. One no longer assumes the 
physiology of perception, at least not explicitly. Third, a distinction 
is made between self-thinking and self-hnowing, vrith the latter subject 
to all the uncertainly and 'subjectivity' of any other knowing (p. 21).

II
Besides its geometrical setenity, Newton's Philosophiae Naturalls 

Principia !lathematica is an astringent attack on Descartes. This direc
tion bums through at several points. Roger Cotes' "Preface" places 
the Cartesians in the second group of philosophers who, beginning cor
rectly, finally "take the liberty of imagining at pleasure unknown figures 
and magnitudes" (Cajori's revision of Motte's translation, p. xx).
He then summarizes the Newtonian criticism of vortices at some length. 
Later, the first definition announces the departure from Cartesian 
homogeneity of matter and brings Newton's coranent, "I have no regard 
in this place to a medium, if any such there is, that freely pervades 
the interstices betv/een the parts of bodies" (p. 1). The final stmmation 
by the prosecution begins the "General Scholium": "The hypothesis of 
vortices is pressed Xi7ith many difficulties..." Newton then demonstrates 
the contradiction between Kepler's laws, the behavior of comets, and 
these vortices. The word hypothesis, on which he continually paints 
the muzzle of a chimera, indicates that the Cartesian physics has been 
exposed as the child of "indolent reason."

In a more general light, Newton is troubled by two Cartesian princi
ples; (a) the actual homogeneity of matter, i.e., uniform density 
(cf. Cotes, 3CX, and def. 1); and (b) the radical mind-body cleavage 
(cf. the citation of the ease tjith vrhich we move our bodies as a simile 
for God's control of the universe; Opticks, qu. 28, qu. 30, as in Koyre, 
109). The first assertion is not a statement of fact and therefore 
contrary to natural science, which must examinethe things that are 
experimentally (cf. Cotes, xxi; Newton's first "Preface", xvii). The 
second renders extended substances necessarily symbolic, weakening 
experiment. But, what new gromd allows Nev^tonto rebel?

It is often remarked that the titles of the definitive works marking 
this controversy differ only by a single v7ord - mathematica. We con
clude that Newton is mathematical. The previous analysis of Descartes, 
however, was just a demonstration of the intimacy between method and the 
mathematical. It is largely the transmutation of the sense of 'mathe
matical,' then, that creates the rift. (Part of the tension comes from 
the inability of the Cartesians to be faithful in obeying thdir master's 
precepts, i.e., a tendency to a dogmatism uglier than that they rejected.) 
The distinguishing mark of the new mathematics is that it measures.
All the definitions, for instance, take the thing to be defined and 
substitute its measurement; "The quantity of matter is the measure of 
the same arising from its density and bulk conjointly" (p. 1). It is



as If hhe mind could grasp reticent stuff only insofar it could 
measure. Again, "...it belongs to the mathematicians to find [calculate?] 
the force that may serve exactly to retain a body in a given orbit with 
a given velocity.(p. 4).

Measurement is a species of the imposition of mind on things.
It takes a unit x^hich is necessarily alien and arranges an artificial 
family. This construction is similar to the consideration of bodies 
in a fictitious (mathematical) space for the purpose of generating the 
laws of motion. In this, Newton folloxv's the flavor if not the formula 
of Descartes. Le Monde, the work suppressed during Descartes' life, 
narrates God's creation of an altaimate world. The device is more 
than a subterfuge to fool censors! rather, the fundamental act of physics 
is seen as creation — kidnapping objects from mvmdane places to birth 
them in a pristine noetic cradle, (This reading would make Cotes ref
erence to Le Monde specious.)

Measurement presupposes that one is outside the thing measured, that 
properties are pplayed out as a Japanese fan, accessible. Kepler s 
shift from gravity as an innate spirit to a mutual attraction involving 
two bodies (letter to Hewart; G. M., xv, 184; as in Jammer) is the exe
gesis required for measurement. The taking of number for force requires 
that it move from body to body, that it not be buried. As Newton has 
it, "The qualities of bodies, which admit neither of intensification nor 
remission of degrees^, and which are fotmd to belong to all bodies w.,thin 
the reach of our experiments, are to be esteemed the universal quali— 
ties ofall bodies" (p. 398). The 'occult qualities' which Newton so 
much detests are the folddd, hidden parts of things.

Force is something external to bodies which inhabits them. Because 
it is measurable, it takes on the permanence of numbers. The notion 
of conservation is introduced on a numerical plane. For Descartes,
God*s constancy insured the conservation of essential physical properties. 
For Nexjton, the measuring activity of physics reveals that motion 
being (Corollary III; p. 17), in conscious rejection of the Greeks.
Motion and rest, which are usually relative, are no longer acut .ely 
distinguished in eveiry case (cf. def, 3, p. 2: "but motion and rest, 
as commonlyconceived, are only relatively distinguished") and seem to 
have the same share of being. The mixture of being and movement is 
found in Aristotle: Ousia is the antithesis of flux, but even ousia 
'grows' under the influence of final cause. Being and motion are neces
sarily related, and no ontology is complete without an account of motion. 
Still, to remove motion from supportive substance and give it stability 
completely defies traditional notions, uncovering the final reliance 
of modem physics on 'algebra.'

The sole accessible characteristic of ousia which remains is the 
vis inertiae. This gives bodies plasicity: forces shape those bodies 
for some time insofar as the body holds on to the force through inertia. 
It is an atomistic constancy: because the body holds add does not affect, 
strai^t line motion becomes natural (Law I; p. 13). Bodies are undis
tinguished receptacles of momentum — densities affect only the outward 
expression of that momentum. Space, too, and time are uniform. This is 
the fruit of atomism: purifying, separating, and the identification 
of the geometrical and the bodily. (The tag, "making Euclidean space



actual," would have shocked Euclid as much as the activity, in denying 
that division of being which was more important to Euclid thaii any 
number of propositions. If the purely mathematical were to underlie 
material being substantially, the tug between the realms of the divided 
line would collapse, instead of waiting for its resolution only in man’s 
movement. Perhaps the Greeks would have accused Newton of the naivest 
sort of anthropocentrism.) The third law of motion .(holding things 
apart to see how they would act if separable) is the continuation of 
Kepler’s unfolding—and—measuring. For one body to impregnate another

force without reacting itself eqxially v7ould approach the occult.

But what is it that distinguishes these laws from the condemned 
’hypotheses’? How can one form non-chimerical regulae philosophandi? 
Newton writes triumphantly ("General Scholium,',' p. 547) : "But hitherto 
I have not been able to discover the cause of those properties of gravity 
from phencmena, and I [feign] no hypotheses; for whatever is not deduced 
from the phenomena is to be called an hypothesis; and hypotheses, whether 
metaphysical or physical, whether of occult qualities or mechanical, 
have no place in experimental philosophy. In this philosophy particular 
propositions are inferred from the phenomena, and afterwards rendered 
general by induction," The ’phantastical’ has no relation to the ob
served; that is, it is not given as being. Kant will say, in the same 
line, existence is given only through intuition and knowledge, which 
is contact with the existent, and can only be had if something is given 
in the intuition, Descartes’ fault was not in establishing a method 
as such, but in not being careful that all the unprocessed matter was 
given from the outside.

Whereas for Aristotle necessity could be given as a facet of the 
tning thought, Newton must introduce induction as the only valid experi
mental inference precisely because there is no universality in the 
given thing, even after it is ""vexed’ into experiment (as opposed to 
experience). A positivistic interpretation is tempting; when one moves 
from particulars to generals, the quality of the enterprise also shifts 
from exact description to probable description. This would obviate the 
necessity of explaining hcn^ an inductive statement can claim to have any 
objective bearing. But Newton is much more emphatic; "My design in this 
book is not to explain the Properties ofLight by Hypotheses, but to 
propose and prove them by reason and experiment" (Opticks. opening 
paragraph). "But how we are to obtain the true motions from their causes 
effects, and apparent differences, and the converse, shall be explained 
more at large in the follox^ing treatise. For to this end it was com
posed, (P^ijic•» P« 12; cf, Pvule 4, p, 400). There must be, then, some 
ground other than the Cartesian symbolism of extension which makes 
valid the method in dealing with the physical.

The basis for v^li^^ity is also that which unifies mind and body; 
the pantoKrator of the "General Scholium" ’(cf. Cotes, xxxii). This is 
neither God nor Lord, for these are terms implying willed obedience 
(p, 544), Rather, "He is eternal and infinite, omnipotent and omniscient 
that is, his duration reaches from eternity to eternity; his presence 
from infinity to infinity; he governs all things, and knows all things 
that are or can be" (p. 545), It is the substantial presence of this 
Being, who constitutes absolute space and time (545, 1. 9), linking mind 
and nature. These two absolutes are replacements for the lost Cartesian



homogeneity; they provide an immovable framex'/ork in which to order 
things, to reduce them to sameness. The Supreme Being, necessarily 
one (cf. p. 544), homogenises space and time, fixes them. It is 
for this reason that t-IevTton can call them mathematical in the Car
tesian sense (p. 8): they are the underpinnings provided in the 
method for universal comparison. A similar function is acted by 
them in Kant’s ’’Aesthetic" as the forms of intuition; being rests 
in them, and its intelligibility deneuds on their sameness and unity. 
Force, which is prototypical of conserved quantities, enters as the 
key to absolute space (cf. pp. 8, 10, 11). It is the necessity of 
force calculation which leads one to reject Fescartes' final relativism. 
The substratum, of the method is linked again to what it finds to 
be conserved.

But God is unknowable in Himself (p. 546). Newton argues this, 
a fortiori, from the untouchable quality of bodies, presumably derived 
from the externality of the mathematical treatment. But it is not 
clear if the argument works this way originally. Beings m.ay be 
necessarily hidden because of the exigencies of method, rendering 
God 5 who is the supreme being, even more hidden. Or, it may be that 
God, X\;ho is necessarily incomprehensible, lies at the foundations 
of the method, obscuring being. In either case, ’in bodies we see 
only their figures and colors, we hear only their sounds, we touch 
only their outvrard surfaces, we smell only the smells, and taste 
the savors" but their inward substances are not to be known either 
by our senses, or by any reflex act of our minds...' (p. 546).
The argument of British empiricism is 'confirmed’ in the great work 
of science. But it was 'eplstem.ological’ assumptions and investiga
tions that led to the specific ontological concerns of physics.

Newton ended his life writing commentaries on scriptural pro
phecies and was rumored to have plagiarized the German mystic, Jakob 
Eoehme. This seems fitting; Newton's system leans entirely on a 
substantial God-Ruler insofar as it is an attempt at truth. Tut 
Kant, xvho devoured the first German edition of Newton, xrould want 
to establish reason’s limits x-jithout handling the thorny Divinity.

Ill
A new Science, the Odyssean goddess, springs full-groxm from 

a sagging head. It is right, then,that the laureled victor of the 
masons be of a country different from those come before. Plato founded 
a school to stretch eight centuries* and St. Benedict's phoenix rose 
from it, to cup palms around thinking for another seven; or Dominicans 
birthed theology, Franciscans schools. But this young xrorld claims 
the descent into self each time nexT - violent revolution and single 
founding of sciences. "On the contrary, I believe that mathematics 
long remained, especially among the Egyptians, in the groping stage, 
and that the transformation must have been due to a revolution brought 
abbut by the happy thought of a single man, the experiment xxhich he 
devised marking out the path upon x-xhich the science mxxst enter, and 
by following xxhich, secure progress throughout all time and in endless 
expansion is infallibly secured" (Critique of Pure Reason, B xi,
Kemp-Smith trans.).

The signs of philosophy's diseased infancy are txTo; that it



does not have a secure path (method!); that it is not fruitful (B i).
This is familiar; Descartes made the sane remarks. (That Kant is 
unaware of the force of Descartes’ earlier revolution reveals the nature 
of his relationship with the philosophical tradition.) Along with 
the mathematical Descartes (p. 5), Kant insists upon the limitation 
oi the science in order to secure its efficacy, with logic as proto
type. W,.; seek the royal road, which we will not stumble upon but 
construct for ourselves (B xi; cf. xiii, xv). This must be a secure 
organon, dravjing the outline of the whole science (B 64). The sec
ond Copernican revolution is initiated: we assime that things must 
conform to concepts instead of concepts to things (B xvi-xvii).
Nature is judged and put to the guillotine (B xiii).

Tot, the temptation to success should not be sufficient to estab
lish a new epistemological system. Smetliing stronger is needed to 
move from one positive doctrine of mind to another; chance could ac
count fcr. the efficiency of the false. provides the new impetus
at the beginning of the "Introduction." Experience cannot yield the 
necessary or universal (A 1-2; B 3-4). But necessary and universal 
propositions exist in our minds (e.g., in mathematics, physics). They 
must, therefore, be supplied from the mind, arising a priori - "abso
lutely independent of all experience" (B 2-3). (This argument will 
be examined more closely below; it is enough to follow it for the moment.) 
Tf all universal or necessary statements are generated in the mind, 
they have no obvious relation to the external. But there are sciences — 
mathematics and physics, again — which make just such a relation.
How are these sciences possible? The whole of both the "Transcendental 
Aesthetic ' and the "Transcendental Analytic" are devoted to sho^^ing 
the plausibility of an answer to these questions from the stand of the 
Copernican revolution. Arguments x^ill be sketched here only in relation 
to the two previous sections of the essay.

Ihtuii.ion puts a mode of relation into immediate contact v/ith 
objects (B 33) as the portal admitting being. But we immediately dis- 
^Tnguish izwo parts: the matter, flavored of sensation, and the form, 
ordering (B 34). The medium for the relation to bodies is spatial, to 
self, temporal. Space and time seem omnipresent. Because they are so 
close to the mind, Kant argues, they cannot be associated xrith things- 
in-themselves. It is clear that Kant views these five arguments (B 
38—40, with A 25) as attacks on Newton, whom he interprets as postulating 
the bodily existence of space. Perhaps this accords with the "©eneral 
Scholium": space is God's sensorium. and God must exist substantially.
But it does not seem to comdeide with Nex^rton’s denomination of this 
absolute space as 'mathematical.’ The method requires only that bodies 
admit of meaningful external treatment as spatial. Even so, Kant writes, 
"Those, on the other hand, who maintain the absolute reality of space * 
add time, whether as subsistent or only as inherent, must come into 
conflict with the principles of experience itself. For if they decide 
for the former alternative (xvhich is generally the view taken by mathe
matical students of nature), they have to admit txro eternal and infinite 
self-subsistent non-entities,. .x^hich are there...only to contain in 
themselves everything that is real" (B 56). Kant misses the force of 
mathematical physics. In all particolars, hoxvever, Kant's space accords 
with Nex7ton's, It is necessarily one (B 39) and essential to the repre
sentation of the mind/not-mind distinction (Nex^rton’s space taints all



noeidc representations of t''e eKternal). It is ^iven as infinite 
(r. 40); rrere all bodies to disappear, snace TTould reriain (F 30-30). 
Sliiiilar arauments are advanced for time in the Internal fcrum.

If space and tine form the arnion, it is still for some other 
hand to shape the seed. The specification of possible shapes is 
deduced from the material of general lopic; reasoning from effect 
to cause, one deduces a table of cataeorics exhausting the T’ays 
in which a thing must be determined for It to be a thing. The force 
which molds under these various headings is still undiscovered and 
must lie behind them. The painter colors the six hands before the 
heart xfhich acts through them (P 143). In the '‘deduction,'' Kant 
unveils synthetic unity of apperception, which is the highest prin
ciple in all of human understanding (B 134n, 135). It Is the power 
by which all representations aretaccompanled by an "I think" linking 
them to one self. J''^oreover, It is the power which combines, making 
possible the * representationsof the synthetic unity of the manifold" 
given in intuition (3 130). Thus, the unity of consciousness yields 
the ability to unify a manifold (3 137).

At the root of this apperception lies a generation much like 
that of the Cogito. The self does not know itself - knowledge re
quires both concept and. a content given in intuition, X'jhich already 
supposes the capacity for unification. Rather, the self thinks 
its ovm being; "...in the original synthetic unity of apperception,
I am conscious of myself, not as I appear to myself, nor as I am 
in myself, but only that I am" (B 157). Because this representation 
is a thought of thought, unity arises as in Descartes' second medi
tation. At the core, there is intimacy x-7hich reveals pox-rer. 'I 
exist as an intelllgance which is conscious solely of its power 
of combination..." (3 158-59). The cornerstone .is not knox-Tledge, 
but reflection. (Reflexive unity can be compared to the ontological 
unity of classical psychology, xfhere the soul's being tode ti is 
received as all other being is received.) The Kantian wasteland 
implies that "the faculty of Understanding Itself knoxrs nothing, 
but merely combines and arranges the material of knoxxledge, that is, 
the Intuition, x-7hich must be given to it by the object' (3 145). 
Because knoxrledge requires Intuition, and '’thoughts without intuition 
are blind" (3 75), there is no application of the categories outside 
of possible experience to things-ln -themselves (e.g., P 60, 61).

There is still a gap, Kant feels, betx-Teen the categories and 
manifolds. (This is like the rift xihich Descartes heals xrith the 
dual-natured imagination.) "...ITo one t.t111 say that a category, 
such as that of causality, can be intuited through sense and Is 
itself contained in appearance. Eoxx, then, is the subsumption of 
intuitions under pure concepts, the application of a category to 
appearance, possible?"'’ (3 177). The mediator must share the intui
tive aspect of objects and the unity of the categories. Tine is 
both the form of intuition and determinable according to an a priori, 
universal rule so as to be homogeneous x-rlth a category (3 177-78).
The available time determinations are time-series (category "of 
Quantity"; giving number), time-content (category "of Quality”; 
giving reality/negation), tine-order (category "of Relation”; giving 
substance, cause), and time-scone (category "of ^’odality’ ; giving



actuality/necessity). But the final mechanism of this mediation 
is unapproachablej "Tnis Kchematlsim of our understanding, in its 
application to appearances and their mere form, is an act concealed 
in the depths of the human soul, T.rhose real modes of activity nature 
is hardly likely ever to alloTT u:? to discover, and to have ppen 
to our gaze" (B 180-81). Such silence at a critical point is troub
ling.

The final enercise comprises the application of categories to 
the pure intuition in order to yield a priori rules, vrhich, though 
not shining with the self-evidence of matnematical truths, are 
everyrrhere applicable in given spedific instances. 'iTe treat only 
of the principles of pure understanding in their relation to inner 
sense (all differences among the given representations being ignored)”
(B 202). The table of categories, in other words, is to be applied 
to the pure forms of space and time in order to generate a science 
like that of mathematics, vhich arises from the pure consideration 
of the intuition of space. The principles derived by this procedure 
justify the ordinary pursuit of experimental physical science.
Because objects can only be given through these principles, the 
principles apply to things.

This Copemican revolution, however, mocks the astronomical one. 
There, to simplify the scandalous equants and epicycles, a hypothesis 
was advanced which saved the phenomena without the complexity of the 
embellished Ptolemaic system. A large part of the im.pact of the 
astronomical change was its drive towards simplicity. The same 
desire is found in Descartes' Insistence on m.ethod and Dewton's 
dislike of hypotheses and occult qualities. Yet, what is ostenslblv 
the same motive impels Kant into a shifting maze of constructs.
Re argues; universality and necessity come only from the m,ind.
But sciences imposing universal, necessary propositions on things 
are prodigiously fruitful. How is this possible?

It seems he asks the wrong question. That the sciences work so 
well, that we even speak of sciences, should be an indication that 
the laws are derived fuom things in themselves, and not from some 
other source. Alternately, the determination of experience in 
Itself is derived from the same source as the determination of the jnind. 
At one point (B 166-67), Kant rejects the first possibility on the 
grounds that the categories are a priori and by definition not derived 
from experience. This is specious: the class of a priori propositions 
x^as originally established only on the assumption that universal, 
necessary statements could not proceed foom experience and required, 
therefore, some other origin (F 2). The middle course, Leibniz's,
Kant rejects on the grounds that it provides no way of giving cer
tainty and necessity to the categories. ^Tiether Leibniz could 
confer such necessity by giving certainty to the epistemological 
deduction of slmultaneitv is an open question. For the mom.ent,
Kant's objection stands.

The first alternative, hovjever, has yet to be thrashed. It 
is the 'simple' assumption that the mind, like a variously polished 
mirror, receives - is taken by - the essence of things, tohlch is 
intelligible. Principles are derived from a careful experiencing



of things, their observntiorar 'Apainnt this stcnc^n Kant's ubiquitous 
assertion*'that experience cannOt give necessity or uni-versality.
This is nevrhere dainonstrated. The tern a priori is first intro
duced, in the second edition, at B ix, Trhere it is opposed to the 
empirical. It is, Kant writes, part of the pure kingdom of reason.
At B X, he calls the a priori pure and states that mathematics and 
physics determine their objects a priori. The usage is similar 
throughout the '"Preface." Formal definition takes place in the 
"Introduction" and is in terms of the limitations of experience.
Only if Kant could demonstrate in some other fashion the a priori 
quality of the categories could he hope to exclude the alternate 
theory by an appeal to this quality, as he does.

The assertion about the limitations of experience - the investi
ture of the term ’’all possible experience" with meaning - can either 
be epistemological or ontological. The former xrould say, "No matter 
hoX'T things are constituted, I perceive only sights, smells - partic
ulars not even assemhled into objects." It could be taken from 
common notions or personal .history. To accept such a common notion 
would settle epistemological questions without argument. The onto
logical version, on the other hand, would read, "Things are such that 
each one is only a particular and contains no hint of any larger 
class. In short, the Aristotelean postulation of intelligible essences 
and his distinction between the principle of specification and that 
of Individuation are incorrect.' This too could be common or personal. 
In either case, a 'naive' epistemology would be temporarily assumed 
to allow nne to touch things. But such an assumption would be contra
dicted by the later demonstration, rendering the method invalid.

There is a third possibility; perhaps it is meaningless to 
talk of the discovery of some universally-directed intelligible in 
a given object. In other vrords, no man could make sense of such 
an hypothesis. Kant suggests this, "For the human understanding, 
however, which thinks only, and does not intuit, that act (of syn
thesizing the manifold) is necessary. It is indeed the first prin
ciple of the htiman understanding, and is so indispensable to it that 
vre cannot form the least conception of any other possible understand
ing..." (B 139). He then gives two examples of these inconceivable 
understandings. Clearly, some idea is possible, in that he considers 
a 'divine' intelledt at several points in order to contrast it with 
his exposition of the human understanding (e.p:., B 67, 135). Every
where, this Intellect generates unified manifolds in the activity of 
self, so that its thought of som.ething gives that thing being, and 
presents it in the Intuition with a unity already corresponding to that 
of thought. Still, this alternative already assvimes that an object 
cannot be given from outside as already unified. That another hy
pothesis is possible, (and that it is not only conceived but believed) 
is evident from the philosophy prior to Descartes.

A detailed photograph of the Aristotelean or Thomistlc alter
native to Kant's empirical description of sensation would be imprac
tical. It is enough to suggest that confidence is placed in the 
naive reliance on the apparent taste of being in the mind. Psychology, 
rather than mathematics, is taken as mythically paradigmatic - things 
are seen with two faces inextricably bound up. IThether an adequate



mechanical description could be provided (or vrhether it is licitly de
manded) is an aching question. It is here, perhaps, that Kant would 
scoff at it. But this alternative is no less certain and no less self- 
critical (in the important areas) than Kant's, xiMch is to be the more 
faulted, then, for its pretensions to ^elf-sufficiency and nex^ beginnings. 
In fact, the classical doctrine avoids many of the Kantian hiatae (as 
with the schematism, B 180, and the number of specific categories,
B 145-S6).

One question remains; liny did Karit feel confidant in advancing 
the non-universality of experience? It is possible that he took it as 
as common notion, springing fs.'om the skeptical tradition, and inserted 
it without examination. If this is the case, Kant is convicted of a 
gross dogmatism much x^orse than that of the late Scholastics vjho x-zere 
partially constrained by the confusion of philosophy and theology (largely 
immutable). It wohld be more charitable to assume that this assertion 
is a testimony arising from personal history. Section 25 of the "De
duction" (B) seems to reflect a delicate Introspection. It may be an 
inxrLtation, much in the Cartesian sense, to attempt the same reflection 
for oneself. Clearly, such testimony vTould be reinforced by the mechan
ical success of the Kexrtonian system, vjhich explicitly asserted the 
empiricist's axioms and the •separability of perceived phenomena and 
mathematics. If Kant can find "a rhapsody of perceptions" (B 195) in 
himself, then he is capable of stepping outside the activity of the 
categories, an exit x^hich x-7eakens their universal molding. The shadoxi? 
of Kex-7ton shores up the Critique at the critical point and lays the 
cornerstone for much of the remaining exposition.

* * *

Two questions have warred x^ith each other in this essay. First, 
does an epistemological inauiry necessarily determine the objects to 
be found once the method is perfected? I hope that the affirmative ansxjer 
has been demonstrated in Descartes' symbolic treatment of being. With 
Nexjton and Kant, the refusal to touch things in themselves is allied 
V7ith an unexamined epistemological assertion; introspection yields 
evidence of the mind's supplying unity. If this is not an introspective 
statement (and how it could be is difficult to see), then the activity 
of the mind is deduced from the physiology of perception or the phybics 
of bodies, both of which are firmly ontological. Second, wh^ vjould 
one place epistemological concerns in the reigning position? Wore speci
fically, where is the birth of method? I have tried to echo the explicit 
and implicit reasons found in the x-rorks,

Descartes' Cogito was characterized as solitary. Kant's criticism 
is equally sol In both cases, a single man dismembers himself in order 
to find something solid inside. It is no accident that the Discourse 
takes flight in an empty room, "x<rith no company to detain one." Nor is 
it remarkable that Hume should retreat from "this philosophical melancholy 
and delirium," frcin "these chimeras" (Treatise; S-B, 269) to the fire- 
filled card room. The modern philosopher stands severed from the un
thinking men around him and the thinkers of the past; he has heither 
community nor tradition. Whether he has even an adequate viexj of his 
ox-7n experience is doubtful.



IJhat V7as it that produced this s4t of minds? This is not to be 
taken as an historical question. Rather, it wonders precisely at the 
swift, free flight of mind away from some measured parcel of history.
How is it that of two men, one could go into the desert to find his 
Father, and the other to strip away everything but his own self-thinking?

M. D. Jordan 
class of 1973

advised by I'fr. E. R. Davis





tragedy AlilD COMEDY IN THE SYTfPOSim

best essay by a member of the freshman class, 1972.

...all the others had either gone home or fallen asleep, 
except Agathon and Aristophanes and Socrates, v/ho were 
still awake and drinking out of an enormous bowl'which 
they kept passing round from left to right. Socrates was
arguing with the others.... forcing them to admit that the
same man might be capable of writing both Comedy and 
Tragedy— that the tragic poet might be a comedian as well.

Long after the first reading this passage remains a puzzle. Plato's 
Symposium is commonly called a "dialogue on Love" and it is baffling and 
peculiar for a report of an evening dedicated to "praises of love" to con
clude with a nebulous, fragmentary and seemingly incongrous conversation 
on the natures of Comedy and Tragedy, Drama's disparate mianifestations.
Its peculiarity notv7i the tending, to dismiss Plato's enigmatic ending as 
merely peculiar is as laz as attributing the curiosity to mere expository 
necessity; to say that the dialogue had nowhere further to go and no place 
to stop and that Plato randomly wrapped it up before throwing it away is 
ridiculous. It's been said, thought, of course. This attitude is casually 
perfidious to the dialogue and the author. Plato was a meticulous stylist 
and style is seldom peripheral or unimportant when considering the dialogues 
as philosophy. Plato can be called an Artist, in the meaningful and 
sacred sense, — and is, indeed, frequently a poet — because the "style" 
is inseperable from the content; style becomes the meaning's idiom. Pure 
data or "instruction" can be adequately transmuted by treatises, essays, 
and discourses, amorphous or, perhaps, otheirrise. That Plato chose the 
dialogue form significantly suggests the Importance of dramatic style in 
his work. It might even be said that the dialogues abound with "Literary 
Devices" ; these being purposeful peculiarities which devise to direct the 
reader towards a more incisive interpretation by which, hopefully, to 
comprehend the work's true meaning.

The puzzling , baffling conclusion to the Symposium I have considered 
as an example of shrewd stylistic genius, perhaps the ultimate "Literary^ 
Device". The merit of the ending is this: the Symposium is constructed of 
several independant speechs or e'ulogles to Eros. A first reading admits of 
dissimilar merit in the divers speeches, but prudent and unbiased evaluation 
is not immediately possible. Thus the dialogue presents difficulty; in 
many vjays the Symposium is, initially, unapproachable. When a reader con
fronts a book he shares the test the writer faced before him. Too often, 
in fact, the writer had failed the test, and the reader must work against 
a double demand. This test concerns selectivity. The writers business is 
to discriminate with himself and his material, to know what to include and 
to include only that. The reader must also discriminate and know what to 
exclude from his reading. In both cases it is a crucial issue of being 
able to distinguish that which distorts the essential meaning from that 
which should be focused upon to Illuminate the essential meaning.

The Symposium posits this test in the severest fashion. The reader is 
deluged with seperate speeches each one appealing, in some way, but many of 
them fraught with superfluity. Tlie reader has difficulty in discriminating



what to dismiss, what to accept, what to focus-upon. This is the case 
because Plato plays a game with the reader. He shrewdly evades his part 
of the test, ignoring the courtesy of selection, deliberately confuses the 
reader with-glamourous myths and notions that every lover automatically 
becomes a poet. Thus the dialogue is "Initially unapproachable". Plato 
demands appreciation mOre that he requires assimilation; as Socrates elim
inates inadequate listeners by intricate logic and ” sileni-like" analogies 
and arguements, so Plato eliminates readers who are, due to sloth or causal 
perfunctory tendencies, or turgid obtuse natures, incompetent to appreciate, 
that is, understand him. XJith his curious ending Plato is offering the 
solution to the problem in the almost maliciously ironic form of riddle.
He is denying admission into his companj^, into his knowledge, to wreckless, 
mechanical readers. But to those non—casual, not-quite—desultory vranderers 
who halt and ponder, mesmerized, at this ending, he is offering an approach 
to his book which will permit entry into its menning.

The mention of tragic and comic drama after the series of eulogies 
implies a connection of the two topics. Love and Drama. Plato is stiggest- 
ing that Comedy and Tragedy in some eay relate to eros and that the nature 
of the phenomenon of Love is most accesible to understanding within this 
correspondance. In the dialogue Socrates maintains that a tragic poet, if 
he writes xizith genuine knowledge, art and technique, vrlll also have knowledg 
of the basic essence of comedy, and thus would be able to compose comedies 
as X'jell as tragedies, if he chocees. Socrates leaves it at that. Or to 
be more precise, Plato does ; for the manner in which this epoiode is re
ported to tne reader is a perfect example of Plato's brillant use of "liters 
device : the narrator of the Sympositim, Aristodemus, has been asleep for 
several hours. Presumably, he slipped into slumber or stupor shortly after 
the party's interruption by a crowd of drunken intruders—in itself a useful 
device, sucessfully terminating the dramatic action abruptly at the edge 
of anti-climax, preventing the eulogy by Socrates of Agathon, etc. Tlius 
Aristodemus has missed the arguement, the logic and the contextual sequence 
of the discussion and awakens only to hear, vjhile still in a semi somnolent 
daze, the conclusion. Plato has made the reader dependant upon Aristodemus' 
reportage. X'Jhat Aristodemus misses the reader misses.

This subtle trick of narrative style permits Plato, by excluding the 
logic and dialectic which lead to the conclusion,to deprive the reader of 
the contextual connection between the seperate topics. Tragedy, Comedy and 
eros.

The reader is offered a glimpse and a snatch. He knov;s that Socrates 
believes a good tragedian capable of siting comedy but the reasons behind 
this conviction remain unexplained, Plato has deliberately abandoned the 
philosophic core of the dialogue to Atistodemus' drunken oblivious dreams. 
Philosophy has been concealed in Drama and Plato insists that the truth-' 
seeker must explore this world of style, and appreciate its undeniable 
value, if his inquiry is to be in any way rewarded.

One may begin to appraoch the Symposium seriously by asking why 
Socrates would make this statement; why the knowledge and techniaue of the 
valid tragedian ' would enable him to write corned . Clearly the knowledge 
of Tragedy, the tragic avjareness or vision, must Include the comic truth. 
Tragedy must encompass Comedy, If this is true a basic commonality be
tween Comedy and Tragedy must be acknowledged, examined. Of what same thing



Accepting Plato’s advice we begin to consider Love indirectly, through 
the examination of Comedy and Tragedy. Ue approach Philosophy through Drama

are Iragedy and Comedy both manifestations, and by what are they pervaded .
VJhat similar events or phenomena do they represent or "imitate"? If ansv/ers
to these questions are acheived their applicability to eros remains a ques
tion; very possibly a decisive and important question. And if not important,
at least interesting. A.t least.

In the Poetics, Aristotle, examines the Phenomenon of Art. All art 
is imitation of action, actions being good and evil, beautiful and ugly and 
performed by corresponding agents,

who are necessary either good men or bad — the diversities 
of human character being nearly always derivative from this 
primary distinction, since the line between virtue and vice 
is one dividing the whole of mankind. It follows therefore, 
that the agents represented must be either above our oxm level 
of goodness, or beneath it, or just such as we are. (1448 a)

Comedy and Tragedy are Arts and they directly apply to this generalization. 
Aristotle asserts that Comedy is an imitation of actions of which the agents 
are men beneath our level of goodness,

men vrorse than the average; vjorse however, not as regards 
any and every sort of fault, but only as regards one par
ticular kind, the ridiculous, which is a species of the 
ugly. The ridiculous man be defined as a mistake or de
formity not productive of pain to others; the mask, for 
instance, that excites laughter, is something ugly and 
distorted without causing pain. (1449 a 31)
Comedy's desired, appropriate effect depends, upon these "men beneath 

our level of goodness". The desired effect is laughter, and laughter 
cannot occur if it is laugliter of an ugliness that one is threathened by 
within oneself. If the'action is grotesque the audience must be confident 
of its o\m superiority to this grotesque. Only if it feels protected by 
this distance, and immune to the horror of grotesque imitation, can it 
laugh with mirth or even pleasure.

Of Tregedy, Aristotle says "Tragedy is an imitation of personages 
better than the ordinary man. " (1454b 8) Tragedy must elicit responses 
and pity and terror. One cannot grieve at the calamities of an evil man 
who is base and subsequently both deserving of the crisis and not likely to 
arouse empathy, since a man on "our level of goodness" cannot identify 
with a man so distinctly below it. If the character of a man is such 
as to deny our identifying with him, then we cannot identify with his 
situation; it is not immediate to us and thus is not threatening. If 
Tragedy fails to threaten it fails to affect us directly.

Having used Aristotle for whAt he's worth, we arrive at the conclusion
that Tragedy and Comedy are descriptions or "Imitations" of noble and ignoble
actions, respectively, prrformed by noble and ignoble agents.



It is true that the actions iritateci by Comedy are, beside Tragedy, ig
noble, and that their agents tend to be nersons apparently inferior to our vain 
notions of ourselves which we carry arrogantly about, marching them through 
our daily lives with silly, solemn stiffness. Often, hexjever. Comedy glares 
upon the farce-face of our farced dignity with mercilessly Insinuating grins 
which melt our arrogance to mush" it does this with a relish for irony that is 
almost obscene. Our awareness that we are being excoriated, and our recogni
tion of the irony of it, create the true hilarity that, perhaps, flirts with
hysteria; $t is never from Tragedy. Fetwien this Filarity and an abyss of 
anxiety stretches a silvery edge, that tickles as it pierces, that is both 
rigid and frail.

The Drama is Humanity's self-description. There is drama beyond Humanity i 
and outside it but only man sees it and can imitate it. T'an observes that he 
is ignoble, civilized and savage, God and Beast; Tragic and Comic. This re
alization is a paradox that tortures, exasperates, apalls, confuses and de
lights this rational animal that carnally gropes for God. This irony of In
telligence admits Humanity into a world of infinitely inconclusive self-scru
tiny.

The Drama is testimony to man's humanity, to his awareness of the paradox 
he is. Man's triumph is his ability to imitate:, to alchemize chaos and crisis 
into laughter and lament, into Comedy and Tragedy. Through the Drama man 
observes and scrutinizes himself, he watches his actions and strivings and, 
depending on the vision, he praises or parodies himself. He examines what he 
is and comes closer to knowing it, discerning the good from the bad. He appoa- 
dies the Gods but fails forever to arrive. The tragic in Humanity is it in
complete divinity structure; man will never be a God. Yet he strives and 
Tragedy depicts the striving, with compassion. Comedy relentlessly explains 
the failure, cynically; gleefully it sprays perfume on Humanity's fart, lau,ghl' 
derrisively.

The action of tragedy is always a m.an's pursuit of good. Tragedy praises 
man because its concern is the Indteputable merit of what he seeks or be;ieves 
maintains or represents. Tragedy observes persons v.-no adhere passionately to 
principles and Morals. Phaedra is possessed by a corrupt passion but this 
passion's abrasion of her moral being consumes her dignity and self-respect.
If Hippolytus was a Comedy Phaedra would survive and triumph. But it is a trs 
gedy and she is ultimately destroyed.

Antigone vehemently defends her brothers burial rights and rebels against 
the fatal power of legal oppression. In the obvious sense she loses but

God's child and god whe was.
Me are born to death.
Yet even in Death' you x/ill have your fame
to have gone like a god to your gate
Inliving and dying alike. (831)

Her deferat is a victory, her loss noble. Only the coward earns disgrace.

The Prometheus Bound of Aeschylus is the sublime example of tragedy. 
Exiled from the kingdom of gods by the new tyrant Zeus as punishment for 
loving humanity to the excess of stealing the god's fire and light to offer 
art, skill and resource to the struggling race in the dark, the god Prometheus
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endures ten thousand years of Insufferable enslavement upon a rock rather 
than surrender to the tyranny he opposes. The play is astonishing for its 
ironic power; Prometheus is physically chained hut his will is free. He 
does not submit to Zeus command's to reveal prophecy and change fate. Pro
metheus could perhaps alter destiny but he chooses resignation, for any other 
action would contradict his principles. Prometheus defends his ardent 
love of humanity much as Socrates cherishes and dies for Philosophy.

If tragedy addresses the moral being in men, the divine and noble 
if it praises ..he intellect and the v/ill. Comedy makes a travesty of man. It 
watches him pursuing base selfish trivialities within, and most often for 
the gratification, of his ovrn putrid flesh cage. Comedy traps man in his 
bestial world of thighs, lips, teeth, genitals and adhesive connection to 
the ground he staggers and trips upon. In Aristophanes' The Clouds, Strep- 
siades single concern is to learn sophistic technique so that he can bm- 
boozle his creditors and evade his debts. TThile he cultivates this spurious 
education he farts and pisses in Pocrates' Thinkery.

Tragedy and Comedy illustrate the infinite variety vjithln ti-TO distinct 
manners of being human which together constitute the paradox, the torment 
and the joke. Tragedy and Comedy, then, are the two distinct styles in 
xjhich drama manifests itself both in the natural events of human existence 
and in man's imitations. Han's im.itation, the Drama — Tragedy lm.itating 
the tragic. Comedy the comic — correspond to nature, experience and the 
Universe, as the "spirit" Eros, when dwelling in Human souls, connects man 
with the gods. In human beings there is constant Intercourse betx^een beast 
and divinity — for man is a kind of spltltual "hermaphrodite" — and this 
intercourse gives birth to two impulses: the Impulse to dramatize and the 
impulse to Love. Both are means of striving. Ultimately Tragedy and Co
medy imitate a common activity — abeit with disslmillar attitudes. This 
activity is man's striving towards good. Both conclude that men are not 
gods; in the final analysis both admit that "roan's reach exceeds his graso." 
In fact Comedy and Tragedy alike depend on this condition for their existence. 
And similarly, Plato says, does Love.

The dramatic impulse and the erotic impulse are further alike in their 
shared diversity of expression. Varieties of drama, comedy and tragedy, 
correspond to varieties of eros, "earthly and heavenly Aphrodite." In 
each and every of the Symposium's seven speeches, the five ’eulogies" to 
Eros, the speech of Socrates, and Alciblades' portrait of Socrates encom
passes the essentials of the earlier eulogies, so for practical economy 
we will consider this speech as a synthesis of what has gone before.

In his non-eulogy to Love Socrates narrates to the company of the 
Symposium a series of "lessons" he was given "once upon a time, by a ^'an- 
tinean woman called Diotima." At the time of these lessons Socrates x^as 
young and with greater ignorance even that that x-jhich he claims throughout 
the dialogues" consequently he V7as surprised vxhen the xjoman, Diotima, 
claimed that Love x^as neither beautiful nor good. Socrates asked incre- 
duously if Love x^as ugly and bad, whereupon Diotima replied that Love x^as 
betxreen the beautiful and the ugly, and indeed betx-Teen all such opposite 
extremes; betx-xeen good and evil, x-rlse and ignorant.

Love could not be otherx/lse; Love must be love of an object and that 
object must be something that is lacked and yearned for. That object 
is alx7ays a good, a promise of happiness. Tbie elusiveness of this object
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guarantees the incessant pursuit of the lover. Caught in these condi
tions the form of love could not be a god, for the gods already possess 
all the goods of wisdom, beauty and happiness. For the same reason the 
activity generated by the erotic impulse, that of striving towards the 
goods of the gods, could not be an action of gods. Gods do not strive or 
lack; they are what lack strives towards.

Love, then, is not a god nor is it a man. It is a spirit, beti-jeen man 
and god. 'Love is lack's striving towards its lack.

The striving nature of love is perfectly expressed by Platonic myth. 
Bewildered by Diotima’s revelation of Love’s spitltual essence, Socrates 
questions his teacher with regard to Love's parentage. Diotima explains 
that Eros is the child of Feed and P.esource.

....On the day of Aphrodite’s birth the gods were making merry, 
and among them was Resource the son of Craft. And when they had 
supped, I'leed came begging at the door because there was good cheer 
inside. Now it happened that Resource, having drunk deeply.... 
wandered out into the garden of Zeus and sank into heavy sleep, 
and Heed, thinking that to get a child by Resource would mitigate 
her penury, lay down beside him and in time was brought to bed of 
Love. So Love became the fllower and servant of Aphrodite because 
he was begotten of the same day that she was born....

Then again, as the son of Resource and Need, it has been his 
fate to be alvjays needy* nor is he delicate and lovely as most of 
us believe, but harsh and arid, barefoot and homeless, sleeping on 
the naked earth, or in the streets beneath the stars of heaven, 
and always partaking of his Toother’s poverty. Tut secondly he 
brings his father's resourcefulness to his designs upon the beau- 

tke good, for he is gallant, impetuous, and energetic, 
a mighty hunter, and a master of device and artifice — at once 
desirous and full of wisdom, a lifelong seeker after truth, and 
adept in sorcery enchantment and seduction.

....So love is never altogether in or out of need, and stands 
moreover, midway beto-reen ignorance and vrisdon. You must understand 
that none of the gods are seekers after truth. They do not long 
for wisdom, because they are wise — and vrhy should the xvrise be 
seeking the wisdom that is already theirs? Not, for that matter, 
do the ignorant seek the truth or crave to be made wise. And 
Indeed what makes their case so hopeless is that, having neither 
beauty, nor goodness, nor intellig,ence, they ara satisfied xorith 
what they are , and do not long for the virtues that they have 
never missed. (203b-c)

Striving is clearly the nature and sole activity of Eros and striving 
is also drama’s nature and activity. Tragedy and comedy are the Imitations 
of striving; striving is both comic and tragic.

The desire of Love, Diotima explains, is ’’to bring forth upon the beau
tiful, in body and in soul."

Our nature urges us to prodreation. lie cannot be quickened by 
ugliness, but only by the beautiful. Conception, we know, takes 
place when man and xjoman come together, but there's a divinity 
in human propagtion, an immortal something in the midst of man’s



nortality ’jhich is incompatible TTlth any kind of discord.
And uyllness is at odds with the divine, while beauty is 
in perfect harmony. In propagation, then. Beauty is the 
goddess of both fate and travail, and so when procreancy 
draws near the beautiful it grows genial and blithe, and 
birth follows svriftly on concention. (206e)
This procreation is desired, Motima continued, by human beings and 
This procreation is desired, Diotima continues, by human beings and 

mortality can attain. Different men have different ideals of immortality 
which compel them to different procreational activity, that is, to a va
riety of kinds of Eros with these dissimilar procreations as ends.

The progressions of Eros are then delineated. The lowest direction 
tovjards which the erotic impuls can incline is the love of a single beau
tiful body. From that level of love the lover advances to discern a com
mon beauty permeating all beautiful bodies. This realization leads to 
further awareness of the inferiority of physical beauty with respect to 
the loveliness of the soul. Upon entering this stage, one is able to 
discern beauty of soul in an ugly body, and the erotic desire adjusts 
to appreciate these merits rather than bodily pleasures. The progres
sion continues to embrace laws and institutions as love objects, and 
from institutions it moves to knowledge.

The ultimate advance is from the love of carnal or particular mani
festations to that of universal beauty, when the lover miraculously en
counters

that wondrous vision which is the very sould of the beautv he 
that vrondrous vision which is the very soul of the beauty he 
neither comes nor goes, flowers nor fades, for such beautv is the 
same on every hand, the same then as now, here as there, this way 
as that way, the same to every worshiper as to every other.

Nor will his vision of the beautiful take to form, of a face, 
of hands, or of anything that is flesh. It will be neither words, 
nor a knowledge, nor a creature that exists in something else, 
such as a living creature or the earth, or the heavens or any
thing else that is — but subsisting of itself and by itself in 
eternal oneness, while every lovely thing partakes of it in such 
sort that, however much the parts may wax and wane, it will be 
neither more nor less, but still the same inviolable whole.

And so, i^hen his prescribed devotion to boyish beauties has 
carried our candidate so far that the universal beaut^f dawns 
upon his inward sight, he is almost within reach of the final 
revelation. And this is the way, the only way he must approach, 
or be led, toward the sanctuary of love. Starting from indivi
dual beauties, the quest for the universal beauty must find him 
ever mounting the heavenly ladder, stepping from rung to rung, 
that is, from one to two, and from, two to every lovely body, from 
bodily beauty to the love of institutions, and from institutions 
to learning in general, to the special love that pertains to noth
ing but the beautiful itself — until at last he comes to know 
what beauty is, (what love is). (211 a - d)
These rungs on the ladder clearly correspond to kinds of drama. The 

disparate levels of erotic inspiration incline towards the attainment of



a variety of goods* different objects of striving provoke different 
calibres of strife: an inferior good is comic and is pursued comically, 
a sublime good is the goal of a potentially tragic strife since the ac
tivity is caught in the conditions of man's inability to entirely trans
cend his tragicomic paradox. These two styles of striving are dramatic
ally depicted, for example, in Aristophanes’ Clouds or T'oliere's The 
T^ould-be-Centleman, and Sophocles' Antigone or Aeschylus’ 'Prometheus 
Bound. respectively.

A.t the conclusion of the lesson, and of Socrates' speech, Piotima 
implies the truly tragic truth of human striving,

...But if it were given to man to gaze on beauty’s very self — 
unsullied, unalloyed, and freed from the moral taint that haunts 
the frailer loveliness of flesh and blood — if it were given to 
man to see the heavenly beauty face to face, would you call his 
an unenviable life, whose eyes had been opened to the vision, 
and who had gazed upon it in true contemplation until it had be
come his own forever? (211e)

This final stage of erotic awareness can never be attained, for it 
is this perfect beauty which separates gods from menr "the divine will 
not mingle directly v/ith the human, it isonly through the mediation of 
not mingle directly with the human, it is only through the mediation of 
sequently, man cannot attain this pinnacle of love and beauty* it is 
beyond. This is the tragic truth. Tut it is this tragedy that the 
spirit thrives on* comedy is the parasite on the thriving spirit.

The dialogue’s last movem.ent, the eulogy to Cocrates by Alclbiades, 
may be considered as a drama within the dialogue, Plato's dramatic veri
fication of love’s irony. It is a tragicomedy of lover and beloved. Al- 
cibiades is a tragicomic figure. TTis inebriated account of persistent ef
forts to seduce Socrates is hilarious and pathetic — simultaneously. It 
is a tragic reality which a true tragedian could render to comedy and 
reduce to mockery.

Alclbiades is a victim of conflict. Fe desires to improve himself, 
to be beloved by Socrates, to pursue good; but he aims towards physical 
expression of love. This suggests an obliviousness to Socrates' beauty 
and to the worth of the love he attempts to give. Alclbiades is caught in 
his own flesh cage and in the pursuit of carnal and particular goods, of 
lust and politics.

These conditions alone describe Alclbiades as merely comic. He is 
a tragic figure, hovrever, in his incisive awareness of his erotic failure. 
Fe admits to the gathering of the Symposium,

Socrates is the only man in the world that can make m.e feel 
ashamed. . .Fe makes me admit that while I'm spending my time on 
politics I am neglecting all the things that are crying for at
tention in myself. . .1 ought to know to do the things he tells 
me to do, and yet the moment I am out of his sight I don't care 
what I do to keep in with the mob. So I dash off like a runaway 
slave and keep out of his vray as long as I can, and the next



time I meet him I remember all that I had to admit the time be
fore, and naturally I feel ashamed. Tl'.ere are times when I’d 
honestly be glad to hear that he vras dead, and yet I know that 
if he did die I'd be more upset than ever — so I ask you, vjhat 
is a man to do? (216e)

Alciblades’ eulogy to Socrates is his eulogy to love, his own parti
cular love" what is said of Socrates, in this speech, applies consistenly 
to Eros. Socrates' resistance to Alciblades’ agressions can tenably be 
interpeted as representative of Love's elusix'eness" Socrates’ fortitude 
in military life is symbolic of Love's perseverance.

Most significant is Alciblades’ comparison of Socrates to the Sile-- 
nus statues vrhich appear ugly on the exterior but which are filled with 
god-figures. This image is the quintessence of the irony and paradox 
which dominate the dialogue. Alciblades is a converse Silenus in love 
with his opposite.

Love is the spirit that cannot dispense with the masks of Com.edy and 
Tragedy; those mas’ics are its soul in the mirror of natural drama.

Love is a natural religion; it has a visible cult, it is kin
dled by natural beauties and bows to the best symbol it may find 
for its hope; it sanctifies a natural mystery" and finally, 
when understood, it recognizes that what is vjorshiped under a 
figure, was truly the principle of all good. (George Santayana,
The Life of Feason)

George Coe 
class of 1975
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0 Tfaitmaj tonights Lover 
was sad vague and old.
I did all I could to slightly
Comfort, giving
my body and time to his alone
Face and weak voice,
for a few drinks and t’fo twenties.
His time and attention 
T-Iere nothing 
As always, Tfarama.

Mother of Grandeur 
Your child
is decrepit? her aspirations 
Now tire and pause 
Forever at any scran 
of applause? torpid awe 
on the face of any decent 
Lokking out of to^m business 
man; free steak and stingers.
But Mamma, I
Try to comfort them, listening
Across the space betx-jeen our roles
To their confessions and monologues.
At .the climax
of their maudlin drone, I
Turn on the tears,
for ther.i. Mamma, not for me.
Mamma. And then I
give a little
smile and open
a hypothetical place in my heatt
to show them a few seconds
of terse melodrama.
For them, I^mma.
They Love my suffering, 
its formula essence.
It compensates and makes them 
Feel
so good, Tiamma.
My heartache saga is a heaven factory 
For them. Mamma.

....so good, 
that on some nights 
they give
another twenty for my extras.

-- George Coe



Pindar: For Asopichos of nrclioraenos. Child of the Footrace

Of Kephisian waters
Allotted ones, ttIio dwell in the beautiful-horsed land,
0 far-sunp, regal Graces
Of shining Orchomenos, guardians of ancient-born '^inyas. 
Listen, as I pray. Through you all thines nleasant 
And sweet are fulfilled for mortal man.
Be he skilled or noble or so splendid.
Even the gods are helpless, without the chaste Graces,
To command the dance and the feast — yet the disoensers 
Of all TJorks in heaven, who set their thrones 
By golden-bowed Apollo Pythios,
reverence the ever-flovTing dignity of the Olympian father.
0 queenly A.glaia,
And dance-friending Euphrosyna, children 
Of tlie greatest of gods, hear now, and Thalia,
The dance-loving, and see the revel raising light feet 
Upon the welcome fortune; so in Lydian melody 
And verses I go singing of Asopichos,
For the city of T^inyas that is Olyr^pic victor.
By your aid. ITow to the black-walled house of Perseohone 
Uend, Echo, and bear the famed ne^^s to the father.
That thus may you tell Kleodamos since you have seen his son: 
That near renowned Pisa his young and flowing hair 
Is crovjned with the vrreathed wings of glorious contest.

-- B'onald T-erriell
(second, prize, Greek trans.)

Elegy for Agamemnon

The solemn flocks now graze above the graves and tombs — 
The flesh-dissolving, hull-black tombs of lime,
Uhere rotting princes lie in gowns and gold,
And painted xjells let memories unfold 
i^f god-fests and the sacred cup of wine'
The somber mice disturb the bones and hair. . .

Letting fall the grinning golden mask 
Blind and smiling with despair.

-- Tom Alexander



fisher not forgotten

I

TTiy must it irlnter? 
one windovT

dared open
'pon one marsh altar

geese, daxm mad with hollerI
but them yankee geese

tliey too, winged winter
my grandpa

he vrere an age driver-boat 
he stompeded red-fish

ut he were ache-prayer afeart*
when ’ere them wings beat winter

with fish-hook whisper, 
he would do,

'God fear them yankee vjomen.
They burn'"

his big red hand would dro™ ny shoulder 
'neath the weirder wilder howlin'.

II
harsh,

he once would welcome gulls 
would rape apart the skv vrlth cries, 

ache,
droppin* hurt-heavy nets
his bone-gnarled fist
'gainst God-vjrath sky
would threaten womb hungrv waves
which feed upon those reef-wombed rocks
to dare unsex his bride



Ill

he TTorsliipped broken termie skiffs 
weak-ribbed 'gainst ocean wrack

the splintered oar
ache throb 'gainst calloused naln

hell risen seas
that blood hoarse XvTomk,
would haelstroin-gape hell hymns I

what skiff would dare such holy death?

IV
one throe-gaped grin would shrill frail rain wet skull 

to dare that brine grave thunder

AyI his death groan yoke 
it were ache heavy

hell rain squalled wind could move it not 
'neath hell-hound watered ache 
cursed head bowed not 
but dared that God frail storm 
to tempt its oxm.

AyI great his wet-wombed scream,

"TThere gulls."
"kliere gulls."’

Precipitate



V

now broken,
he would xjaken
at half-heard mourn-gull cries 
to leave the muddied wail o' geese 
no helmsman

but to come broken,
on wept-knelt knees
to beg a cross
at her forbidden doors

Ay! he'd ache beneath her harbour hymns

let the fisher be forgot
forgot, the weak ribbed boat
for weak its helmsman splinters at the womb.

he vrould do,
'God fear them yankee women. 
They burn.''

-- Gary ^'oody
(first prize, onen-form. poetry)
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Already the morning has got It up, somehow: the sky 
wears it like an old actress wrapped tightly in 
dismal glitter, perhaps ready for it, garishly ripe. 
But my discards of phantom dreams it greets blunt 
and harsh; its Sunday style sunshine optimism is 
obscene sham. Poi-m on my bed mess it stares full 
of hiss: hiss full of grl.n, grin full of teeth.
The scene is perfumed trash, perfuT'^^e waning, giving 
vjay to stench; suffocation.

The evenings laughter lays turned over in debris 
of liquor turned over ashtrays and unpealed clothes. 
Mirth has turned over its mask and is all one 
mockery. I look at my nakedness. It is a technical 
machine. From the view of my body I consult the 
sleeping shape beside me. It is large and snrawling. 
TJhen it awakens it vrill move and moan, somehov: 
assimilate the morning, rescue its separate identity 
and go away.

The day breaks open like a barbed wire flower.
I watch from a vacant theatre in an isolated nowhere 
groping in the grim, hysteria for the parts of my 
lost somnolent facade.

-- George Coe

AND OfTE OTIIEF. TTIING

I should have died a Trojan or a Spartan 
Or someone mechanical or full of deadly machines 
I keep seeing the more morbid side of things 
TThen you get right doxm to it really 
I should have been a headwatter or a good lover 
Or a Chairman preferably of someone else's Board 
I keep wondering—perhaps a quiet doctor 
Charging a lot and never saying much.
I should have died Established or at least Taboo 
Instead I leave my card and shun the Out-of-Doors 
And vTonder why I should have died not being 
That very Thing I should have been TThether 
Secluded in some New Hampshire village waging 
TTisdom or perhaps wondering bitter things 
Oh so sullen Things in a desert someplace where 
I could have died complete and iNiole and all alone.

—A. ”ilbur Stevens



Saturday looming Tilth Knives

sun rises in grey clouds
coining onto cities, water-ringed lands
through smudg,ed-windov7s, dirty blinds
that shield echoing passion
and ashamed things:
the bus coughs once and moves
Saturday walking

bakery spills sweet dried smells;
a drugstore lady,
watering flowers sold
on the street,
sniffs with a sullen and
unusual nose
(in early fecund darkness,
to sit upon a high bar stool and giggle)
the clouds always come from there 
between that steeple and telephone nole 
lightning like razors;
street-standing, you can watch the moving sky 
and tell its changes in the waves
on them,
smaller sails strain
with ribs poking;
the topsail pennant —
floviing hair of a gawky ballerina,
arms outstretched

Shadow, Sybarille, Poseidon II,
Nepenthe, Tycho, Abraxas / 
tiny barks of hand-held dogs, 
slick bellies glinting cans

some lead little boys on leashes 
and the ladies from the church 
take children to tox-m 
rope-tied

-- P. Jordan
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CHRISTIAN AUTHORITY

best essay by a member of the sophomore class| 1972,

"Truly, we are often deceived in our 
worship."

Balzac
Introduction

The following paper arose from thoughts about a question, posed by many 
and perhaps best .enunciated by Ivan Karamazov. The question is this: how 
would Christ be received if he were to appear in person to the Catholic 
Church., today, or basically, did the Catholic Church, in making the. Good News 
of Christ accessible to the masse's, remain faithful to his message? Christ 
himself was asked why he taught with parables rather than discursive or dia
lectical arguments, and his aswer to the disciples was this;

"Because" he replied "the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven 
are revealed to you, but they are not revealed to them. For anyone 
who has will be given more, and he will have more than enough; but 
from anyone who has not, even V7hat he has will be taken away. The 
reason I talk to them in parables is that they look without seeing 
and listen without hearing or understanding."^

Or, those who do not know that they want to see had better not be given things 
to see at all. But since the Good News was not presented in a discursive form. 
Christ’s departure from the x^orld left the disciples with a fairly incommuni
cable truth. It was incommunicable because it could not be codified. It was 
new because it had never before been revealed to all men, and Christ revealed 
it in person so that what had not been seen in the Old Lax7 would be made newly 
visible to men. While Christ was in the World the authoritative nature of the 
Good News lay in the fact that he vras actually the Son of God, and in order 
that his message might be spread among nations, he entrusted his authority to 
the new Apostles of the Word in preparation for a time vxhen his presence was 
no longer a testimony to the Truth, ?^y thesis in this paper is that this 
authority x-zas misused, and that because the Apostles were over eager to spread 
the Word, they authorised xxhat became a dogma in xjhat x-7as once an elusive 
reality, and created an accessible manual out of xjhat vxas once parabolic.

In order to -enunciate this thesis I have folloxred the Good News from 
a fairly innocent view of its implications, that it X7as a revolution against 
the old, through a trasformation of that viex.7 into a more Christian cons
ciousness. I have tried to show that the seemingly paradoxical nature of 
Christ’s teachings, when transformed, is revealed as non—paradoxical and re
presents a true statement of the realities of the newly seen xjorld. And the 
transformation X'7hich takes place is accomplished by the Eucharist, To 
illuminate the non-paradoxical nature of the paradoxes, the follox^ing sec
tion takes one of them and describes it for an initiate Christian,

The next section begins X'7ith the problem the Apostles are faced x<rith in
promulgating the Word, or of initiating into a v7orld of tradition the News
x-jhich is only paradoxically nex-?, and xjhich is not, in fact, revolutionary but
rather bears direct authority from God the Father, Having established the
fact that the Apostles caused a rupture with tradition, as exemplified by the



the Council at Jerusalem and the Antioch controversy, the paper leads on to 
show that this was a kind of miscarriage of authority. In order to come to 
that end, the follov/ing section discusses the meaning tradition holds for an 
age and the implications of a break with tradition. Tradition establishes a 
kind of liberation from necessity, or an important freedom. This point leads 
to a discussion of freedom, and its two meanings, freedom from constraint 
and freedom of v/lll or choice. From what I understand of Thomas Aquinas, 
the latter is a freedom prior to the former, but which developa into the 
former for a Christian. This section is really a further description of the 
implications of the Good News of Christ. But it also points to a place where 
the developing Church is divorced from what I think is the way of Christ, and 
where the Apostles used their gift of authority perversely, and where they 
sowed the seeds for what grew into a message of bad nevrs rather than the 
intended Good News.

Basically there are two points to the paper. The first is that to pri
vately matured Christians, the Gospels are ’sweet music', and Christ's 
coming was the authoritative communication of that music. Secondly, the pro
mulgation of the Good Nev7S has resulted in an institution which would be in
capable of receiving Christ if he should return, I hope the following serves 
as an explication of these two points.

"Do not suppose that I have come to 
bring peace to earth: it is not peace 
I have come to bring, but a sword. For 
I have come to set a man against his 
father, a daughter against her mother, 
a daughter-in-law against her mother-in- 
lav7, A man's enemies will be those of 
his ovm household.
I

For men living in Israel in the time of Christ the law of God, or the 
Mosaic law, meant the law of scribes and Pharisees, which consisted of an ac
cepted interpretation of l^osaic law, represented by formal customs, vrhat I 
7.will call tradition. To these men Christ was a revolutionary. They saw him 
as an angry young man, who came smashing through the Temple, saying:

"Now here I tell you, is something greater than the temple. And if 
you had understood the meaning of the words, what I want is mercy, 
not sacrifice, you would not have condemned the blameless. For the 
Son of Man is M.aster on the Sabbath.

He spoke with the fury and brightness of one with new ideas of justice, and 
against the circle of traditions vrhich surrounded f^osaic law. Tliey watched 
while the authorities of justice were provoked into asking him to end his 
disruptive activity, and heard him reply scornfully, accusing them of hy
pocrisy, To the lawyers he said, "'Alas for you la^»yers.,, because you load 
on men burdens that are unendurable, burdens that you yourselves do not move a finger to lift,"'^, and to those who were teachers, "!Rypocrite! take the 
plank out of your ovm eye first, and then you will see clearly enough to 
take the splinter out of your brother's eye,"'^ His radical defiance of



tradition appeared to them merely as a familiar product of youthful anger 
against the old, fought with the energy and abandon of an untempered cons
cience, And they heard him call them to take up a new and better way of life, 
a way of truth, and to forsake the old way of hypocrisy; ’"Follow me, and 
leave the dead to bury their dead."*6

But in spite of the impression he may have made on the people of Israel, 
Christ claimed to be the fulfillment of the old, and not the destruction of 
it.

'"Do not imagine that I have come to abolish the law of the Prophets.
I have come not to abolish but to complete them, I tell you solemnly,
till heaven and earth disappear, not one-dot, not one little stroke,
shall disappear from the Law until its purpose is achieved,"'^

He demanded that the laws of God be more truthfully obeyed and that the 
Temple be preserved from profanity. He called on men to be humble as children, 
and to embrace corruption rather than struggle against it. He asked that what 
was due God be given to God, And according to him the one imminent necessity, 
the one respect due to God lay in the first commandment; you must love the 
Lord your God with all your heart and all your soul.

Putting these two apparently different pictures of Christ, vrith the eyes 
of the Israelites, we come up with a man who represents both new thought and 
the old in a seemingly paradoxical way. As the Son of T'^an he was an appealing 
saviour, who engendered enormous respect for his brilliance and energy, and 
with whom to join their own youthful anger and spirit seemed hopeful and 
towards a better existence. In him they sax<r a new thought born into the 
world, that blessedness is an inward condition of the soul rather than an 
outward obedience to law. When the Pharisees reproached him for being unclean 
in the eyes of God he replied, ’"nothing that goes into a man from outside can 
make him unclean... For it is from within, from men’s hearts, that evil in
tentions emerge."'8 Or, a man is clean if his heart is good, regardless of 
v;hether he washes according to tradition. And consequently, if a man is good 
at heart he is not constrained by tradition to vrash himself in any particular 
manner but is free to wash in whatever xjay comes to him.

This invrardness prescribed by Christ represented a turn from compliance 
with tradition to spontaneity of expression, or expression from the heart 
ordered by goodness in the soul. As the Son of Man his message constituted 
a spiritual revolution, with a confusing combination of boldness and humility. 
But as the Son of God he inspired respect in men’s minds prior to any under
standing of his message. As the Son of God, the same God who gave Moses the 
old law, Christ could speak and act only truth, truth Xi^hich existed from the 
time of creation. Mhere Moses x-ras a good man with a humble human intellect 
xjhom God used as a mouthpiece, Christ was God in man,'' X^hose intellect x^as 
divine, and x-xho spoke as a man x-rLth the authority of God, Consequently, 
those xdio sax-r Christ as the Son of God knexj that his thought Xr^as not revolu
tionary, but that it had been with God for eternity, and that Christ had come 
to tell men authoritatively the Good Nex-js of the old law, or to authoritative
ly bring xjhat was an old thought into existence in men’s minds. And it was 
because it \<!as new to men that Christ’s message was new at all. The news 
that seemed paradoxical to those who saw him as a revolutionary, a doctrine of 
humility x^hich he preached Xi^ith anger against the fathers of religion, was 
really only nex^r to men’s minds and had been a fact on the universe for all time.



* To those who saw Christ as a revolutionary young man, the Passion and 
crucifixion came as revelation and light to their confused minds. T-Jhat seemed 
paradoxical, that he could be both the new and the old, and what brought on 
an emotionally unsettled condition in his xjitnesses, the ambivalence of his 
teachings, was resolved by his death. In the Passion of the Gospels Christ 
sits praying and meditatin, ’exceedingly sorrowful’; those he has come to 
save are destroying him. He says to his father, the primordial creator, the 
old God, '"If this cup cannot pass by v;ithout my drinking it, your will be 
done."’9 This is an expression of pure submission, there is no presence of 
anger or righteousness. And at the crucifixion the old God, the father, 
seems to have conquered any revolutionary energy the Son might have had.Christ cries out, ’"My God, my God, why have you deserted me?"’^^ It is a 
plea, a call for help. And with the Passion and resurrection Christ the am
biguous figure becomes Christ the powerful God at the right hand of his 
father.

In this respect, in Christ’s humble sacrifice, the Passion is a mani- 
festact'ipii; of Gpd :,in man as the Son'^df Go4,'which replaced'the figure of Christ 
the angry Son of Man. Man’s ambition to bring something new into the world 
from his own intrinsically valuable self is transformed into a humble respect 
for God the father. At the same time, because Christ brought to men id-th 
authority from God a truth v/ich was new to the human intellect, and because 
ha bore this truth through the Passion, through suffering and death, and be
cause he was afterward resurrected, he brought into existence in men’s minds 
the possibility of a new life, a rebirth, and a way of worship,

’"For anyone who has xjill be given more, and he V7ill have more than
enough;, but from anyone who has not, even what he has will be takenaway."’l

So Christ says of the faithful. And for the man who ’has’ a little, for 
him who sees Christ as a revolutionary figure and who for that reason is con
fused and cannot understand his humility, a vray of further initiation is made 
possible by a participation in the Passion, This participation is represented 
by the Eucharist, The internal way of Christ accomplishes a baptism from 
constraint, and by taking the Eucharist, by eating the body and blood of 
Christ, the baptised man participates with Christ in submitting himself as a 
sacrifice to God, and consumes his self-assertive energy in flames, like a 
phoenix. His spirit is reborn from the ashes, and he is initiated into a 
universe where he is freed from the constraint of tradition and justified in 
his spontaneity, where his autonomy and his intrinsic value as an individual 
are combined with and swallowed up by the life-force of the universe. Here 
the paradox of Christ’s nevmess is no paradox to be confused by, but rather 
a mystery of God’s generosity. And here the rebellion of the Son has the 
authority of the father, here God the father is the same with God the Son.
The paradoxes are realities or truths in the newly seen universe for the be
liever.

II

Of paradoxes, to the man who ’has not’ perhaps the most confusing and 
profound is the coming together of the infinite-eternal deity and the human 
race in the life of Christ; the eternal and timeless actually came into and 
was present in the world of change and mortality. In the Gospel of John it 
is said that the Word (Christ^ existed in the beginning of time and was made



flesh at a particular time in the history of the world. Fith other flesh 
this Eternal Word was made to experience the dissolving of one moment into 
another, memories of the past and expectations of the future. The endurance, 
of the life of this Word X7as witnessed by others, who experienced the same

time, and who, V7hen its life had slipped into the past, recalled 
from their memories what they had experienced 6f the Word in the mortal el
ement. But how can the eternal have been commensurate with a time, have 
spent thirty years in the world? And if it did experience thirty years, 
how did it find its way back into timelessness? Answers are not to be 
found in unravelling the paradoxes but rather, the questioner must believe 
in the authoritative truth of Christ's presence in the world prior to 
asking questions, or else its substance illude them.

As V7ith other Christian paradoxes, the notion that the eternal lived 
at a certain period in the history of the world is to be grasped by faith 
alone. If the presence of Christ is understood as a purely historical fact, 
then the advent of his coming is a fact to be stored in the memory, and his 
life exists in the present moment only because it can be recalled in the 
mind at any present moment. But to the Christian "the life of Christ is a 
manifestation of the eternal in a particular time" means something quite

grasping this paradox by faith, the believer is brought into a 'now', a present, which touches eternity. The fact that the Eternal was 
a contemporary of his witnesses allows those witnesses to exist in a pre
sent which was coexistent with the eternal. And those who are witnesses 
through the original witnesses inherit the possibility of contemporaneous
ness with tne eternal. This new generation of witnesses can live through 
a sequence of mesaents which transcend the dissolving of each moment, and 
which, thought infinitely short, are commensurate and co-eternal with the 
infinitely extended. The 'nov7-present' of God is made available to men 
through Christ.

Your years are one day, yet your day does not come daily, but 
is always today, because your day does not give place to any to
morrow nor does it take the place of any yesterday. Your day is 
eternity. And this is how the Son, to whom your said, 'I have 
begotten you this day,' was begotten co—eternal \7lth vourself,"H

The above is addressed to God by Augustine in his discussion of time. 
For Augustine there are three kinds of 'present' in the human intellect: 
present-past, which consists in memory, present-future, which is in expec
tation, and present-present, V7hich is the 'nov7' perceived nad given atten
tion, The Intellect, in its most fallen and degenerate state, is iimersed 
in expectation and memory, and has little conscious concern for perception. 
But both memory and expectation, or their corresponding time tenses, are 
only present' in the mind. Neither past nor future actually exist. "In 
other words, we cannot rightly say that time is (exists), except by reason 
of its impending state of non-being."12 Or, really, we know that the pre
sent exists because we can compare it to the past and the future, where it 
does not exist, although it did and will exist at some other time. Pre
sent-past and present-future do not properly exist in the present, and 
only hold meaning in the mind as present—remembered or present—expected,
The strength of these thoughts in Augustine's Confessions is brought into 
focus when Augustine speaks of a time in his former life when his mind was 
occupied with subjects of past and future time, or subjects of non-being.
And for Augustine, non-being is synonymous x^zith evil. But through Christ,



says Augustine, the mind is fixed on the present, on the 'nov^’. Through 
the Word the intellect becomes attentive, and memories of sin and disgrace 
are forgotten. "Then I shall listen to the sound of your praises and 
gaze at your beauty ever present, never future, never past!"^^

The significance of this new meaning of the 'now' for a Christian is 
that at every moment the advent of Christ is recapitulated, at every suc
ceeding mcEient Christ is begotten in the vTorld. And at every new moment 
the inwardness of his doctrine is reasserted in the world cf circumstance, 
of passing time. Through faith, through acceptance of the above-mentioned 
paradox, inwardness transcends circumstance and the cataclysm of the etern
al meeting with the passing of hours is re-experienced.

But the Christian sense of time reaches farther than a personal vi
sion of eternity. To introduce the expansion I will again use Augustine.
For him, memory is a recording of past experience, in which is found and 
recognised all new thoughts, llien a man feels joy he understands that he 
is experiencing joy because he recalls a time of past joy. His memory may 
be personal or it may come from the collective mind of the human race.
"It may be that we were all happy individually, or it may be that we were 
all happy in Adam, the first sinner, in whom we all died and from whom we 
all descended in a heritage of misery."14 By this extended sense of memory, 
the man who is happy recognises happiness from his experience in the Gar
den, before the fall, or from the collective human memory of innocent 
bliss. In an analogical way, just as the advent of Christ is recapitulated 
by the Christian in every present-present, so is the beginning and history 
of creation recapitulated in the present-past.

Here I would like to use an archetypal man, though he may not exist, 
who, because he has accimulated the experience of mankind and is individual, 
will serve to shoX'^ how the Christian time-sense is manifest in the m.ind of 
history, so to speak. At this moment he is trying to think of vrhat he 
would like to eat. Although he is not urgently hungry, his memory calls to 
mind a profound experience of painful hunger, loneliness and desperation, 
and the recollection makes him anxious to satiate himself before this ex
perience is repeated. His thoughts turn to the future, and to the food 
which might best satisfy him. But while he is considering the possibili
ties, the sound of sweet music reaches his ears, and his anxieties are for
gotten, he is soothed and absorbed in the sound. Knowing that he has had 
the experience of mankind, x^e can say that his memory is of the fourty years 
in the desert, during the Israeli exodus from Egypt. He is left x^ith the 
promise of fulfillment, that the future x^ill hold a relief from misery.
This thought takes place in the past-present. Next he looks to the future 
for fulfillment, and this thought takes place in the future-present. And 
last, while he is engaged in these thoughts, fulfillment of the unexpected 
kind comes in the present, interrupting his thoughts of hunger nad drawing 
his attention to the present. This is the present-present and the sweet 
music is the Good Nex7s of the Word. And so, for the historical, archetypal 
mind, memory and past consist in the life of the human race before Christ, 
attention and the present in the advent of Christ. And if Christ is the 
present to history, then the period after his life is in some sense the fu
ture of the present-future which resides in expectation.

This latter thought presents a problem to the generations of Christ
ians after Christ. The 'now', which recapitulates the present-present of 
Christ, takes place in a time vjhich has by-passed the true 'now.' The



promise of the Israelites has been fulfilled by the sweet music or the Iferd, 
and the future is ever approaching the Christian prophecy of the end of the 
world. But the sweet music lasted for a moment* and is no longer sounding. 
If the attention of men is to be drawn to the ’now,' in a time which is 
future-present then the svjeat music x^hich once came from heaven must now 
be made by men, what xv’as once spontaneous must now be contrived so that 
the experience may be repeated. In other words, when Christ left the X'/orl.d, 
his disciples were faced Xvrith the problem of promulgating his Truth v;hich 
consisted not in xrords but in his life, his actions, his Passion and his 
ressurection.

IJhile Christ X7as still in the world, he gave his disciples instructions 
to proclaim the word boldly, saying ’’Anyone x-jho welcomes you x-7elcomes me; 
and those who x^elcome me xjelcome the one who sent me."'^^ Again, after 
the resurrection he returned to the Apostles to tell them, "And now I am 
sending doxm to you what the Father has promised. Stay in the city then, until you are clothed V7ith the power from on high."^^ The Holy Spirit was 
the promise, X7hich descended on the disciples at the first Pentecost and 
gave them the pox7er to speak in tongues, to spread the word to the world, 
to become Apostles. And the power from God gave these disciples the authority 
to speak the Word of God, the authority which came into the x7orld with 
Christ, The first Christian meetings described throughout Acts X7ere prevailed 
upon by the Spirit, which served to actualize the brotherhood of the faithful. 
The Apostles were endox^ed X7ith the ability to x7ork miracles, and the 
people V7ere enlightened by a prolific number of divine visions. Both 
Christians and non-Christians sax-7 and heard Christ speaking to them, calling 
to them to convert, or to spread the Word, or giving them advice as to a 
course of action. The Apostle Paul V7as called by a vision to stop persecuting 
the Christians, and X'7as transformed from a violently anti-Christian Jex7 
into a voracious apostle to the Word. This x-7as a time when the 'future* of 
the future-present, was still young, and the feeling x-jas strongly oupt Christ 
X7aG still present. If a vision called for direct action, the visioracy act-ui 
directly.

In one peculiar Instance the Apostle Peter had a mysterious vision 
which he interpreted to mean that as opposed to the traditional national 
consciousness of Isreel x^hich said "x7e are the chosen above all other races," 
gentiles X7ere acceptable to Christianity. The Apostles began holding meetings 
with gentiles, converting them and baptising them. Meanv7hile at Antioch 
the disciples of Christianaty continued to convert only Hebrexrsj and xjhen 
the rumor spread to A^ntloch that gentiles were accpptable these same disciples 
denied hotly that this was the case. There resulted great confusion at 
Antioch. To settle the dispute the Apostles held a cotmcil in Jerusalem, 
and Peter defended his interpretation of the vision. It was decided that 
gentiles could become Christians, and the folloxTing letter x-7as sent to 
Antioch;

"They (the disciples at Antioch) acted x^ithout any authority from 
us, and so we have decided xmanimously to elect delegates and to 
send them to you x-rith Barnabas and Paul, men we highly respect, who 
have dedicated their lives to you in the name of CXir Lord Jesus 
Christ. Accordingly, we are sending you Judas and Silas, who will 
confirm by x-7ord of mouth what x-je have X7ritten in this letter. It 
has been decided by the Holy Spirit and by ourselves not to saddle 
you X7ith any burden beyond these essentials; you are to abstain



from food sacrificed to idols, from blood, from the meat of 
strangled animals, and from fornication. Avoid these and you 
V7ill do what is right. Farewell."

The letter is very politic. VIhen men are being converted ^ ciasse there is 
little time to acquaint them with the inwardness of the Word, and in order 
to avoid all confusion and doubt at Antioch, the letter claims authority for 
the vision of Peter, and prescribes obedience to certain old laws to assuage 
the fears of those v7ho do not wish to break with tradition by holding mett- 
ings with gentiles.

There are two important tendencies manifest in the Antioch controver
sy: one is the spontaneity, in the sense described earlier, with which the 
early Christians responded to a vision, or an invrard inspiration, and ano
ther is the regard for the old law or the traditions carrying them held by 
the poople of Antioch. The first, spontaneity, arises from the tendency of^ 
any age to consider itself future-present in the sense that the *?fodern Age 
is an advance out of the past. Insofar as every age was at one time the 
'Modern Age' and every age existed in the future-present by virtue of the 
fact that each inherited wlsdcms and traditions from the past which made 
the present seem futuristic and nevr, it can be said that the latter tenden
cy is distinguished by a common notion which says: "We are the future; we 
have the new life of the world in our hands; we are experiencing a time 
which has never before been experienced." The second tendency, in opoo- 
sition to the latter, arises from the notion, held by any '!Todern Age', 
that the future is the progeny of the past. The notion is expressed in 
this Statement: "We are the children of the past; we have inherited its 
tradition, and we are experiencing the past in the new light of the future." 
Again, these two attitudes taken towards the future-present are not unique 
to Christianity but have been expressed by every age which was once modern.

Ill
Here I want to assert the thought that perhaps the Apostles, in par

ticular Paul, were mistaken in their letter and in their attitude towards 
tradition. To introduce the notion that tradition is perhaps more useful 
than was thought, I will discuss briefly how it has served those who used 
it. And by contrast, I will discuss the possible advantage of the position 
taken by Paul.

The age into which Christ was born was ordered by tradition. The com
mandments and laws of Deuter onomy had been embel ished by traditional inter
pretations such that every general law had specific significance to the 
Modern Man. Books like Ecclesiasticus were vjritten, transforming laws into 
proverbs by xjhich a man might lead his life.

Do not ignore the talk of the wise 
be conversant with their proverbs.

Since by these you will learn the theory and art 
of serving the great.

Through personal exchange with traditional sayings, men become more capa
ble of helping the present world. The Gothic age expressed the same thought 
somewhat differently: Modern Han is a dvrarf standing on the head of a



giant; though he is very small compared to the giant, he can see slight
ly farther from his position. Chaucer ironically characterizes this sen
timent as the boldness of new thought justified by tradition through the 
mouth'of the Wife of Bath, who considers her personal experience enough 
of a proof for the thought that one marriage is all a woman should have to 
go through, for marriage is not bliss, though she still feels the need to 
quote Scripture in justifying the notion;

"Experience, though noon auctoritee 
Were in this world, is right ynough to me 
To speke of wo that is in marriage;
...But me was told certeyn, nac longe agon is.
That sith that Crist ne went never but onis 
To wedding in the Cane of Galilee,
That by the same ensample taughte he me That I ne sholde wedded be but ones."^^

Chaucer himself uses old stories as forms into t<rhich he can fit his 
thoughts. The more traditional his plot is, the more he is free to choose 
certain details for the application of his wit; since the plot is al
ready familiar to his readers, Chaucer is not encumbered with his story 
line but is free to choose certain details for his own expression. In 
this way the use of old forms or traditions allows a '!!odern Age’ to choose 
a means of expression, and a man with a new and personal idea to choose 
from the forms X'/hcch already exist one which will best suit his idea. 
Tradition, by eliminating the necessity of creating form to fit idea, in
creases the freedom of choice of the man who vjishes to express himself.

In opposition to the regard for tradition held by the Gothic Age are 
all revolutionary ages. Christ's revolution in its paradoxical sense, was 
followed by a seemingly revolutionary period, instigated by the Apostles. 
I-Jhile the memory of Christ vjas still fresh in the minds of the Apostles, 
and while Christ was still refreshing that memory with visions and instruc
tions, the prevalent Christian notion was that something entirely new had 
come into the world; a new way of life was possible, a new power was in 
heaven, and a nev; inwardness was developing — the kingdom of heaven was 
at hand to the present-future generation. The traditions of the old law 
seemed to interfere with the development of this new thought, and to con
straint the metamorphosis of inxi^ardness. With respect to this constraint, 
Paul says this of tradition:

Once, when there was no law, I was alive: but when the c 
ment came, sin came to life and I died; the commandment xras mieant 
to lead me to life, but it turned out to mean death for me, be
cause sin took advantage of the commandment to mislead me, and 
so sin, though the commandments, killed me.

Paul's argument here is that if the old forms are kept, but their origin 1 
significance is lost, then the old forms become vessels for thoughts not 
proper to them, and are better left behind. In the letter written to . n- 
tioch, mentioned earlier, the xnriter suggests that to keep all the command
ments would be a burden to the developing Christian community, and to pre
vent constraint of their consciences, the followers should obey only four 
commands. This notion suggests the view that tradition is a constraing for 
new thoughts, and if these are important, men should break x^ith old forms. 
In place of tradition, the ordering principle will be within. Instead of



creeds or codes by which a man orders his new thoughts, there is an in
wardness of consciousness which guides a man’s actions, and from which 
new thoughts arise and are spontaneously acted out. For Christianity, 
inwardness and faith allow the divine order to become the internal order 
and, consequently, spontaneity is justified because the order it expres
ses comes from God. For the Apostles the urgency of the Word derives its 
authority directly from God, and they are justified in their spontaneity, 
in their break with tradition, because they have authority to promulgate 
Truth. My thesis is that this is, perhaps, a naive view of the world, 
and that a rupture with tradition is followed by new and even more con
straining traditions. But I will discuss this later with respect to 
freedom.

In a more familiar form this view of spontaneity becomes the break 
with tradition established by the 19th century, the industrial revolu
tion, and the 20th century’s reverence for the new. In art, painters 
experimented with space and light in such a way that old forms were 
completely ignored, and 20th century artists began working without form 
3b all, calling themselves 'Expressionists.' Nineteenth century poets 
began writing in black verse and those of the twentieth, in free-form. 
According to a Christian view point, the distinguishing factor between 
this spontaneity and that of the Apostles is authority. When Jackson 
Pollack dribbles paint on a canvas, he is not responding to a message 
entrusted him by God, and the resulting painting has no justicication.
In a book called On Authority and Revelation, a vehement attack on the 
degeneracy of the Modern Age, Kierkegaard characterises the new tenden
cy in literature towards spontaneity this way:

Instead of having, each man for himself, a clear conception of 
what one wills in concrete before one begins to express one's 
views, one has a superstitious notion about the utility of 
starting a discussion, one has the superstition that, while the 
individuals themselves do not know what they will, the spirit 
of the age should be able by its dialectic to make it clear 
what one really wills, so that by this these purposeful gentle
men may get to know what their purpose really is. Everyone in 
his own way is busily engaged in kindling the fire under the 
boiler with these combustible premisses —— but nobody seems to 
think how dangerous this is with no engineer at hand.21

This is written in response to the case of Adler, a man in the Church 
who claimed to have had a vision vjhich offered a new Interpretation of 
Scripture. Kierkegaard asserts that it is clear that Adler had no vision 
at all, and that his case represents a phenomenon of the Modern Age, which 
is the degeneracy in the understanding of authority. According to Kierke
gaard, an Apostle can be spontaneous because his thought comes from God, 
but a genius, a man who from his own natural abilities can sjmthesize and 
contrive thoughts, must carefully consider the implications of his thought 
before expressing it, because the resulting effect is not necessarily good. 
The spontaneity with which Christ acted in disregarding traditional order 
was justified because he WAS God, and the confusion caused by Peter in his 
interpretation of his vision was not due to irresponsibility, but rather 
was justified because Peter had authority from God. In Kierkegaard's 
words:



I have not got to listen to Saint Paul because he is clever, 
or even brillinatly clever; I am to bow before Saint Paul be
cause he has divine authority; and in any case, it remains 
Saint Paul’s responsibility to see that he produces that im
pression, whether anybody box<rs before his authority or not.
Saint Paul must not appeal to this cleverness, for in that case 
case, he is a fool; he must not enter into a purely aesthetic 
or philosophical discussion of the content of doctrine, for in 
that case he is side-tracked. . .22

Finally, the distinction between the spontaneity of a genius and 
that of an Apostle for Kierkegaard rests on the fact that a genius may 
have a truly new thought, whereas the thought of an Apostle is only para
doxically new. An age may give birth to an idea which is so new and un
discovered that it seems that it could never become a time-worn idea, 
but the News of an Apostle is always new, and because of its paradoxical 
nature, can NEVER become time-worn. And the essential disctinction be
tween a break with tradition for the sake of the development of a truly 
new thought is that the latter has authority while the former does not.
The freedom from constraint afforded by inwardness is justified by the 
authority of the Word which is inculcated and which initiates a man into 
Christianity through baptism add the Eucharist.

But I will drop this Pauline attitude towards tradition for the mo
ment in order to discuss the significance of the freedom afforded by tra
dition, which is somewhat ignored by Paul and which points to the way in 
which the authority inherited from Christ was misused. But here the 
thought that freedom of spontaneity and freedom of choice are distinct 
freedoms requires more discussion. Since a personal conversation with 
tradition allows for a freedom of choice v/hich is anavallable without 
tradition, and a reverence for and acceptance of the new allows for a 
spontaneity which is constrained by tradition, the two freedoms seem to 
cancel each other out. From what I understand of a developing Christian 
consciousness this is not the case, rather, one is prior to the other.
For freedom of choice independently precedes spontaneity, and because of 
it or throught it, freedom of spontaneity may be accomplished. A man 
prepares for freedom from constraint by choosing freely the way of 
Christ. In a discussion of freedom, Jacques Maritain distinguishes be
tween these txTO freedoms:

If we seek to limit ourselves to the essential, we shall behold 
. . .two principle lines of significance. One of them concerns 
freedom as an absence of constraint, as a bird is free vjhen it 
is not in a cage, which does not mean that the bird possesses 
free will. The other means freedom as an absence of necessity or of necessitation, which is precisely the case of free will.^^

Taking the latter first, freedom of choice signifies the ability of 
a man to direct his action according to will. Maritain says that this re
quires the absence of necessity; in other words, if a man has a choice be
tween what is possible or conceivable and what is neither of the two, his 
decision does not arise from an exercise of free will. What is possible 
or conceivable is determined by what exists. And for the Christian, there 
are two essential elements in the world as it was created by God in the 
beginning: goodness and nothingness, which is synonomous with evil. Be
cause man was endov/ed by God t^lth free will, he can choose between good



and evil. Thomas Ariulnas asserts af»ain and again in his F^umma that men 
are necessarily inclined toward goodness, that the end of human activity 
is beatitude. But because men have free will, they can and do choose con
trary to their inclination. If a man chooses goodness above evil he pre- 
papres for freedom of the other l:lnd. Th.omas says* And thus even the 
good movement of free choice, whereby anyone is prepared for receiving the 
gift of grace, is an act of free choice moved by Hod. And it is thus that 
a man is said to prepare himself. *’24 Though free choice is moved by God 
for Thomas, still the preparation consists in having chosen freely.

however, having chosen goodness freely in the absence of necessity 
constraining free choice, in this qualified sense, when a man acquires 
freedom of the second kind, freedom of Cliristian spontaneity, he is then 
bound by the necessity of loving God. he acquires freedom from the con
straint of all external order, from tradition, by his free choice, and 
is bound by the necessity of loving God.

So Christian spontaneity is further characterized by a ne\7 paradox.
T'^en who have reached this freedom are in the position of free spirited 
slaves. As Paul says, 'A slave, when he is called in the Lord, becomes 
the Lord's freedman, and a freeman called in the Lord becomes Christ's 
slave." In other words, a m.an who is a slave to choice between good and 
evil is liberated by choosing goodness — he becomes the Lord's freedman — 
but at the same time he is the slave of the way of Christ.

But here Paul takes a different road. For him, Christ's truth in
cludes the notion that all power comes from God, or the authority of eve
ry government derives its power from God, and because its power comes from 
God, it must be obeyed. Go the free-spirited slave is for Paul a man 
whose soul is free from constraint, and who is consequently vulnerable to 
earthly constraint. Here is an example: A man lives under a monarchy in 
V7hich it is strictly forbidden to leave one's house after sunset. The 
decree is strongly enforced by the king's soldiers. This man, being a 
Pauline Christian, believes that the authority of the decree derives its 
power from God, and that the soldiers are a m.anifestation of that power.
But having chosen the way of Christ, he is free from any desire to leave 
his house after sunset, and having inherited Christ's spontaneity, he is 
assured that should he be called to leave his house, and should the sol 
diers punish him or kill him, he is justified in the eyes of God and. will 
be a free man in heaven. The decree of the king inhibits his choice of 
m.ovement, but his spirit is free from any desire to move contrary to 
the decree.

There is a grave implication in this attitude, though. For when the 
Church evolved into a government-like institution, it transferred its God— 
given authority into a decree-m.aking organ like a king. But it is import
ant to make two distinctions, first betr^een tlie authority of a king and 
the authority of an Apostle: and second, between authority and pox^er.
Both of these distinctions involve enormous subjects x.'hich would lead in
to thoughts beyond the present discussion. Let these definitions suffice 
for the present distinctions: the authority of a king sometimes comes 
from God and sometimes does not, whereas the authoritv of an Apostle al- 
xrays come from God. Secondly, authority is the right to power, whereas 
power is the means or force by vihich the decisions of authoritv are car
ried out and which impels men to obey.



Hiat I ’’ould like to put forth Is that the authority of the Apostles, 
which gave then the power to set up a Church that has evolved into the Church 
as it exists today, was used in such a way that the decrees of the Church be
came like the decrees of a king, constraining freedom of choice and making im
possible the development of freedom, or spontaneity so essential to the vjay of 
CJirist. The first instance of this use of Apostolic authority is during the 
controversy at Antioch, mentioned earlier. -Tien the Apostles sent their let
ter to Antioch, they created a creed or decree derived from the commandments; 
"you are to abstain from food sacrificed to idols," etc., "avoid these and 
you will do what is right." The new creed \jas established in response to a 
problem” the followers at Antioch were in confusion about the IJord, they 
were plagued by doubts as to Xirhat was right. The response of the creed was 
the authoritative word; you must not burden yourselves with choice.

This creed represents the first instance of Christian dogma (as op
posed to doctrine). The Antioch controversy set a precedent vrhich was re
peated over and over until the First Ecumenical Council at ’^icaea, and those 
that folloxTOd in the fourth and fifth centuries, establishing a dogma which 
is still being revised and ornamented. The dogma was adopted to end disputes 
such as those betXA.Teen sects which contended that Christ and God were one and 
the same (hono-ousios) , those xjhich said they x-xere many and the same (homoi- 
ousios) , and sects Xijhich said they xxere of dissimilar nature (anomoios). Each 
viev7 had a justification in the Gospels, and consequently converting Christ
ians X7ere faced x-rith a decision as to Xirhom they should ally them.selves xxith.
As xjith the Antioch controversy. Church authorities replied xxith an authori
tative creed, proclaiming that those who differed from the creed were not 
Christian. As a modern catechism for adults nuts it;

Question (12); Are you free to believe ”hatever you xjant?
Ansxjer: No, you have to believe everything in the Bible and 

tradition.
Question (13) ; T-Jhat kind of sin is it to denv anything in 

the Bible or tradition?
Ansx'jer: Usually a serious sin.

Or, as the catechism goes on to explain, differences in dogma are mortal 
sins deserving of hellfire. Tradition used in this sense does not mean 
inherited knoxjledge or old forms of expression, but, rather, dogma VTritten 
by the Church — tradition xfhich has authority from God and the pox«rer of 
the Church behind its commands.

The threat of hellfire impels men to believe in the dogma of the 
Church. If a man chooses to believe that Christ has replaced Yahx^reh of 
the Old Testament, he will burn in hell for all eternity. The Church 
tells all that non-believers bxirn in hell. Consequently, freedom of choice 
is no longer possible. The choice betxreen hellfire and life has the same 
coercive force as the choice betxreen what is possible and x-7bat is impos
sible. The choice betxreen goodness and nothingness is noxr bound by a ne
cessity of a kind. And the nexr xray of Christ is the xray of coercion. But 
if freedom of choice is dead, then a man can no longer prepare him.self for 
freedom of spontaneity and freedom of spontaneity ceases to exist. If a 
man is constrained by belief in the retaliatlve measures of God, then he 
is no longer free to struggle x^^ith Christian paradoxes, x-rhich necessarily 
involve doubt. And finally, if all youthful energy and revolutionary ten
dencies are suppressed, then the sxTnl’olic consummation of the Eucharist is 
no longer meaningful.



To end, this is a quote from TTannah Arendt^s essay TThat is Authority?;

As far as religious thought is concerned, it certainly is a terrible 
irony that the 'glad tidings'' of the Gospels, "Life is everlasting','* 
should eventually have resulted not in an increase of joy, but of 
fear on earth, should not have made it easier but harder for man to 
die.27

Anne TTiiteside 
class of 1974
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A-aMp^ovTos IIepl SavuTOU y.aC iLs etri acpuxTog

HoXlol' pev f|pLV nSri xpo'xaqjoi napn te XeuMovj 
XapL'eaaa 6* o\'/ieT* nt5n napa, yilPotXeoL t* oSo'vtesj 
yXuiiepoO 6' oum^tl itoXXo's gLoxou xP^^vos Xf^Xentxai;
Hid xaOx* dvaaxaXi5cu) dcxya Tdpxapov 6e6oi,X(j|c,
’Ataeic yap eaxt 60Lvo's P’^XOS* apyaXii 6* eg auxdv 
Kixcdog, xad ydEp exotyov MaxaUavxt yd 'vagfiv^i..

A.ge hangs loose about my head; grizzled, whit
like hoar-frost.

The years krock out my teeth; black night sit 
Oh, little the life that is left me;
Pbort, sl)ort, 'the span of winter days, . , 
Lithe youth has flo^m!

Remembering, I vjeep!
For the length of the long life gone;
For the hair and eyes and teeth; for lust and 
For lungs that burst for lithe youth's sake, , 
Nox-7 youth has flovm!
Rememb e ring, I xje ep !
In fear of Tartarus to come;
In fear of the terrors Of hell;
In fear of the pain of descending,
The long, long length of the pain never ending 
How youth has floxm !

Lqjadpp 6n3xe' ye ixpoqjup^ 
eciXXfiv xPPooxdyns "Epug 
vnvL TtOLMLXcaaygciXtj)

cOynad^eLv upoMaXeUxaL. 
r’ 6* eoxLV ydp dt' euxxiTxou 
Aeagou, xdv yev eydv xdynv,
Xeund ydp , HaxayeycpexaL

Ttpdg 6' aXXov XLvd x<^o>‘eL,

Lo! Golden-ahired youth, bright love, 
Rises in the ancient blood.
Strikes X7ith his crimson knob, , ,
(Sweet tool of lust and longing!)
. . .and calls me forth to sport.

Proud maiden, rich ~ and richly fair — 
She sees me.
Looks on white hair, , .
(Ah, love! Youth fails me!)
. . .and turns to seek another.



"Aye cp^p' ny l'v , 5 itaT', 
}(eXd3Tiv, ^Kojs Syuaxiv 
upoTtt'u, xd y^v 6dK iyx^az 
v56axos» xd udvxe 6' oCvou 
MuddoSj &vu3pLax(r 
&v«£ 6rif)xe SotcraanTlau.

Come, boy! Never mind the cup! 
Bring the jug!
Cast proprieties aside!
For I would quaff 
Ten cups of water,
Five ladies of wine!
I would drink deeply, 
copiously —
I would slake my thirst completely 
As any reveler 
At any Bacchanal!

nC5Xe GpijMi^n, xC 6t1 ye Xo^cJv oyyaai gXeuouaa 
vnXeffis (pe\3yeis, 6oKeTs 6d y’ oh6dv el&ivai oocpdv?

xoL KaXtSs yffv dv xol xdv xot^'-vdv eyBdXoLyi 
^ivt'ag 6’ exwv axdcpoLyiT a' dyipt' xdpyaxa 6pdyou. 
vOv 6d XetyE3vds xe BdoMn xoOepd xe oMLpxoiaa itai'^ets, 
6eCL(5v ydp lititoite(Tpriv ouw ^eig ^iteyBdxnv.

Dear girl.
Darting sxrift glances.
Fleeing so pitilessly. . .
Think me mwise?
How quickly I could catch you if I chose 
How easily bridle you.
How firmly take the reins 
To guide you over love’s course.

Dear child.
Play yet awhile!
Run free in the meadows of youth!
Leap!
Be of light heart!
I'll not be the rider to mount you.

--  David Gross
(first prize, Greek translation)



The wind

no longer cool
no longer soft

wails with a long
piercing

T7oman’s lanent.
her forlorn voice

reaches me in a loft 

telling what is known

telling what is meant.

I was thinking sottly
lying Christ-like

on the grass
when the spreading

hlue yantra
was broken

and I was
engulfed bv twin green ice pools 

shattered yellow
violently at their center.

-- ftichael Aaron



The airless eyelid of the limp regard 
when a blast Is awaited breathless 
All Is
flat as no love spoken 
and no winged thing can sing
Flat and burned
Your house the laughter of ny child once Inspired to glowing 
But his smiles struck your dried tinder 
The blaze consumed your straw confessional 
Burned halo of that tender one with no confessional 
The child loves now, even In darkness 
You must listen!

Airless and burned
My room the laughter of my child scathed by oppression 
A glitter of possible worthlessness 
Igniting resignedly the crackling cellophane 
searing with sorrow my discarded lovlnp-yous
I have slipped the wrapper off and lit up 
to be crushed out then to flatness 
where no singed thing can wing 
Your flattened words with no love only sneech 
never rising to my gold, smoke stays, 
wafts selfish In the mouth of the speaker 
Inhaled and clogging the Insides

X -- Theresa Sellers



self-love

i commit myself to you as to an Insane asylum 
al^’ays there is violence and bitterness 
almays i am comin<» back to you

the entire earth could be uninhabited for all i 
but the mutters smarm, straininj'
1 sieve out the uncrass for the crass
always the same standard waves be it black or grey
but it never goes above a mutter
it is so mingled as to be dead

i see your mouth moving and your eyes moving
but the inner mutter lays your beauty out on the rack
and i am committed to always be esdaping
i have been coivimitted because alT^ays i am laughing
where it is not proper, in the elsewheres
sincerity, sincerity
they all mean so well nothing

poison obsesses the body like love 
the slow blossoms and never dies 
perverse flower moves yes on the ground 
i creep with it smiling and glittering

-- Theresa Sellers

FOR TESTING

T-Taiting open yet undeflowered 
Princeless and maiden-blossomed 
vTiite darkness thrust on me 
nh I breathe aloud now.

Taut a riot makes me one 
Send it send it down 
Pierce me hills and close me 
I am sure to name my hour.
Go back tortoise into time 
Slide into your dull music 
I am dead so dead and leaves 
Do not tremble ever ever again.

-- A. ITilbur Stevens



ue are too role-conscious, we human-beings

it is only a many-veined man
who can interpret
the encephalographic theme which

hinns
behind our masks on the frequency of a 

teardrop/
is

diverted in our belligerent bellies by the
rhythm

of
hunger And

swells
to

ponderous
pulsing
Pomposity/Or

constricts against the blood a
Scream

-- Pat Perkins



"THE SICK FOSE,'- MD FOH TO CUPE IT.
An inquiry into the nature of poodness.

The Sick Rose

0 ROSE, thou art sick.’ 
The invisible worm 
That flies in the night. 
In the howling storm.
Has found out thy bed 
Of crimson Joy,
And his dark secret love 
Does thy life destroy.

- TTilliam Blake

A Note Of Introduction
I v/ish to share, for a moment, some thoughts and feelings which, 

because of my diffidence, I do not think I x<rould otherwise express.
The question I have confronted in my essay is, ’TThat does it mean to be 
a good man?.'' I say confronted because this is exactly what I have 
done. The meaning of goodness has, for me, become more than a mere 
academic exercise initiated through a reading of certain books and a 
lack of other ideas. I have asked, "What does goodness mean?", with my 
heart as well as my mind. Goodness has become an obsession for me.
That I am not a good person — that I find myself being continually 
reprimanded by my conscience — has lead me to a great amount of soul 
searching. Perhaps I would be more honest if I said that because of my 
striving for an understanding of goodness, and thus appreciating good
ness, and my apparent inability to be good, I have discovered my soul.
I do not pretend to know what soul means, though I somehow feel that 
there is more soul in me than I will ever comprehend, and that this in
finite resource, be it what it may, is necessary for my life. I believe 
that I may have scratched the surface of goodness in my essay; and though 
I claim no profound perceptions nor a clear understanding about good
ness, I do feel that I have been, in Christ's words, "born anew," and 
that I have taken one giant step in the right direction.

Today there is a storm. The bad weather seems to have to have com® 
in off the sea under the cover of this morning''s fog. AJl day the pierc
ing wind has torn the air and the swept rain has pummeled the ground. 
Looking through the Xvrlndow, across the darkening afternoon x-rorld, the sea 
can be seen pounding its foaming white fists against the rock braced 
shore. Night descends; and in the black hours exhaustion brings merci
ful sleep, in spite of the tem.pest. A nex^ day ax-mkens the world, and 
though the sun graces the air with its xxarmth, though the wind and rain 
have ceased, the sea, green and foaming, furiously throx<rs itself against 
the shoreline that contains it. The sea is predictable, it is inevitable 
and as natural a part of life as the air x^re breathe. In its unrestrained 
power, its apparent anger, the sea gnat’s at shoreline cliffs, much as the 
suffering in a man's heart gnaxxs at his sanity. And, that sanity is xxorn 
thinner and thinner by the turmoil vxlthin a man until finally, like a jut



of land by the sea continually xrorn 
denly collapses, that 1st thread of 
a sea of living death' to be x^ashed 
pair

axjay at the xixater’s edge, x^rhich sud- 
sanity snaps and a man is cast into 
about and droxm in the depths of des-

The lost souls of Dante's Inferno died long before they left the 
X'jorld of the living. Dy accepting ignorance and hate as a x-ray of life 
they placed themselves beyond the reach of hope. One wonders hox-r close 
Dante him.self xras from such an acceptance lost, as he xras, ’’in a dusky 
wood" having strayed from ’ the right path."! One wonders if it is his 
willingness or Beatrice’s love which leads Dante from that 'dusky xrood" 
to the "mountains shoulder" and beyond into the sun's light. Probably it 
xras both.' however, x-rhere would Dante have been x-rithout Beatrice's love — 
xrithout the guidance of Virgil? This speculation is for a reason, it points 
to the not very x^ell understood problem of who or xrhat is responsible for 
a man's hellish existence, as xrell as for a man's ability to love. In 
other xrords, who or what is responsible for the evil and goodness of men?

Certain theologians have attempted to understand evil and goodness 
as the deprivation or fulfillment of Godliness.^ This sort of an ansxrer 
is unsatisfactory, though perhaps true, because it is so abstract. The 
issue of evil and goodness is relevant because it is an inherently liianan 
problem, and as such it demands an understanding in terns that are appli
cable to a an's life as hegarries on relationships x-xith other men, and 
as he strives to knoxx himself.

Chaucer gives us an easily understood metaphor by which to understand 
the position of men in their xxorld and of the individual man amor" other 
men. In the Prologue'to. The, Canterbury Tales <?e'witness the settling off 
of pilgrims on the road to Canterbury, amid the "sweet shox-xers" of April, 
the flowers and sxxeet breath of Zephyrus, "the young sun" and melodies of 
"the small fox.7l,"3 These pilgrims journey together towards a common des
tination, and though each man among them has his ox-xn set of virtues and 
vices, prejudices and idiosyncrasies, these inevitable differences are 
overcome and Chaucer's people remain companions throughout their journey. 
There is a tolerance, if not a love, between the people in Chaucer's world. 
Strangely enough within the context of such a tolerance the evils of men 
seem less pronounced; Chaucer admits evil (x-xhich does not mean he con
dones it) and in his admittance of it evil becomes less the unapproacha
ble, devistating force, some men xxould have it be.

How different our world is from that of Chaucer'si On the road of 
our lives we seem not to recognize the common destinations of all men.
We limit ourselves by loving xxhen it is safe, hating where it is expec
ted, admiring knowledge and condemning Ignorance. It is no xxonder that 
in the armour xxe have sheathed ourselves, to avoid being sympathetic 
towards other human beings, vxe can no longer appreciate the natural 
beauty which is so much a part of the pilgrims journey to Canterbury; 
the "sxveet showers" xxhich "brings about the engendering of floxxers," 
the songs of the birds, all of nature reborn — living — with the com
ing of Spring; all of which makes "people long to go on pilgrimages"^
— xxhich makes life a joyous experience. We meet all attempts at reveal
ing the cruelty which we perpetuate — our lack of concern for other men
— with justifications said to be relevant to the human condition. In 
fact, hoxxever, xxe reveal our inhumanity xxhen we spend our time justify
ing our lack of love rather than loving. Chaucer's road to Canterbury



becomes, for us, a bleak, unforgiving world heaped with the carnage of 
dead and dying souls, the casualties of our destructive self-assertion.

Our situation might be tolerable if we did not know better. The 
fact is, however, that we do know better. Christ said: ''If I had not 
come and spoken to them they would not have sin, but now they have no 
excuse for their sin. "5 have been among us who we recognize as good
and vrho have demonstrated the life of goodness as preferable to that of 
evil. Of all the good men who have been with us the most oustending, by 
far, have been Socrates and Christ; the one is considered the wisest of 
all men, the other is considered a god. It is to these trw men that so 
many other men have looked for help is answering life's questions. Though 
there are some very important philosophical differences bet^reen Socrates 
and Christ their concern for goodness and their answer as to what good
ness is, and how it can be acheived, are similar. Both not only tell us 
but show us what it means to be a good man.

And yet, we seem not to understand. We continue to live as if we 
had never been told about the good life — that life which permits great
est happiness — never looking at ourselves (or so it seems) , never aAkiig 
of ourselves, "Am I being the best man I can be?.” The world of men is 
evidence of our neglect. Hate and ignorance is a way of life. We live 
in accord with the defenses which perpetuate human viciousness; choosing 
to lay the burden of loving on someone else's shoulders rather than our 
own.

Thus, the question, "What does it mean to be a good man?" deserves 
to be asked and answered, Leo Tolstoy in his Confession illuminates the 
contextin which this question is rarely seriously approached;

. . . thousands of us, contradicting and abusing one 
another, all printed and wrote — teaching others. And 
without noticing that we knew nothing, and that to the 
simplest of life's question: What is good and what is 
evil? we did not knot^r how to reply, we all talked at the 
same time, not listening to one another in order to be 
seconding and praising one another in order to be seconded 
and praised in turn, sometimes getting angry with one ano
ther — just as in a lunatic asylum.6

TlBcKi^many men have explained the meaning of goodness we still do not com
prehend because we still resist looking at ourselves. still insist on 
viewing other men and their ideas and actions through the opaque lenses 
of pedentry and pretension, preferring to be Intellectually stimulated, 
by what men have told us is the correct way to live, rather than to be 
morally corrected.

The Socratic Wethod and Goodness

Competition is the Law of the Jungle and Cooperation is the Law of Civili
zation.

— Eldrigde Cleaver, Soul on Ice



The Socratic Nethod is considered a paradigm of teaching. It is a 
process many of us profess to know, yet few of us seem to really under
stand. All too often in our attempts at being Socratic resort to some 
obscure brand of logic, which results in frustrating ourselves as x\rell 
as those xje are attempting to help. Even x^orse is when we become indif
ferent to the inevitable frustrations encountered by the true learner, 
and instead of assisting in such a fashion as to allox-x him^ to find his 
own X'/ay, vre level our opinions at him xxithout appreciating that though 
our opinions may have meaning for us, they may not necessarily provide 
understanding for someone else. That x-xe are for the most part inept in 
our ability to relate to one another in such a manner as to produce learn
ing experiences is common knoxxledge' though the cause of the Ineptitude 
is too often placed on one person or a small group of people who insist 
on asking "inane'’ questions which keep the rest of us from "learning.''
Thus our relationships with others too often become battles x<xhere heads 
roll as apparently unnoticed as x-xhat people are saying. And one wonders 
at times, if our lack of understanding breeds arrogance on the part of 
those who find themselves knowledgable and despair among those xxho find 
themselves "sloxrer than usual."

It is worthwhile to examine, briefly, the Socratic Method, particu
larly as Plato most clearly presents it in the Meno. We will find that 
it is a process of learning and teaching which incoporates considerations 
X'xhich, unfortunately, are quite alien to those considerations xrhlch so 
many of us perpetuate.

For Socrates ther can be txjo kinds of good men, tha man vrlth tight opinion about virtue and the man xxith knovxledge about virtue.^ Because 
of the political nature of Platonic philosophy, x-xhere a man's city has 
a strong Influence upon him,^ and xrxhere a good man thus has a responsi
bility to himself to continually strive to make other men good (an idea 
most clearly expressed by the cave analogy in the Republic), to have 
knox-jledge is preferable to having right opinion. This is because know
ledge, for Socrates, is a prerequisite for teaching. In the ^Teno, where 
the issue is x-xhether or not virtue is teachable, Socrates concludes that 
in order for virtue to be taught there X'xould have to be men xjith knovxledge 
about virtue.^ Thus knowledge is linked with the ability to teach — to 
make other men like oneself in som.e x<ray.

A man's knox-xledge is the result of understanding;^ the sort of under
standing x^hlch is reached through questioning. For Socrates this process 
of questioning is inquiry, and knowledge can only be obtained through in
quiry. 5 Thus, if x-re take the issue of virtue as examined in the Meno, the 
man who teaches virtue m-ust instill in the learner questions rather than 
answers, for it is through questioning the nature of virtue that a man 
ultimately comes to know xrhat virtue is, and not through simply having 
another man's opinions (as correct as they may be) given to him.

Socrates exemplifies Platonic goodness. Tie at once Incorporates a 
love for his fellox-x men, an intolerance for untruths, and a S3xmpathy for 
frustrations encountered by men as they attempt, in x-xhat ways they do 
to improve themselves. Meno asks xxhether or not virtue is teachable * 
to which Socrates replies that '...far from knowing xxhether it can be 
taught, I have no idea x^hat virtue itself is... ’6 with this admission,, 
and Meno's intimation of knox-iing something about virtue,^ the table is 
turned and Socrates gladly accepts the role of learner alloxxing Meno to



Qto help hin.^ Socrates haj accomplished at least three things by this act 
of humility. First, he has shown his lo’/e for Mcno; that is, Keno has been 
allowed to see himself as a contributing and thus valuable person in the 
eyes of Socrates. Second, Meno, in being required by Socrates to parti
cipate actively in the discussion, will be personally involved in the ques
tioning process so necessary for hnowiedge. And third, Socrates has allowed 
himself an opportunity to help another man on the road to knowledge, and 
thereby himself.

As the dialogue progresses Meno’s ideas concerning virtue are frxis- 
trated time and again by Socrates" relentless logic, which uncovers the 
fallacious nature of Heno’s opinions. However, Socrates does not simply 
frustrate Iteno, which would only serve to stop the inquiry, but also pro
vides much needed S3nnpathy in the form of various rhetorical devices, 
which carry lleno from one frustrated opinion to a new attempt at defining 
the nature of virtue. The most dramatic example of Socrates' rhetorical 
ability, and one which exemplifies his incredible understanding of and 
thus sympathy for men, is the epJ.sode with Meno's slave boy. ■ In utter 
frustration Meno asks, "hox^ will you look for something VThen you don't 
in the least know what it is?'’9 Meno is essentially asking how a man can 
learn. Socrates salvages the discussion by relying on a myth of recol
lection^ which he later on in the dialogue admits may not necessarily 
be true; though he admits a belief "that we shall be batter, braver, 
and more active men" if we inquire than if we do not.^i The actual in- 
cedent with the slave boy is a direct, down-to-earth example of learning, 
which neatly avoids answering Mono's unanswerable question though allows 
the inquiry to continue by demonstrating to Meno that people actually 
can learn, if they overcome the initial frustrations.^'^ Socrates helps 
TIeno overcome these frustrations susceptable to learning -- a man must 
first realise that he is Ignorant before he will take the initiative to 
learn.

The episode with Anytus, in which Socrates attempts to draw Anytus 
into a discussion in the same way he did Meno, by asking for help,l^+ 
points to several interesting ideas. That Anytus, unlike Meno, refuses 
to have a discussion with Socrates.And thosi risk confronting his otra 
ignorance, certainly revels his lack of the quality necessary, j&n order 
to be a good man — namely, the spirit of Inquiry. In addition, Socrates' 
inability to Involve Anytus in discussion shows us that even Socrates 
can fail in his love for men — that he has the same problems that we 
all have. Interestingly enough it is Anytus, the man to whom Socrates 
cannot relate, who is responsible for Socrates' death.Perhaps Plato 
means for us to make this realtionship" though, in any case, we should 
appreciate that 'no man is an island" — that a man's love and knowledge 
contribute to the joy of his fcllovj men, and that a man's hate and ig
norance contribute to the destruction of his fellow men.17 Thus, as 
with Chaucer's pilgrims, all men mnac to companions, for every m.an has 
an obligation to help his neighbor up and out of the cave into the light. 
From the Platonic point of viev7 to refuse this responsibility is to re
fuse one's potential goodness, for it Is through making one's fellow men 
better r^at pne tccoiru a gocd. \^ ..

The lieno ends "up in tho air" vrith ’‘divine dispensation"!? as an 
explanation for the fact that good men exist and yet there seems to be 
no one with knowledge ahaUt goodness — xjho would b® capable of teach
ing goodness to others. 20 Eowever "divine dispensatipft'^ is. ubt the', last



word, for Socrates tells Feno;

...we shall not understand the truth of the matter until, 
before asking hoi? men get virtue, we try to discover what 
virtue is in and by itself.21

Thus the dialogue is left xrith the anticipation of further inquiry — a 
most appropriate way to end a discussion i. view of what has already 
been said. Furthermore the very last comment of Socrates' is a request 
for Ifeno to

...allay the anger of your friend Anytus by convincing him 
that vjhat you now believe is true. If you succeed the Athe
nians may have cause to thank you.^^

Socrates asks Heno to approach Anytus, to talk with him and, hopefully 
perhaps, to involve him in a discussion which will show him that vir
tue goodness — is not the domain of every m.an, as Anytus would have 
us believe, but that the process of inquiry is a means to and certain
ly a participation in goodness. That ’'the Athenians may have cause to 
thank Meno only emphasizes all the more the interdependence of men by 
alluding to the time when Anytus, his "anger" apparently not allayed, 
will be responsible for the destruction of Athens' greatest man —
Socrates.

iJe have seen, through a brief examination of the Tfeno and Socratic 
kethod, that the affirmation of self-righteousness and knowledge, in the 
face of another man's hate and Ignorance, without the understanding of 
love, and the human sympathy it entails, may very well be where the re
sponsibility for evil lies; Futhermore, that a good man, in his love, 
sees a value in all men, irregardless of who or what they are. And that 
by men an opportunity to improve themselves, as arduous and tedious
as the task may be, the good man continually contributes to the better
ment of himself.

Christian Goodness

...when pain is to be borne, a little courage helps more than much know
ledge, a little human sympathy more than much courage, and the least tin— 
ture of the^love of God more than all.

For Socrates a man's ultimate goodness — his ability to see the 
Form of the Good — depends on knowledge. As such this Good is beyond 
the reach of many men simply because it requires such a stringent appli
cation of a man's Intellect. Thus only men who are extremely adept in 
the use of their reasoning faculty can ever hope to obtain true Good
ness, as well as possibly bear the burden of constant inquiry. For this 
reason xje might well question the legitimacy of Socrates' claim that only 
through inquiry does a man progress toward the Good. Ue might well won
der if Socrates would have had better luck with Anytus had he relied on 
a different approach than that of inquiry. Such a different approach is 
Christian faith, and though there are some fundamental philosophical dif
ferences betvreen the pagan attitude of Socrates and the faith taught by 
Christ, still the exemplification of their quest for, and understanding



of, goodness, is remarkably similar.

FaitL for Christ, fulfills a similar function to that of inquiry 
for Socrates. It is the necessary process through which a man comes to 
goodness; as well as a way of life for the good man. Nor is faith any 
less arduous a task demanding any less amount of self-discipline and 
contributing any less to frustration, than inquiry. Rather, faith is 
simply a different path, than that of inquiry, on the steep and perilous 
mountain which must be climbed to reach that ultimate joy xfhich all men 
sense but few men obtain.

Man was created, for the Christian, in the im.age of God:l and in 
Eden, walked with God, being unified xjith God’s vjlll. ^ The Fall of man 
and eviction from Eden xras the result of man's assertion of his ovrn will 
in defiance of God's.^ Throughout the Old Testament secrlflce is a means 
employed in an attempt to bridge and close the chasm man created between 
himself and God. The sacrificial death — the destruction of a man's most 
precious possession for the sake of a higher cause than himself — xras a 
demonstration of a man's desire to do God's xixlll. Fox-jever, it remained 
for the purity and perfection of the sacrificieil lamb to be embodied in an 
actual man and for that man to be sacrificed, before the sin against God's 
x-xill, committed by man in Eden, could be reconciled and man once again be 
united vxith God through the hope of eternal salvation. Such a perfect man 
was Christ, who by his demnonstrated Godliness has made God accessible to 
all men.4

A man has faith in God insofar as he attempts to Wc .v with God — to 
follow God's will. The ''content" of this faith is a belief in the cruci
fixion and resurrection of Christ.5 it is to the crucifixion and resurrec
tion that X'xe must look in our attem.pt at understanding the relationship be- 
tv/een Christian faith and Socratlc inquiry: and in our attempt to understand 
what Christ considers goodness to be.

Every man suffers in varying degrees during his lifetime. This suf
fering can be of an obvious physical nature, or of a less obvious, though 
at times just as painful, mental nature. If a man never suffers anything 
else, he cannot avoid suffering over his death — his plight as a con
scious being who must confront the possible annihilation of his ovm con
sciousness. Thus, that men suffer is nothing out of the ordinary. A man 
usually suffers x-xhen he feels in need* x-xhen he finds himself lost in that 
"dusky wood*" vxhen he is utterly alone and afraid and can find no one nor 
anything to comfort him.:, x-xhen all his pretensions have given x-xay to the 
realization of his impotence — of his vreakness. It is xxhen a man feels 
this need that Socrates says a man is ready to learn, and that Christ 
would say a man is capable of embracing faith.® Socrates encourages the 
frustrated Meno to alvxays inquire, and Christ offers salvation in his 
crucifixion and resurrection — a testament to the love and hope to be 
found through faith in God.7

The crucifixion seems to have several ‘’facets," de7)emllnp on the level 
of development of a man's faith. For the man who realizes only hia need 
and his weakness, and v.Tho is striving for an "affirmative’’ sort of faith, 
the love x-xhich Christ exemplifies by dying for the sins of man upon the 
cross becomes a burden, compelling a man to spritual suffering over the 
guilt xxhich he feels for the atrocities he has personally committed against Christ's love.® Christ requires a man to repent, not so that a



man should wallow in self-pity, but so that he may be "reborn."- Simi
larly, S.crates does not leave men trapped in their frustrations, but 
moves men to participation , regarding resignation as incompatible with 
learning. Thus Christ, as previously mentioned, offers the resurrection 
— the hope of eternal life: a hope which can only be fulfilledm for the 
Christianm through an active, affirmative faith in T'hich a man imitates 
Christ.^® ITien a man's attitude towards life becomes one of love, of 
hope, of life and the joy of living, then the crucifixion becomes other 
than a burden. A man, once he becomes affirmative in his faith is no 
longer among the needy seeking desperately for salvation.Father, a 
man becomes like Christ, participating in salvation through his 
God and for his fellow men and through his hope for eternal life. For 
such a man the crucifixion is a symbol of strength where Christ bears the 
evils of mankind and ultimately triumphs.

Just as we must ask of Socrates how it is that inquiry leads to a 
good life, so also we must ask of Christ how it is that faith in God — 
faith in love and hope as exemplified by the crucifixion and resurrection 
—leads to a good life.

The love and hope of the crucifixion and resurrection of Christ is, 
in other words, Christian love and immortality. % know what immortality 
is, but what is Christian love? TJe will recalj, that Socratic love, to coin 
a phrase, is ultimately directed inv/ard — it is a selfish love in which 
V7e have a concern for another man insofar as such a concern xjill help us 
to becom.e good. This is not the idea behind Christian love, for Christ 
commands us to "seek God's Kingdom,warning us to "fear him who, after he has killed, has power to cast into hell.'"^^ The most important thing 
for a man is his relationship to God; second in importance is a man's re
lationship to other men.^^ However, a man's relationship to his fellow 
man is an extremely important factor in faith. Tlie man with faith feels 
a responsibility to his neighbor,and through fulfilling this respon
sibility a man exemplifies and thus strengthens his faith. Christ clari
fies this responsibility;

...I say to you that hear, love your enemies, do good to 
those V7ho hate you, bless those who curse you, pray for 
those who abuse you. To him who strikes you on the cheek, of
fer the other also; and from him. who takes away your cloak 
do not v7ithhold your coat as well. Give to every one who 
begs from you; and of him who takes away your goods do not 
ask them again. And as you wish that men would do to you, do so to them.^®

A Christian in loving his fellow man gives unceasingly of himself in every 
concievable x-zay with no expectation or desire for repayment in this world. 
The Christian looks beyond his relationships with other men toward God. 
Koxcever, a Christian realizes that it is through his love for other men, 
and the grace of God, that his hope of eternal life will be fulfilled in 
the Kingdom of Heaven.

Christ says, regarding himself;
Those who are X7ell have no need of a physician, but those who are sick; I came not to call the righteous, but the sinners.2^



Tnis Idea is further substantiated;

If you love those v/ho love you, trhat credit is that to you?
For even sinners love those who love them, i^nd if you do 
good to those who do good to you, xrhat credit is that to 
you? For even sinners do the same.21

In the Gospels we see that Christ associates with the dregs of society; 
finding his comnany always among the poor as well as the blind, the di
seased and the otherxi7ise needy. Christ eats with the tax collectors, 
Pharissees, and sinners,22 refusing no inan, no matter who or what he is, 
the possibility of salvation. Thus, we can see that Christ is telling 
every man, "Yes, you are valuable." Like Socrates, Christ is a humble 
man, preferring to be known ’ as one X'7ho serves’ 23 than as the Son of 
God or the King of the Jews.

Again, like Socrates, Christ shox-rs an intolerance for untruths — 
for the hypocracy and destructive self-assertion xxhich men perpetxiate 
on one another;

...woe to you scribes and Pharissees, h;^nxocritesI because 
you shut the kingdom of heaven against men; for you neither 
enter yourselves, nor allow those who xrould enter to go in.2^

...woe to you scribes and Pharissees, h}7pocrites! for you tithe 
mint and dill and cummiin and have neglected the weightier mat
ters of the lax.T, justice and mercy and faith* these you ought 
to have done, without neglecting the others. You blind guides, 
straining out a gnat and s^'irallov’ing a camell25
Combined with this intolerance for the pretensions of men is an extrem.e 

sion xjhich mnkes Christ ween for the very Jerusalem that cruci- 
and causes him to alleviate hximan misery x-rherexrer he finds it.

In the story of the feeding of the four thousand after a crox-rd has been 
x^ith Christ for three days the disciples suggest that the crox-’d be sent a- 
way, to x?hich Christ replies;

human compas fies him,26

I have compassion on the croi-id, because they have been xfith me 
noi-7 three days, ad have nothing to eat; and if I send them axray 
hungry to their hones, they x-rill faint on the x^xay and some of 
them have come a long way.27
The incredible resources XThich faith and its exemplification through 

Christian love provide — the ability to perform superhuman feats and have 
inpenetrable raoral strength — are all dramatically portrayed in the Gos
pels in the person of Christ; and these resources are promised to the man 
with faith.28 Hoxvrever, the believer is x-xarned, "...do not rejoice in this, 
that the spirits are subject to you; but rejoice that your names are writ
ten in heaven.*'2'^ ^ Christian must never forsake the hope of the resur
rection for temporal glory. Futhemore, a man must be watchful over his 
faith "because x-rickedness is multiplied, (and) m.ost m.en's love xrill grow 
cold.'’30 It is true the man who presenves Ills love xxho x-xill be saved. 31 
The Christian, in his faith — his belief in the crucifixion and resur
rection of Christ —— is joyous in his love and bears his suffering gladly 
in the anticipation of everlasting life in teh Kingdom of Heaven.32 ’ Ke 
is a man thoutoughly Involved with life xxho ox-res his allegiance to a



' living'" God. 33 in the prologue to The Gospel According to St. John 
ve get a feeling of this life v^hich is so inuch a part of -Christianity;

He is in the beginning x^ith God; all things vrere made through 
him, and without him was not anythingmade that was made. In him 
was life, and life was the light of men. The light shines in 
the darkness, and the darkness has not overcome it.3^

For the Christian Christ's command. 'That you love one another as I have 
loved you"-^^ puts a responsibility upon men to shox’ humility a. compas
sion towards their fellow men, and an intolerance for pretension; though 
remembering that every man is welcoitfein the Kingdom of Heaven who sheds 
his pretensions and seeks God's will3f —■ a xtHI yre could easily see as 
being that men love one another and be joyous in life.

Conclusion

Poor naked wretches, whereso'er you are,
That bide the pelting of the pitiless storm,
Kox'j shall your houseless heads and unfed sides,
Your loop'd and window’d raggedness, defend you 
From the seasons such as these? Ol I have ta'en 
Too little care of this I Take physick, pomp;
Expose thyself to feel what wretches feel.
That thou may'st shake the superflux to then,
And show the heavens more just,

- Hilliam Shakespeare, King Lear, Act III, Scene IV, 
(23-36).

The hvunility, compassion and steadfast adherence to truths which So
crates and Christ show — their unceasing expression of love — provides 
for more than inner consolation in the m.idst of a temporal world. Such 
an attitude toxjard living allows a man to partake of the richness of life 
to the fullest extent. Socrates is not only a great philosopher, but also 
a thoroughly outstanding Athenian citizen. A.lciblades' speech in the 
Symposium gives us a very impressive picture of Socrates as a m_an xjith near superhuman capabilities.3- Sim.llarly, man appreciate the poTjer which Christ 
posesses, and regard him as the ”V.essiah' — the deliverer of men.3 And 
even the Pharlssees comment among themselves, 'You see that you can do no
thing; look, the world has gone after him.'"3

Tie have seen that though there are soma important differences betr-reen 
Socrates an Christ, it is apparent that both would agree about the proper 
manner in VThlch a man should exemplify goodness. Both x/ould find Chaucer's 
road to Canterbury, and the companionship of Chaucer's pilgrims amid the 
beauty of Spring, appropriate metaphors by x-zhich to understand life and the 
responsibility xrhich every man has to his fellow man., Both Socrates and 
Christ, in attributing value to men through the love they gave, assert the 
imiportance of life. They both XTould have appreciated Chaucer's Spring, 
Tjhere life is reborn and all of nature is fresh and exhilarating and 
living to the fullest extent. Both Socrates and Christ in their goodness 
permit and confirm life. If each of us xxere to ask xHth his heart, "^ihat 
is the meaning of miy life?" each of us might come to knox"' in time, if we 
xjere patient and did not allow our pretensions to overcome us, that the



meaning of life is simply life. Once each of us had seen this we night 
appreciate that goodness — a man's love — is an unquestioning affirma
tion of life; not just forthose v;e know and approve of and feel comforta
ble amongj but life for all men. And if vre were to truly reach for good
ness we would think long and hard before holding another man in contempt, 
for we would realize the implications and possible consequences of such 
an attitude for ourselves, tfeb other man, andfor mankind.

A. r. IT. Waggaman 
class of 1974
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in haste ve are not though some are 
i see you go by i know not where 
i would take you with me, come now 
you have lived alone and know the men 
the same i know the bitter men 
closed to your eyes 
they masturbated too long alone and 
revenge themselves on the woman they meet 
for being left too long alone 
as they should be

i must take you where there is no movement of sound 
waiting to know your mind your words enchant me 
i leave pensive then remember i have not kissed you 
i forget you for a day
a chess game in your room
the surprise of a swell on the chest
i wanted to see you die before my eyes 
i saw my cat did i loved it
it passed with a mourning howl from life into the other state
i loved it where did it go i saw it go
did i kill it i hope i did if it went somewhere happy
shall i transform you do not weep i really want to
don’t call him tonight to protect you i do ask a lot
i know, but 1 know you notr don’t pretend
i think i shall see you tonight i am not sure
i am an i am as you are an i am i vre are not similar
who could you become because of me 
i have arrived slovr and say nothing 
want more, love, want more i beg you

---Theresa Sellers



Scxiata Ho. 1

Thia ia the first raoveseut c£ a Soc.ata» the txo other plaaaed 
laovGxsants haviEg not beea coiff lstS:d to date. TJie Sonata is asseat 
to be perfonasd with two Instnuseats, Sia upper line of tsueic 
should be performed on aa iustruiseat of c^ilcw ox soabre ton®. I 

suggest the oboe d’araors or tbsa English hom. The other 
t^o lines should bs perforased on a keyboard iuBtrvausat, preferably 
th©’ Uarpsichordj however' the plaao will suffice. If the iastnssene u 
used' for the solo line ia not of the correct t'Xmhvm, it will bs 
necssaary to use a piano.
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Christ Cain

!Teak labor birth, womb storraed, eve winded deep,
'pon wet breath willow wept, the half-cane child,
still-born, half-came eunuch loin, to v^eep,
seed cursed, at heel, conceived at sin, beast wild,

stale death. TThat fierce-fawned doon. to taste, moan-prieved 
at third crossed death-day's dawn? Stone broken bread. 
Falf-came, but holy, Cain, from tv^o, out-heaved, 
to learn tired curse begot to friends. Crust bled,
ached wine. Ealf-came communion child, to grow 
to soaked adamic curse, weak-ribbed friend, 
loin-heaved, earthed eunuch union's dead clay throvT 
at earthed birth moment held, no womb to rend.
earthed mother knelt at willow, cross-cam.e, wept 
still-born, agape, one cursed tired promise kept.

-- Gary "’oody
(first prize, sonnet form)

(untitled)

in air in air
Sunday morning's
just-dawn lift's the earth alight
and flight all pigeons
modulates a sound of innest thigh.
first fruits, the vjide unclustering of cells’
first meats, lullaby and lull upon the breast.
is Juniper's life a syllable?
or what did van gogh see?
a sx'ieetest babble
a rarest tongue far song

in tongues
unknowing, alull unknowing, 
azure clues the unmapned pull 
morn am lu am. grace 

1

-- hobert Grogan
(second prize, open-form)



DOitESTIC

Shaving, I glance out the window, 
the mare is standing, bored 

and motionless 
in the corral

The dog trots under the fence, 

sniffs around the long legs, 

is pleased, and 

pees on one like a treer

The mare just stands there 
thinking, for a minute, then 

kicks the dog in the belly.

ONE

One

of those
dirty little machines 

is attacking the fountain.

A hawk rides

almost no wind
in from the west, and watche

standing on air
the rountain, radiating

calm.

-- Ron Lavelle



TffiLPING TO BUTCI'I!” TU.E PREP
? it hunp there

by the neck, its hide 

oulled doT’n round its ankles 
like a girdle.

Fiss and slop of the guts 

scooped out in niy friends*s fist, 

color of herorrhoids^

the hooves hacked of 
tossed in a pail with the innocent 
staring head.

IWNDRUmCS

Three heads, dark humps under the Full I'toon moon 
up on the hill unobserved observing the to^m
behind the noon break thru cloud 
tv70 bright stars

Sitting on cold stone stairs three cold burns 
guzzle in shadow pass the jug each has a turn 
little is said long silence nothing to say

One drinks, and wipes moon-spittle from his lio, 
passing the jug in the ancient way

Plack wine warms the gloTT of meditation
here in the dark overarched by 
poplar, drips, tricklets of moon 
seam the leaves, light 
starface dangling

Svreet night svjeet . it's spring . everything's new 
T^hile an ambiguous angel guards the ’Nation

One of us stands a minute with back turned 
: pissing into shadows, making subtle music

-- Fon LaVelle



Soup (Blues for T^ama)
They lost a little boy the other day 
a
nice Boy 
a
Pretty Foy
who used to spend his time 
telling stories in the temple 
playing tripawit with the priests

(0 yes
(I gotta gotta gotta

They were sure
"he was vrith the others"
playing games and pulling pigtails
but they looked around

and in panic they discovered 
he was gone

ITow Toother 
you better 
look around 
look around

Can you 
tell me 
tell me Fama
IFiat's become of your son?

It takes awhile 
Sometimes 
to see
to make it work
and make it real and
Sometimes
(when I look at you) 
my
little
blue-eyed boy 
my
little 
blond-eyed 
blue-pantsd 
bitch-boy boy 
(O-o-o gotta 
Sometimes
(TJhen I look at you)
I imagine 
Blhat it ^jould be 
TJhat it could be

(like)



to hug your ironthighs 
with mine
to take your nipplets 
(NEON)
in my teeth And 
I lose myself in you And 
in our coming
Though I lose myself in you 
(you in me)
it's not because we do not knot:' the way 
( o- o- o- o- o- o- o- o- o- o- o~ o- o~ o 
(o-o-o gotta gotta gotta 
it's not like those
who seek protection from the night And
no
no
Not like those
T'hose parents are ber^ildered 
and stricken white Tjith panic 
Tihen you ask
Nother xjhat's become of your son 
C-o-o ^lama what's become of your son 
(Just gotta gotta gotta 
(o-o-o yeye yeye gotta 
(gotta gotta gotta 
(make it real

—Greg Ford





LEISURE

The following manuscript Is the prompt-sheet for a lecture, and 
I have not revised it in terms of the written word’s different cadences,

A year after I first entombed these notions, I find one major alter
ation in my conclusions. Given the present state of the economy of the 
United States, western Europe and Japan (it's one), I do not foresee any 
imminent shove of masses of workers into enforced unemployment, ily ap
preciation of our endemic human stupidity has soared like inflation under 
the i^ixon "economic game-plan"; it seems we collectively have neither the 

will to rein our cybernetic-automation tool system in the direc
tion of leisure. Therefore, if we manage to cultivate leisure, it will 
be largely like the "Victory-gardens" of World War II - each of us hoeing 
his own row, albeit with a partially-shared common goal. The techne we 
must develop is not that of post-industrial technology, but the fine art 
of doing more with less. In other words, we must make ourselves that gen
uine materialism which is both a soil and fruit of leisure. But that's 
another opus.

The aim of this lecture is the recovery of one word, leisure. To 
recover is to get back what you have lost; I maintain that we have lost 
hold of the meaning of leisure, so the first part of my talk is chiefly 
a summary, a recapitulation of vjhat Aristotle and St. Thomas Aquinas 
thought about leisure. But knowledge is not arete; even with such ex
emplars to guide us, the recovery of leisure is no easy thing, due to 
causes both deep-seated and perennial. The enumeration of the chief among 
these causes is the second part of my lecture.

Since I say that we don't know what leisure is, let me begin by
^ working statement of what I mean by leisure. Pending discus

sion then, we shall consider leisure to be a complex term and not a simple 
descriptive word; it will stand for a complex of attitudes which turn about 
appreciation (that is, judgments of worth) and celebration (that is, acknow
ledgment of the gift character of reality) , and v/e shall see leisure as 
the matrix — the mother—stuff — of contemplation.

Of these three attributes, it is the last, the contemplativeness of 
leisure, to which I will pay the most attention, because it is contempla
tion which confers upon leisure its central value and - extrinslcally - 
because your recent hearing of Josef Pleper's lecture on "Happiness and 
Contemplation" has primed the pump so that we may draw forth living water. 
NOW contemplation is a word Aristotle did not know - the Greek is theoria 
(a seeing). Thomas had contemplatio from the Romans, but by the time he 
received it, it had been baptized into a new being; for the Romans used 
the word to designate the looking at auguries by their priests or the kind 
of seeing that was available in the precincts of the templum, which be
cause of its situation and colonnaded construction afforded a seeing of 
wide range.

But etymologies seldom buzz unless we hear them from real scholars, 
who naturally never tell us they are etymologizing. No student of leisure
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(that is nec, no otlum. , the word we know as negotiation), the 
privation of leisure.

With that, let's proceed to Aristotle and hear what he says about 
leisure. What he says is this: "(It) is the first principle of all things. 
(He is, of course, speaking anthropocentrically and not in the austere lan
guage of physics.) Leisure (schole) is more desirable and more fully an 
end than business (a-schole); in fact "business (is) for the sake of lei
sure, (lust as) things necessary and useful (are) for the purpose of things 
noble. "Leisure is needed both for the development of excellence (arete) 
and for active participation in the life of the polls," 6 and that is why 
in the most nobly constituted state...the citizens must not live a me
chanic or mercantile life...nor yet must those who are to be citizens in ^ 
the best state be tillers of the soil."7 ^

Leisure is the condition for human excellence, but Aristotle doesn't 
let us forget that leisure can also be a condition for turpitude.

Courage and fortitude are needed for business, love of wisdom 
for leisure, temperance and justice for both seasons, and more 
especially when men are at peace and have leisure; for war com
pels men to be just and temperate, whereas the enjoyment of 
prosperity and peaceful leisure tends to make them insolent.®

Upon that qualification, we can proceed to contemplation, which is 
the highest excellence leisure affords. Quite simply, human happiness is 
contemplation. Let me cite two short passages from the Ethics:

...the activity of God, which surpasses all others in blessed
ness, must be contemplative; and of human activities, therefore,

1. that which is most akin to this must be most of the nature of 
happiness.9

If happiness is activity in accordance with excellence, it is 
reasonable that it should be in accordance with the highest 
excellence; and this will be that of the best thing in us (the

2. nous)... the activity of this in accordance with its proper ex
cellence will be perfect (telic) happiness...this activity is 
contemplative.,.this activity is the best...and...it is the most 
continuous, since we can contemplate truth more continuously 
than we can ^ anything.

You probably noted the word activity for its conspicuousness in the 
preceding — six times in a paragraph. The Greek (energeia)and in this 
next sentence (praxis) underlines that for Aristotle happiness (contem
plation) is the most supreme activity; "To praise inaction more highly 
than action is an error, for happiness is an activity."^

Happiness is an activity. Contemplation is happiness. Leisure is 
good because it enables us to engage in that contemplation which is hap
piness. In these straightforward sentences, what challenge can there be?

If we live consciously in late twentieth-century America, Aristotle's 
principles are a fundamental challenge to the assumptions upon which 
that America largely functions. Tlie land of the seven-day weekend will 
happen soon about twenty miles from our sacred hill here; a heaven of
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Since certain men are especially intent on the contemplation 
of truth, while others are especially intent on external actions, 
it follows that man's life is fittingly divided into active and 
contemplative.1^

From this commonsensical start, Thomas proceeds to fashion an entire 
question of eight articles in delineating the contemplative life. The 
seventh of these articles, treating of the delight intrinsic to contem
plation, gives us some notion of what Thomas shared with Aristotle on 
the subject and what he added:

There may be delight in any particular contemplation in 
two ways. First by reason of the operation itself, because 
each individual delights in the operation which befits him 
according to his own nature or habit. Now contemplation of 
the truth befits a man according to his nature as a rational 
animal: the result being that [here Tliomas cites Aristotle 
directly] ajj^ men naturally desire to know, so that conse
quently they delight in the knowledge of the truth. And more 
delightful still does this become to one who has the habit of 
wisdom and knowledge, the result of which is that he contem
plates without difficulty.16

S! ^®^J-f^tfulness of contemplation. Although Aristotle certainly knew 
this delightfulness, the note of spontaneous ease is not clear in his 
OTltings. I believe that Thomas* Christian theism makes for the dif
ference in accent beti^een the two. The latter half of my citation from 
article 7 makes this difference explicit.

Secondly, contemplation may be delightful on the part of 
its object, in so far as one contemplates that which one 
loves; even as bodily vision gives pleasure, not only be
cause to see is pleasurable in itself, but because one sees 
a person whom one loves. Since, then, the contemplative 
life consists chiefly in the contemplation of God, of which 
love is the motive... it follows that there is delight in 
the contemplative life, not only by reason of contemplation 
itself, but also by reason of the Divine love.17
There are two special implications of this passage which I wish to 

unweave and pay some attention to. That the highest object of contempla
tion is God, Thomas shares with Aristotle; but Tliomas' God is anthropo
morphic, indeed, is anthropos, a God, a God-man who freely gave himself 
to men for their good, not for their merits. In this kind of universe 
to contemplate is to celebrate; to celebrate is to joy in a gift. For 
medieval men, life thorny and checkered as it might be— was a gift;
salvation --difficult and uncertain as that might be— was a gift; real
ity was a gift. Little wonder that the middle ages gave away scores of 
days every year to celebrate various dimensions of that gift. Even war
fare had to wait on feast-days.

If contemplation is shaped by its Divine object, it is colored by 
love. It's not very easy to feel warmly toward a prime mover, or even a 

; Aquinas Inclusion of love in the contemplative act reflects 
the Christian belief that there is a path between man and God and that 
man can travel that path in reciprocal loving. To link the affective with



the intellective in describing contemplation contemplation reminds us of 
Plato, of course; except that here —in Thomas— man loves not truth, but 
a person, and the final £;oal of contemplation is to see and enjoy truth 
in person. Of all the attributes of leisurely contemplation we have noted 
thus far, this is surely the most distant from our modern temper.

We see and feel this distance even more acutely when Thomas sets out 
to show how the contemplative life is superior to the active. Gathering 
his resources from Hebrew, Greek and Christian, this article almost cons
titutes a small summa in itself. But most foreign to us, the method of 
proof Thomas uses is allegorical and scriptural and sometimes both toge
ther. \'ifliat kind of cogency, we moderns protest, could there be in an ar
gument exalting contemplation which begins by working over an old tale 
about two Jewish sisters entertaining a guest?

Mary hath chosen the best part, which shall not be taken away
from her. (Luke 10, 42) Now Mary figures the contemplative life. 
Therefore the contemplative life is more excellent than the active.^®

The story, as you recognize, is that of Martha and Mary, whose house 
Jesus is visiting. Martha busies herself being a good hostess and is 
irked at Mary, who just sits listening to Jesus talk.

The rest of Thomas' argument consists in a elaboration of the eight 
reasons Aristotle gives (Ethics, X. 7-8) for the supremacy of contempla
tion. It's a bit long and, for us, cryptic in spots, but I'm going to 
read it anyway, because the mode of reasoning employed is not at all ours, 
and one of the best ways to understand our concepts of leisure and con
templation is to hear the different accent of our ancestors.

...the contemplative life is simply more excellent than the ac
tive; and the Philosopher proves this by eight reasons (Ethics, X. 7-8). 
The first is, because the contemplative life becomes man according 
to its proper objects, namely things intelligible; whereas the 
active life is occupied with externals. Hence Hachel, by whom the 
contemplative life is signified, is interpreted the vision of the 
principle, whereas as Gregory says, the active life is signified by 
Lia v7ho was blear-eyed. — The second reason is because the con
templative life can be more continuous,...wherefore Mary,...is des
cribed as sitting all the time at the Lord's feet. — Thirdly, be
cause the contemplative life is more delightful than the active; 
wherefore Augustine says that Martha x^as troubled, but *tary 
feasted. — Fourthly, because in the contemplative life man is more 
self-sufficient, since he needs fewer things for that purpose; 
wherefore it was said: Martha, Martha, thou art careful and art 
troubled about many things. — Fifthly, because the contemplative 
life is loved more for its own salce, while the active life is di
rected to something else. Hence it is written (Ps. 26.4) : One 
thing I have asked of the Lord, this will I seek after, that I
may dwell in the house of the Lord all^ the days of my life, that
I may see the delight of the Lord. — Sixthly, because the con
templative life consists in leisure and rest, according to Ps. 45.11,
Be still and see that I am God. — Seventhly, because the contem
plative life is according to divine things, whereas active is ac
cording to human things; wherefore Augustine says; ''In the beginning 
was the Nord, " to Him \-7as ;"Iary hearkening: "The Mord made flesh,";
Him was Martha serving. — Eightly, because the contemplative life



is according to that which is most proper to man, namely his intel
lect, ...
Thomas appends a ninth justification as rhetorical climax, and the 

argument from authority is at its peak:

Our Lord adds a ninth reason when he says: "Mary hath chosen the 
best part, which shall not be taken away from her", which words 
Augustine expounds thus: Not, —Thou hast chosen badly but, - She 
has chosen better. Ifny better? Listen, - Because it shall not be 
taken away from her. But the burden of necessity shall at length 
be taken from thee: whereas the sweetness of truth is eternal.

The leisurely shall inherit the kingdom of heaven, a scandal and a 
stumbling-block to us, mailed in our ethic of work. But x^e have not 
done yet. Immediately after his reach to the sx'/eetness of eternal truth, 
Aquinas tacks on this nroviso, which would have eased the heart of the 
most ambitious prelate and might even perhaps mollify us;

Yet in a restricted sense and in a particular case one should prefer 
the active life on account of the needs of the present life. Thus 
too the Philosopher says (Top. iii.2) It is better to be wise 
than to be rich, yet for one x^ho is in need, it is better to be rich....^^

I must confess I stand agape hearing a man say such disparate things 
without even pausing for breath. But Thomas seemed to handle disparities 
better than I can, and I judge that one of the strengths of his intel- 
lectualism is that he is not afraid to admit the claims of the opposite 
camp. For example, when Thomas considers xirhether the contemplative life 
is hindered by the active life, he admits the superficial hindrance of 
pressing business, and then cites a paradoxical saying of Gregory;
"Those x^ho wish to hold the fortress of contemplation must first of all 
train in the camp of action."22 gloss Thomas puts on this aphorism
indicates that, like Aristotle but in a different way, his idea of the 
active life doesn't square with ours: "Hence the work of the active life 
conduces to the contemplative, by quelling the interior passions which 
give rise to the phantasms v/hereby contemplation is hindered."23 I won't 
pause to examine this last sentence: I merely wish to note again that one 
of the paradigmatic contemplators of our tradition can include and embrace 
the xiforth of the active life in a manner x^e can only term contradictory. 
But I suppose that is why Thomas, although surfeited with followers and 
Interpreters had no successors, and the lack of giant synthetic contra
dictors xjas one cause of the evanescence of contemT5lation from tJestem 
value-systems.

However, before we begin the melancholy tale of contemplation's 
disappearance, let me squeeze in a fexr xrords of Dante's to illustrate 
tne power the ideal of contemplation had over medieval men. Dante is 
writing a political treatise, ^ fonarchia, xjhich - as he modestly as
sures us - is the first such treatise to get to the heart of the matter. 
And the heart of the matter is peace on the worldly scale so that on the 
individual scale man can enjoy that leisurely peace whose goal is con
templation.



The vjork proper to the human race, taken as a whole is to 
keep the whole capacity of the potential intellect constantly 
actualized, primarily for contemplation, and secondarily (by 
extension, and for the sake of the other) for action.... In 
sedentary quietness the Individual man is perfected in know
ledge and wisdom.
The supremacy of contemplation was not to remain long. The essential 

activism of the Judaeo-Christian tradition, the bitter attacks of the new 
breed of opportunists we call "humanists," and the concomitant emergence 
of modern scientific method, global exploration (that is, exploitation), 
and hustling nationalism effected a root-deep change in the West’s hier
archy of values. To illustrate the first would be onerous (and some 
would even say, tautological), but v/e cannot forget that the first book 
of the Jewish sacred canon centered about a borrowed myth of forbidden 
knowledge, and men for centuries took seriously Paul's inveighing against 
"empty philosophy." But let me just touch on the subject of humanism; 
the early humanists' reaction to the debates of scholasticism concerning 
contemplation and action was one of repudiation and withdrax^al. The sire 
of the Italian renaissance, Petrarch, explicitly rejected the life of 
learning and contemplation:

It is safer to strive for a good and pious will than for a 
capable and clear intellect. The object of the will...is to 
be good; that of the intellect is truth. It is better to will 
the good than to knox^ the truth.
Another Florentine, Coluccio Salutati, chancellor of that city 

hardly a hundred years after Dante lived, reverses the poet's option 
for contemplation. He champions activism in the political sphere, but 
is not content to stop there:

It manifestly follows that the active life is to be preferjgd 
in all xxrays to contemplation, both on earth and in heaven.

In the mid 15th century, a Platonic Academy under the patronage of 
Cosimo De Medici and headed by a priest named Tlarsilio Ficino was opened 
in Florence. We have an index of the abandonment of contemplation as an 
ideal in some sub rose remarks of Ficino; in the face of an officially 
received doctrine of activism, he feels forced to dissemble his true 
beliefs. The remarks are in a private letter to an English priest, John 
Colet; Ficino tells him that the contemplative faculty is higher:

I wish you to know, my dear John, this mystery: the will 
is lower than the intellect....Will is needy intellect, as 
it were, and because of this grasping and desirous.
Ficino's confidential revelation fell upon rocky ground; the English, 

always practical men and never ones to cotton to novelty (they were, after 
all, the last European country to have a renaissance), clung to their 
medieval activism and even embellished it. ’lore important for our pur
poses, they passed it on to us in the colonial empire they founded here, 
whose ethos of work and anti-intellectualism survived the loss of that 
empire to remain for more than three centuries a central dogma of the 
American credo.



This land, both as a collection of colonies and later as a national 
experiment, never know the contemplative ideal. Before I go on to sketch 
some of the consequences of that lack, vis-a-vis leisure, let me give 
the best summary I know of the deposition of that ideal. It is from 
Hannah Arendt's book. The Human Condition:

The fundamental experience behind the reversal of contem
plation and action was precisely that man's thirst for knowledge 
could be assuaged only after he had put his trust into the ingen
uity of his hands. The point was not that truth and knowledge 
were no longer important, but that they could be won only by 
"action" and not by contemplation. It was an instrument, the 
telescope, a work of man's hands, which finally forced nature, 
or rather the universe, to yield its secrets. The reasons for 
trusting doing and for distrusting contemplation or observation 
became even more cogent after the results of the first active 
inquiries. ...Nothing indeed could be less trustworthy for 
acquiring knowledge and approaching truth than passive observa
tion or mere contemplation. In order to be certain one had to 
make sure, and in order to know one had to do. Certainty of 
knowledge could be reached only under a twofold condition: 
first, that knowledge concerned only what one had done himself - 
so that its ideal became mathematical knowledge, where we deal 
only with self-made entities of the mind - and second, that 
knowledge was of such a nature that it could be tested only 
through more doing. ...

The reversal of the modern age consisted then not in raising 
doing to the rank of contemplating as the highest state of x^hlch 
human beings are capable, as though henceforth doing was the 
ultimate meaning for the sake of which contemplation was to 
be performed, just as, up to that time, all activities of the 
vita activa had been judged and justified to the extent that 
they made the vita contemplative possible. The reversal concerned 
only thinking, which from then on was the handmaiden of doing 
as it had been the ancllla theologiae, the handmaiden of con
templating divine truth in medieval philosophy and the hand
maiden of contemplating the truth of Being in ancient philosophy. Contemplation itself became altogether meaningless.^®

It is hardly surprising that contemplation was meaningless in the 
New World. The early English settlers were not given to the contemplative 
life even during their exile in Leyden. William Bradford, the first 
Governor of the Plymouth Plantation, records in his history of that set
tlement the decision of the Pilgrims to come to this country; that decision 
was one based largely upon activist proselytizing:

[They] had a great hope and inward zeal of laying some good 
foundation...for the propagating and advancing the gospel of 
the kingdom of Christ in those remote parts of the world. ... 
the place they had thoughts on was some of th se vast and 
unpeopled countries of America, which are fruitful and fit for 
habitation, being devoid of all civil inhabitants, v/here there 
are only savage and brutish men which range up and down, 
little otherwise than the wild beasts.29



But even evangelists must eat, and the Pilgrims immediately found them
selves in a desparate struggle to raise enough food. At first they tried 
a kind cf Puritan communism, where each person labored for the needs of 
the entire settlement. It didn't work:

The experience that was had in this common course and condition, 
tried sundry years and that amongst godly and sober men, may 
well evince the vanity of that conceit of Plato's ...; that 
the ta’xing away of property and bringing in community into a 
commonwealth would make them happy and flourishing; as if they 
were wiser than God."^^

Such the genesis, on our soil at least, of the work ethic. And since it 
was evident, as Bradford implies, that the pursuit of private property 
was divinely ordained, it is not marvellous that God and mammon were 
soon confused, and that to make money was indeed to serve the Lord. As 
Max Weber notes in The Protestant Ethic and The Spirit of Capitalism:

(T)he summum bonum of this ethic, the earning of more and more 
money, combined with the strict avoidance of all spontaneous 
enjoyment of life, is above all completely devoid of an eu- 
daemonistice, not to say hedonistic, admixture. It is thought 
of so purely as an end in itself, that from the point of view 
of the happiness of, or utility to, the single individual, it 
appears entirely transcendental and absolutely irrational. !fen 
is dominated by the making of money, by acquisition as the 
ultimate purpose of his life.
It is not difficult to see that leisure cannot survive easily in this 

kind of world. However, there was a chance in the 18th century for the 
leisurely ideal to take some root in the colonies. In the absence of 
either a strong hereditary aristocracy or state patronage, the condition 
of art and learning in America was dependent upon commercial wealth, and 
on this account the personal culture of the American business class was 
always a matter of special import to the leisured and intellectual life.
In the coastal towns the mercantile and professional class was seriously 
interested in the advancement of learning, science and the arts. Even 
Ben Franklin, that arch-prophet of the wor'x ethic, observed (in 1743) :

The first drudgery of settling new colonies which confines the 
attention of people to mere necessities is now pretty well over; 
and there are many in every province in circumstances that set 
them at ease, and afford leisure to cultivate the finer arts 
and improve the common stock of knowledge.

But due to a number of causes - continuous westward expansion, an influx 
of largely illiterate and poor immigrants, a fracturing civil war and 
the feverish economic war that followed it - the ideal of leisure and the 
contemplative life was buried, or at most safely encapsulated in a harm
less wart on the body politic. The promise of leisure that Franklin 
looked forward to largely evanesced; in its place we have inherited the 
tenuous stereotype of leisure which Thorstein Veblen outlines in The 
Theory of The Leisure Class:



As v/ealth accumulates, the leisure class develops further 
in function and structure ... With the inheritance of 
gentility goes the inheritance of obligatory leisure; and 
gentility of a sufficient potency to entail a life of leisure 
may be inherited without the complement of wealth required 
to maintain a dignified leisure. These half-caste gentlemen 
of leisure fall into a system of hierarchical gradations...
The lower grades, especially the impecunious, or marginal, 
gentlemen of leisure, affiliate themselves by a system of 
dependence or fealty to the great ones; they become his 
courtiers and or retainers, servants; and being fed and 
countenanced by their patron they are indices of h^^ rank 
and vicarious consumers of his superfluous wealth.

And this state of affairs did not sustantively change until the last decade 
of our century, when automation began to offer a fresh prospect for leisure. 
But before I speak of that, let me finish my sketch of the work ethic 
by tracing the features of its Siamese twin, anti-lntellectuallsm.

Now this trait has been, and is, fairly widespread in the West, 
more so at some times than others, stronger in some nations than others. 
Among the countries of Europe, it was notably strong in England, and 
continued its strength in the Anglo-American experience : its first virulan'- 
burst came in that early 18th century religious revival known as the Greav 
Awakening.

Anti-lntellectualism first got its strong grip on our ways of 
thinking because it was fostered by an evangelical religion 
that also purveyed many humane and democratic sentiments.
It made its way into our politics because it became associated 
with our passion for equality. It has become formidable in 
our education partly because our educational beliefs are evangelic,-’- 
ly egaltarian.

Thus Richard Hofstadter stated, in his book Anti-intellectualism in Ameri-' ^ ' 
Life

But we can't blame it all on the Puritans and Silas Laphams of the 
world. Each of us, once we have passed over a certain threshold of mental 
sophistication, fuels the witch-burning fires of anti-intellectualism by 
the faulty use of conceptualization. Now to conceive is to know, to have 
mental possession of, that which we are not perceiving or cannot perceive 
and to be able to reason about that knowledge. Concepts are the thread 
on which we form our experiences; without them vje would live spasmodically 
and intermittently. Feeling and desire provide us with our motive power; 
concepts give continuity to what we do and to a considerable extent 
determine our direction. The right use of concepts and conceptualizing is 
necessary in all but the highest stages of leisurely contemplation. The 
wrong use, that is, engaging ourselves in conceptualizing as mere custom 
rather than exercising and strengthening the power of conceptualizing 
vitiates our spirits and strikes against the possibility of contemplation. 
To illustrate, here's a parable; let us go then, into an octopus' garden.

Imagine the human race as a large and somewhat indolent octopus, very 
dexterous with its tentacles in grabbing food and very content with its 
submarine home. But one day, as the octopus wafts on an upwelling of 
current, one of its tentacles slips a bit out of the water into the air.



and the cells In this wandering tip are startled by the change in medium. 
This happens several more times, and the few cells involved begin to talk 
to each other about the strangeness of this new environment and to specu
late upon how things are "uo there," Bye and bye t7ord of this gets back 
to the other tentacles and to the body-head. And all the rest of the cells 
of the octopus, craving novelty and being a bit jealous, want to do the 
same thing. So one fine day the octopus flings itself out of the ocean 
into the air and almost expires for lack of water to breathe. "That's 
enough of conceptualizing for us," almost all the cells cry, and since 
they've done it once and it hurt, they think they know all about it. How
ever, they don't want to admit they are inferior to those few cells at the 
tip of one tentacle who really exult in conceptualizing, so they say they 
do know how to conceptualize, only they don't want to put on airs, and 
besides you can do it without getting your feet dry. And thus they begin 
"conceptualizing" about all kinds of things in the atmosphere and feel very 
much at home talking about sunshine and whitecaps and God and knowledge and 
patriotism, and they even name some of the seaweeds in the garden after 
these concepts. After a while, of course, they forget that the weeds aren't 
concepts, but they talk of them as the real thing and begin feeling very 
self-righteous and huffy toward that one tip that is always playing in the 
air. They print up some "love it or leave it" tentacle stickers and talk 
about asking a spirofish to lop off the offending member. And they do, 
afterwards settling a little deeper and much more comfortably in the gar
den, tending their conceptual seaweeds in absolute darkness, and even 
making little networks of the seaweeds, because everything fits together 
so neatly.

Our octopus has woven, to cite Shelley's lines, "A shroud of talk to hide us from the sun of this familiar life."^^ It has succumbed to one of 
the temptations we find hardest to resist - the temptation to run away from 
reality into soured conceptualizing, that is, ideology.

Now the ideologies of the work ethic and anti-intellectualism are 
straightforward bars to leisure and contemplation. How shall we deal with 
what seems to deliver or free the option of leisure for all? I refer to 
automation. Automation, which we can describe as the near-total electronic 
direction and control of man's tools, would seem to be the Incarnation of 
Aristotle's fancied statues of Daedalus. Aristotle saw the prospect of a 
society of laborers without labor, but he expressed that possibility in 
mythic terms to justify the naturalness of the institution of slavery:

Property is a part of the household, and the art of acquiring 
property is a part of the art of managing the household; for no 
man can live well, or indeed live at all, unless he be provided 
with the necessaries....And so, in the arrangement of the family, 
a slave is a living possession, and property a number of such 
instruments. For if every instrument could accomplish its own 
work, obeying or anticipating the will of others, like the statues 
of Daedalus, or the tripods of Hephaestus, which, says the poet,
"of their own accord entered the assembly of the Gods," if, in 
like manner, the shuttle would weave and the plectrum touch the 
lyre without a hand to guide them, chief workmen would not need 
servants, nor masters, slaves.

Whatever is repetitious, noxious, or tedious in the making of goods, the



provision of services, or the transmission of information, automation can 
do, and do better than humans. In fact, in the early 1960s, before we had 
been thoiou<»hly bludgeoned by foreign wars and domestic mayhem and were 
still thinking about having a future, the one thing all commentators on 
automation agreed upon was that most industrial and clerical labor, as well 
as many positions in the loxrer ranks of the managerial class, xjould be 
rendered obsolescent by automation.

That prospect was enough to temper even our professional optimists 
and self-appointed "future-planners”; it doesn't take much imagination to 
see what this kind of "leisure" would be like. Tlhole Sundayfuls of Hondas 
whining and sputtering to their various pleasure domes for seven days of 
every week; aggravated illiteracy sprayed even more widely through the 
several media; murder nad suicide from sheer boredom. Let me cite the 
uncompromising summary of Hannah Arendt:

What we are confronted with is the prospect of a society of
laborers without labor, that is, without the only activity
left to them. Surely, nothing could be worse.

We hear the echo of Aristotle: "The enloyment of prosperity and peaceful 
leisure tends to make [men] insolent."^®

As Michael Harrington has pointed out in The Accidental Century, the 
processes of advanced cybernation-automation, equivalent of the statues of 
Daedalus, might bring about the end of man's age-old slavery to toil and 
drudgery, but might also facilitate new and more profound slaveries. Auto
mation is not simply a technological fact; it is the stuff of spiritual 
crisis, and crisis is "a choosing." The choice centers about a root-deep 
change in values, a change that history indicates many of us are not ready 
to make. From the turn of this century, American xTOrkers, vjho constitute 
the class which would be most directly affected by automation, have always 
chosen cash over free time, when they had the option; and free time is 
only the shadow of leisure. Most Americans Intervlevred in a Roper poll 
expressed fear of the reduction of the work-week to even three or four 
days; 40% were afraid that people would either go soft and lazy or get 
bored; over 30% found refuge in the xrork ethic and said that people would 
find things to do to keep them busy; only 24% thought that a reduction in 
the work-x\reek would let men enjoy life more and be happier. If this poll 
is any index, the American populace has been well-schooled in the ant-like 
virtues; the activist mediocrity pulsing heavily through our "educational" 
system has indeed had its effect.

In one sense, however, we are more ready than ever before to opt for 
real leisure. I think we are slox’/ly learning to use our tools, to use - 
but not prize them overmuch. If that is so, then perhaps vfe are ready - 
freed from the dead weight of a past where only plutocrats and their re
tainers could be leisured, freed from the phantasmal tickle of a future 
where leisure would be the dower of our tools — ready to bestoxj leisure 
upon ourselves. Perhaps we can use the techniques of automation to banish 
the xjork ethic and anti-intellectualism, "to rid ourselves," in the words 
of John Maynard Keynes, "of many of the pseudo-moral principles which have 
hag-ridden us for 200 years, by which we have exalted some of the most dis
tasteful of human qualities into the position of the highest virtues.



But clean houses can be dangerous places; unless we have the ikon of con
templation to gaze upon, we may well find our last state worse than our 
first; the unclean spirit of spurious leisure is no less inhuman than the 
demonic rule of the scarcity principle.

In my enumeration of the obstacles to leisure, I have, naturally, 
saved the worst for last. I take here for my text some lines of Ralph 
Waldo Emerson:

Let us honestly state the facts. Our America has a bad name 
for superficialness. Great men, great nations, have not been 
boasters and buffoons, but perceivers of the terror of life, and have manned themselves to meet it.^

The particular terror I wish to single out is the dread of self-confronta
tion, that facing of the self which is at the core of leisure. For, to 
borrow from the thought of Paul Tillich, the courage to be as oneself has 
broken down in our society, and to allay those universal anxieties about 
fate, and death, and guilt which beset men we have turned to institutions 
which embody the courage to be as a part.^^ On the whole, these insti
tutions have not conduced to life Itself, let alone reflection upon one's 
living. The following passage sketches the character of this kind of 
existence:

...the state of crisis and anomie is constant and, so to speak, 
normal. From top to bottom of the ladder, greed is aroused with
out knowing where to find ultimate foothold. Nothing can calm it, 
since its goal is far beyond all it can attain. Reality seems 
valueless by comparison with the dreams of fevered imaginations; 
reality is therefore abandoned, but so too is possibility aban
doned when it in turn becomes reality. A thirst arises for novel
ties, unfamiliar pleasures, nameless sensations, all of which lose 
their savor once known. Henceforth one has no strength to endure 
the least reverse. The whole fever subsides and the sterility of 
all the tumult is apparent, and it is seen that all these new 
sensations in their infinite quantity cannot form a solid founda
tion of happiness to support one during days of trial. The wise 
man, knowing how to enjoy achieved results without having con
stantly to replace them with others, finds in them an attachment 
to life in the hour of difficulty. But the man who has always 
pinned all his hopes on the future and lived with his eyes fixed 
upon it, has nothing in the past as a comfort against the present's 
afflictions, for the past was nothing to him but a series of 
hastily experienced stages. What blinded him to himself was his 
expectation always to find further on the happiness he had so far 
missed. Now he is stopped in his tracks; from now^^n nothing re
mains behind or ahead of him to fix his gaze upon.

The citation is from a book of Emile Durkheim, titled Suicide.

What we need is a world away from this surrealistic landscape, some
thing like the woods of Walden Pond and the Yankee tenacity of Henry David 
Thoreau:

I went to the woods because I wished to live deliberately, to



front only the essential facts of life, and see if I could not 
learn what it had to teach, and not, when I came to die, discover 
that I had not lived. I did not wish to live what was not life, 
living is so dear; nor did I x^ish to practise resignation, unless 
it was quite necessary. I x^anted to live deep and suck out all 
the marrow of life, to live so sturdily and Spartan-like as to 
put to rout all that was not life, to cut a broad swath and shave 
close, to drive life into a comer, and reduce it to its lox^est 
terms, and if it proved to be mean, why then to get the whole 
and genuine meanness of it, and publish its meanness to the world; 
or if it were sublime, to knoxj it by exnerience, and be able to 
give a true account of it in my next excursion.

But there is a decisiveness, a cutting quality, about self-confrontation, 
as there is in any square facing up to life; and that decisiveness pre
sents us with the need to make our own decisions. Again, I enlist Thoreau;

If you stand right, fronting and face to face to a fact, you 
will see the sun glimmer on both its surfaces, as if it were a 
cimeter, and feel its sweet edge dividing you through the 
heart and . marrow, and so you will happily conclude your mor
tal career. Be it life or death, we crave only reality. If we 
are really dying, let us hear the rattle in our throats and feel 
cold in the extremities; if we are alive, let us go about our 
business.

Forty years ago, in Civilization and Its Discontents, Freud saw man as 
witnessing a race between life and death, between eros and thanatos - 
thanatos xjas x^inning. It still is. In our more pontifical moments, we 
are fond of reciting the familiar lines of Yeats about our age:

The best lack all convictions, Xi7hile the x^orst 
Are full of passionate intensity.

We all flee from facing the self. The best substitute a morbid and blank 
preoccupation with evil for self-confrontation, a preoccupation which grox/s 
as living becomes more complex and threatening. There is a seed of self
facing in this, for acknowledgement of evil, the refusal to shrink from 
the sight of moral ugliness, is the mark of ripe strength. But concenter
ing on devil figures is the brand of a psyche overwhelmed.

The worst find surrogates for self-confrontation in the self-empty 
and self-emptying vicarious drama of movies,television, and various other 
diversions. And there is even a squib of reality here; a horse deprived of 
necessary nutrients in his dally fodder will begin to chew on the bark of 
trees; a man having lost the sense of importance, of drama (doing) in his 
daily existence, thirsts after the high-flavored and exciting. I am re
minded of David Reisman's comment about this flank of the lonely crowd:

We need to realize that each life is an emergency, x-jhich only 
happens once, and the "saving" of which, in terms of character, 
justifies care and effort. Then, perhaps, we will not need to run 
to a war or a fire because the daily grist of life is not felt as 
sufficiently challenging, or because external threats and demands



can narcotize for us our anxiety about the quality and meaning 
of individual existence.
A pragmatist might say that only fools or knaves prattle about leisure 

when so much in our culture and such deeps in ourselves are against it.
And he would be right; good, practical men have no business risking them
selves in the fearsome unknown. But I suspect that life is too swift-cutting 
for us to be fearful and certainly too short for us to be practical. Keats, 
contemplating a Grecian um, reflects:

Heard melodies are sweet, but those unheard 
Are sweeter.

Straining to catch whatever melodies lie beyond ourselves, we need men who 
have already heard them. I like to warm myself by the example of Toscanini, 
who had one word for his orchestra before they undertook to play Beethoven s 
Ninth Symphony - one word: CORAGGIO. Or we can share the terse flame of 
that earlier Mediterranean, who says towards the end of his Ethics:

Such a life - the life of leisurely contemplation - x^ould be 
too high for man; for it is not in so far as he is man that he 
will live so, but in so far as something godly is present in him.
...But we must not follow those who advise us, being men, to think 
of human things, and, being mortal, of mortal things, but must - 
so far as x^e can - make ourselves immortal, and strain every nerve to live in accordance with the best thing in xis. ®

Dennis Higgins 
Tutor
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A Song for Old Friends on the 25th Anniversary of Their Uedding.

People redall their trios for sinole reasons —
For the places, and for the ways to them.
For thoughts maturing slowly as if in casks.
For moments of sudden revelation.
For friends intensely loved, and vivid.
Life's gide floods in, a half-century's wrack — 
not on trays, in boxes, rows, or patterns, 
no suckling pig, on parsloy, red-appled, 
but flotsam, the simple, the single things, 
rejected, lost, yet-polished, lovingly/;
Deep green summers, blue at the mountains* tops,
TTiere the triumphs of a hundred years are chiselled 
for haxrks, and the wind, and the passing skies 
(later, they will dip suddenly to the valleys, 
fire dead leaves a last kiss, brass-bright in the sun) ;

and the rivers, too, colled and slowly moving, 
open, mysterious lives, in which, like yours, 
there are throughout some m.oments to endure; 
mute castles over the xmter's dark face, 
itself changing and changeless, ever singing.

So too, perhaps, this says som.e bit of VTho 
you are, have been, and hovj it is \^e know — 
and why we remember the many years — 
and the thought that under the saddle of things, 
you showed a road we could not find alone.

Ho telling — the mind fails at priestly tasks — 
but visions endure, momentarv splendours, 
compounds of sense, and thought, and care and deed, 
of flesh and vessel — of the holy spirit —■ 
a small offering, in short, of joy, to you.
And this twenty-fifth autumn, as snow falls 
on leaves, coves, and the forest's blackened trunks.
And, beyond, shorrs where on a darkening sky —
When signs as these colour the evening's sonn:,
He have, of you, a lasting, longing, knowing.

-- J. B. Ault
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